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British Grand Prix
Silverstone – April 23
Nationwide Coach Service from £20
Grandstand Tickets, VIP Hospitality, Helicopters & Hotels also available.

Le Mans 24 Hours
June 17/18
Coach Tours from £89, Direct Flights, Paris Stop-Overs and Self-Drive Packages from £66
All Arrangements include Trackside Hospitality

Monaco Grand Prix
Monte Carlo – June 4th
Air Tours include Day Trip, Weekends and Grand Hotel Monte Carlo
Coach Tours from £179

Austrian Grand Prix
A1 Ring – July 16th
Tours by Coach or Air from £245
Graz and Vienna “2-Centre” Holiday by Air – £545

Belgian Grand Prix
Spa – August 27
Selection of 13 Tours by Coach, Train or Air from £70
Self-Drive Packages from £56

Italian Grand Prix
Monza – September 10
Day Trip by Air – £249
Choice of Weekends and longer Tours by Coach or Air

Japanese Grand Prix
Suzuka – October 8
Superb Holiday visiting Tokyo Nagoya and Kyoto – £1999
Shorter Tour – £1299

Canadian Grand Prix
Montreal – June 18
4 Nights Montreal – £899
Montreal & Niagara Falls 2-Centre Holiday – £1035

United States Grand Prix
Indianapolis – September 24
4 Nights Indianapolis from £715
2-Centre Holidays Combining Indianapolis with Chicago or New York £920 – £1199

Malaysian Grand Prix
Kuala Lumpur – October 22
4 Nights Kuala Lumpur – £850
5 Night Penang Extension available for £199

Our new colour brochure is now available. Inside you will find a superb selection of tours to every Grand Prix and Le Mans. We are the ONLY tour operator to be 100% devoted to the requirements of the British motorsport enthusiast and the only company to have recent experience of all the above venues.

As the world’s largest supplier of travel, tickets and hospitality for the 24 Hours, our Le Mans service is second to none. As a fully bonded tour operator you can be assured your money is safe with us. We also offer a comprehensive Race Ticket Service (at extra cost) for every event in our brochure.

Send NOW for your FREE brochure.
Complete the coupon or ring our 24 hour dial-a-brochure service quoting reference AS5
TEL. 01304 612424

Please send me your 2000 Tour Collection AS5
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Postcode

Send to: MOTOR RACING INTERNATIONAL
15 Market Street, Sandwich, Kent CT13 9DA
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SPEED OFF BLOCKS GAVE BUTTON EDGE IN WILLIAMS SHOOT-OUT

How Britain's new Formula 1 star convinced Frank Williams to gamble on youth. By Andrew Benson

Jenson Button's ability to adapt instantaneously to the demands of Formula 1 has made him the youngest British Grand Prix driver of all time. The 20-year-old has been picked by Williams-BMW as Ralf Schumacher's team mate after he won a shoot-out with his Brazilian rival Bruno Junqueira at Barcelona at the weekend. Formula 5000 front-runner Junqueira will be the team's test driver.

"We couldn't ignore how quickly he adapted to everything" Patrick Head

Williams had expected to give the race drive to Junqueira, who was the choice of members of the team's engineering staff. However, Button convinced team boss Frank Williams to take a chance with him. The 24-year-old German had experience of 11 of the 16 tracks and had more mileage but we couldn't ignore how quickly Jenson had adapted to everything. "I don't want to give the impression of dashing one by praising the other. I think they are both outstanding. "We were surprised and enormously impressed by Jenson. He first put himself in contention with his performance for us at Jerez.

SCHUEY JR 'WILL BE PATIENT'

Ralf Schumacher has said he is prepared to be patient while waiting for Williams to achieve success in its new partnership with BMW - but has ruled out winning a race this year. The 24-year-old German said he is not frustrated by the problems BMW has been having with its new engine, but admitted 2001 will be a difficult year for the partnership.

Ralf Schumacher is prepared for a trying year, but isn't entirely lacking in optimism.
Q&A JENSON BUTTON

How does it feel to get the drive?
"I was extremely nervous when I woke up. More nervous than I had ever been before. When Frank told me I was all bingy, I saw my Dad and he started crying, and I had a tear in my eye as well."

Are you worried about being too young for F1?
"I really have no reservations at all about coming into F1 at this age. I'm looking forward to doing my best job for the team. When you are ready for F1, you are ready, irrespective of your age, and I feel I am ready."

Do you feel you have a lot to live up to, following in the footsteps of Nigel Mansell and Damon Hill?
"I just want to be myself and do whatever I can."

"I haven't set any goals. I just want to test as much as possible"

JENSON BUTTON

A glimpse of the new pressures he faces when he was deluged with requests for interviews, photos and TV appearances, but the team is anxious that he concentrates on the daunting prospect of preparing for a Grand Prix debut in six weeks.

Williams lost three days of testing at Barcelona last week to oil system problems with what was planned to be the engine it would take to the first race. A fix allowed the team to test at the weekend, when the drivers did 47 laps between them.

BMW said it is confident it has solved the problems.

FIVE YOUNGEST BRITS

Jenson Button
Born January 19, 1980
Debut: Australian GP, March 12, 2000
Will be 20 years and 53 days old

Peter Collins
Born November 6, 1931
Debut: Swiss GP, May 18, 1952
Was 20 years and 214 days old

Chris Brighouse
Born December 2, 1937
Debut: British GP, July 18, 1959
Was 21 years and 228 days old

Stirling Moss
Born September 17, 1929
Debut: Swiss GP, May 27, 1951
Was 21 years and 252 days old

Rupert Keegan
Born February 26, 1955
Debut: Spanish GP, May 8, 1977
Was 22 years and 71 days old
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Upbeat Jaguar squad shows confidence

Jaguar unveiled its first Formula 1 car this week amid great optimism about its chances of success in the world championship. The launch was at the Lord's cricket ground in London, and Jaguar driver Johnny Herbert set the fastest time at the most recent Barcelona test.

The time was a best of 1m21.87s, which was faster even than David Coulthard in a '99 McLaren fitted with the 2000 Mercedes engine and rear end. Herbert was, though, 0.86s off the pace set by Michael Schumacher in a '99 Ferrari earlier in the week.

Herbert said: "I am pleased with the car. There are still a few things to sort out, but we are making good progress and I am looking forward to the start of the season."

Technical director Gary Anderson is equally pleased. "We are more advanced than we were at this stage last year," he said. "Also, we have already done a lot of running with the new chassis."

The car ran reasonably trouble-free in testing, although there are still problems. Eddie Irvine suffered a huge crash at Barcelona last week when a water pipe came loose at 125mph.

The former Ferrari driver lost control of the car and crashed into the barriers, damaging the Jaguar's front and rear. He was extremely lucky not to be injured. His helmet visor flicked open and he was hit in the face, close to his eye, by a flying piece of gravel.

Irvine is not getting on as well with the car as Herbert. He does not like understeer, and has been handicapped by a lack of power steering, which he got used to at Ferrari. Power assistance is expected to be fitted to the car at this week's Silverstone test.

The car is painted in a livery that is largely metallic green. The colour scheme is the result of tests to see what will show up best on TV.

BARCELONA TIMES

1 Michael Schumacher (Ferrari F399)...1m21.01s
2 Johnny Herbert (Jaguar R1)...1m21.07s
3 Giancarlo Fisichella (Benetton B200)...1m22.00s
4 David Coulthard (McLaren MP4/14)...1m22.19s
5 Eddie Irvine (Jaguar R1)...1m22.38s
6 Alexander Wurz (Benetton B199)...1m23.20s
7 Giancarlo Fisichella (Benetton B200)...1m23.15s
8 Jos Verstappen (Williams-BMW)...1m23.34s
9 Bruno Junqueira (Williams-BMW)...1m23.50s
10 Alexander Wurz (Benetton B200)...1m24.44s
* = '99 car

Stewart to step down as chairman

Jackie Stewart will be stepping down as chief executive and chairman of Jaguar this year.

The Scot will still play a role in the life of his formerly eponymous team, but Ford's Neil Ressler will take control as chairman.

"There will be no new chief executive, only a new chairman," Stewart said. "I am staying on the board and will go to most of the races. I shall work with the drivers and continue to play a big part in the strategy of the team."

The move comes as no surprise to many F1 insiders. When Stewart sold his team to Ford last year, paving the way for its re-branding as Jaguar, it was expected that he would eventually take a less high-profile role.

Stewart believes that the informal restructuring will have a positive effect on the Jaguar squad in its debut season.

"The team is well structured and capable of doing the things we want in the future. When a car looks good, it usually is, and this car looks particularly good."

BMW takeover bid could give Ford control of two F1 teams

Ford could be poised to take on a major role in two Formula 1 teams. The US car giant, which already owns the Jaguar team, is preparing a bid for Williams' engine supplier BMW, according to a report.

If the proposed bid were to succeed, Ford would have a significant influence at Williams, in addition to its total control of Jaguar. Williams is starting a five-year exclusive contract with the German car maker this season.

High-level discussions about the bid have already taken place within Ford. It has been extremely keen to do a deal with BMW. It has no other cracked the German market, and a takeover of BMW would solve that problem at a stroke for the company's ambitious president Jacques Nasser. However, Ford refused to comment.

In the long term, the move could even spell the end of one or other of the Grand Prix programmes. However, if Ford were to succeed with a bid it could just as easily decide to continue with the two distinct brands competing in F1.

It is not the only company in the frame to take over BMW, which is running with heavy losses following its takeover of the British Rover marque. Fellow American giant General Motors, the only car company in the world larger than Ford, is also interested, as is BMW's huge German rival, Volkswagen.

BMW is not even officially for sale, but it is considered to be vulnerable because of the problem with Rover. Some company directors are believed to feel that a buy-out is unavoidable - possibly by the end of the year.

The company would not be a cheap purchase, despite its losses. Its brand has enormous prestige value, and the price has already been put in the region of $1.25 billion (US$930-950 billion).

Even at that price, BMW would still be appealing to Ford, because of the boost it would give its new owners in the luxury-car market. BMW sells about 500,000 cars a year, which is way above even the 250,000 target that Jaguar is aiming to achieve in the next three to four years. The British firm currently sells about 80,000 cars a year.

Ford has led the trend for car manufacturers to become more deeply involved in F1. It bought the Stewart Grand Prix team last year, changing its name to Jaguar to suit Ford's own marketing needs.
Quick test gives Benetton boost

Benetton's hopes of turning around its poor form of the last few years have received a boost.
The team's new Formula 1 car set the third-fastest time of a major test last week, narrowly shy of the new Jaguar Cosworth R1. Both cars were beaten by Michael Schumacher's '99 Ferrari, which was fastest by nearly a second.
However, Benetton's Giancarlo Fisichella was encouraged by his best time of 1m22.00s, which was just 0.13s slower than Jaguar's Johnny Herbert.
The Italian completed a race distance of the demanding Barcelona track at the end of a four-day test of the new Benetton B200.
He said: "We were able to learn a lot more about the car today, as we ran so many kilometres. It's amazing that on only my second day in the car I was able to finish a race distance. The car is starting to really fly now, I can't wait to get back in."
Fisichella improved his time by nearly two seconds overnight. His first day in the car produced a 1m25.75s. Team mate Alexander Wurz did the first two days' running.
The car had relatively few reliability problems for such an early stage in its development. The team completed nearly 600 miles in its first four days on the track.
Benetton technical director Pat Symonds said: "This is very satisfying for a first session and bodes well for reliability."
The team has slumped from its position in the mid-'90s as the best in F1, when Michael Schumacher scored back-to-back titles. Last year was the worst in Benetton's history, the team finishing sixth in the constructors' championship.

Schuey worried about late timing of Ferrari launch

Michael Schumacher has hinted that he has concerns about Ferrari being the last top team to launch its new car this year.
Ferrari's new F320 will be unveiled on February 7, four days after McLaren starts testing its new MP4-15. The German star is worried that his team may not have enough time to iron out the machine's bugs.
"If the new car proves to be healthy and competitive," he said, "then the time that's left to us is more than sufficient. However, if it happens to have a large problem... Look, I'm not David Copperfield so I don't know what would happen."
Schumacher's anxiety was eased by him setting the fastest time of the year around Barcelona last week in a 1999 car. His 1m21.010s was 0.012s faster than new team mate Rubens Barrichello had done earlier this month and nearly 0.7s quicker than the best time set by a 2000-spec car, Johnny Herbert's Jaguar.
Schumacher said: "The F399 has never been so good at Barcelona. It handled like a kart. Taking into account that the new car has to be better than the old one, we have every reason to be optimistic."
The 31-year old believes the title fight will once again be led by Ferrari and McLaren, as it has been for the last two years. "It will be between us and McLaren. One step below us is Jordan and perhaps Jaguar."
BAR keeps a lid on hopes for '02

British American Racing is keeping a lid on its expectations for the new Formula 1 season after the embarrassment of ending 1999 as the worst team on the grid. BAR started its debut year by predicting it would win a race, but it failed to score a point after struggling with poor reliability. This season team boss Craig Pollock is determined not to make the same mistake twice.

"I don't want to say anything about our targets," said Pollock at the team's official launch on Monday. "We made mistakes last year, but we learned, and we hope not to repeat them. We'll let the pandids do the talking."

The car has been reliable in preliminary testing, but its pace has not been encouraging. Lead driver Jacques Villeneuve said: "Testing has gone flawlessly. There haven't been any real problems. It looks very positive and Honda has done a good job. We are still slow, but we have shown reliability."

"New [aerodynamic] bits have been designed and are ready to bolt on, and there are some more in the pipeline, so I am confident that it is going to get better."

BAR technical director Malcolm Oastler has played down fears about the car's lack of pace.

"We're very happy with the level of reliability of the car in the four major tests it has done. We're so much better prepared on that level than last year. Ultimate lap times weren't really the issue. We needed to know that the car would last, enabling us to develop it."

"The Honda engine is second generation, so it is lighter and smaller. It has enabled us to move the weight lower down in the car. That and the performance of the engine itself will be the main performance advantages. Aerodynamically, it is fairly similar [to last year's car]."

Honda technical director Kazutoshi Nishizawa said the Japanese company was preparing an evolution engine. It will be used next month at a test in Kyalami, South Africa. The new livery carries only the Lucky Strike brand of title tobacco sponsor BAT. The team has lost its battle with F1's governing body over having dual liveries. The 555 brand is on the drivers' overalls.

Ferrari: 'Tyre was not cause of Schuey crash'

Ferrari has dismissed suggestions that the accident in which Michael Schumacher broke his leg last year was caused by a tyre failure.

A Swedish newspaper has published a photograph taken by a spectator at Silverstone's British Grand Prix last year which seems to suggest that the Ferrari's front left tyre may have partly come off its rim as Schumacher plunged off the track at Stowe corner.

Ferrari has reiterated that rear brake failure caused the crash. The team has no reason to cover up a tyre failure. It would be to its advantage if it was found there was not a failure on the car after all.

Chief engineer Ignazio Lucetti, who was Schumacher's race engineer last year, said: "When we looked at the tyre, we saw it was pretty heavily worn because of the heavy braking, but that's normal because the rear brakes were gone, not the front ones."

The first image from the on-board camera when the car entered the gravel trap at Stowe shows the Schumacher's tyre in its usual shape. This adds further weight to Ferrari's explanation.

An independent tyre expert told AUTOSPORT that it was not unusual for a tyre to become temporarily misshapen in such extreme conditions.

BRDC denies deal for British GP is brewing

Silverstone's owning club has denied it is close to striking a deal to keep the British Grand Prix. This week's Independent on Sunday claimed that the British Racing Drivers' Club had approached Octagon, the new owner of Brands Hatch Leisure, which has the rights for the GP from 2002. Silverstone's chief executive Derys Rohan said: "It is pure speculation. The dust is still settling from the recent forum."

BIL, chief executive Rob Bain said: "There have been no discussions. The ball is in our court."

Fantasy GP game gets a new twist

AUTOSPORT's Fantasy Grand Prix returns this season, offering the overall winner a VIP trip for two to the 2001 Australian GP. The easy-to-play competition features a few new twists this year, including a 'joker', which gives team managers double points from one nominated race. You can enter the competition by phone - full details will appear in the magazine next week. As AUTOSPORT went to press last-minute details were being fine-tuned - like Jenson Button's price!
McLaren torpedoes rule changes

Radical rule changes planned for the 2000 Formula 1 season have been torpedoed by McLaren at the 11th hour. The team has objected to the most significant modifications that would have been made to the cars in an attempt to improve safety while making it easier to overtake. The package was exclusively revealed in AUTOSPORT (January 6). McLaren's objections were made last week at a final meeting to discuss the rules before they were presented for approval to a meeting of F1 bosses this week. McLaren managing director Martin Whitmarsh was said by observers at the meeting of the Technical Working Group think-tank to be "working to a strictly controlled agenda governing what he could approve and what he could not.

He and McLaren boss Ron Dennis were unavailable for comment. However, Dennis made it clear in an interview with AUTOSPORT earlier this month he believes F1 benefits from stable regulations. UNanimity is needed if next year's rules are to be changed now. There may, however, still be a chance that the original changes will go through. Historically, it has always been difficult for one team to hold out against all the others. McLaren could find itself under political pressure from motorsport boss Max Mosley, who could also impose the rules on safety grounds. McLaren's opposition has upset some high level insiders. However, others felt the changes needed more thought. "The proposed regulations were not right," said one designer. "They would not have done what everyone wanted them to do. It's better that they did not go through and we come up with something better for the future." McLaren indicated before Christmas it would support the changes, which would have rid F1 cars of their stepped flat bottoms. These were to have been replaced by a tightly controlled curved underbody to increase downforce. The technicians also wanted to cut aerodynamic load by shrinking the diffuser.

Audi tells F1 teams of ditched GP plans

German giant Audi has stamped on any lingering hopes in Formula 1 that it could enter the sport in the immediate future. A week after it denied it was actively considering a Grand Prix return (AUTOSPORT, January 20), it has emerged that Audi has informed the F1 teams it has ditched any thought of racing in the sport's highest echelon. The company, part of the huge Volkswagen group, has written a circular letter to all teams saying it is not going to enter F1. Audi had approached teams for advice last autumn during a feasibility project. Audi had been expected to graduate after this season, when it is favourite to win the Le Mans 24 Hours sportscar classic. It has already dominated touring car racing in the past. However, it seems that as long as VW chairman Ferdinand Piech is in charge, Audi will not be in F1 - he believes there are better ways to spend such vast amounts of money. Audi could still do a U-turn in the next few years. Piech is due to retire in two years, and the man earmarked to replace him is former BMW chairman Bernd Pischetsrieder, currently the boss of VW brand SEAT. The German is an F1 fan and took the decision for BMW to return to F1.

New Jordan looks handy in test

The first test of Jordan's 2000 Formula 1 car has reinforced the team's optimism for the new year. Heinz-Harald Frentzen put the new Mugen Honda-powered EJ 10 through its paces at the Silverstone National Circuit last week, doing a total of 90 laps. Technical director Mike Gascoyne said: "It was a cold, wet day, but we were pretty pleased. I think Heinz is pretty happy." Jordan is keen not to be drawn into the excessive claims often made by Grand Prix teams at this time of year, but Gascoyne would allow: "We know we haven't designed a dog." Frentzen said: "I see these first test days only as a roll-out. We just wanted to check out every function of the car, so I don't want to talk about the handling. Asked about the performance of the car, he said: "It's tough to say, because the track was wet and cold. It's too early to say, but don't worry, it's going to be fine." New driver Jarno Trulli had "flu and is expected to drive this week. The EJ 10 had some minor electronic problems while the team sorted out niggles in its new TAG system. Jordan will continue testing at Silverstone until the car's official launch on January 31, after which the machine will run in Barcelona throughout February.

NEWS IN BRIEF

FORMULA 1

Former Prost driver Olivier Panis believes new Jordan signing Jarno Trulli will have the edge on his team mate Heinz-Harald Frentzen this year. "At least in qualifying, Jarno should be quicker," said Panis. "In the races, it depends a bit, but Jarno is also very strong there."

McLaren will launch its new MP4-15 2000 challenger at Jerez, Spain, on February 3, four days before Ferrari takes the wraps off its new car at its base in Maranello, Italy.

Minardi is to launch its new car on February 16 at the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain. The team is hoping to finalise its driver line-up this week. Brazilian Max Wilson and Argentine sheet on both are the two men in contention for a seat alongside Marc Gene.

Sauber has fitted an innovative suspension system to its new C19 Formula 1 car. Each wheel has been moved outboard of the chassis at the end of each arm instead of the traditional one. The car will be launched in Switzerland on February 2.

Toyota last week started building work on the expanded facility that will house its F1 programme. It will be run out of Toyota's motorsport base (TMI) in Cologne, Germany. The Japanese marque is building its own 50% wind tunnel in which it will design the car that will race in 2002. It has entered the 2001 championship but is expected to defer for a year.

The Australian Grand Prix organising committee has painted a picture of the excitement to promote the event. F1 boss Bernie Ecclestone (below), Arrows driver Pedro de la Rosa and GP legend Stirling Moss were at the launch at Heathrow airport, London.

British F1 broadcaster ITV has won the sports International Broadcasting Engineer of the Year Award. The prize is awarded by F1's governing body, the FIA, to the broadcaster whose coverage of their home GP was voted the best by the world's F1 broadcasters.

The inaugural Malaysian Grand Prix has won the prize for best Grand Prix of the year last season.

Audi tells F1 teams of ditched GP plans

German giant Audi has stamped on any lingering hopes in Formula 1 that it could enter the sport in the immediate future. A week after it denied it was actively considering a Grand Prix return (AUTOSPORT, January 20), it has emerged that Audi has informed the F1 teams it has ditched any thought of racing in the sport's highest echelon. The company, part of the huge Volkswagen group, has written a circular letter to all teams saying it is not going to enter F1. Audi had approached teams for advice last autumn during a feasibility project. Audi had been expected to graduate after this season, when it is favourite to win the Le Mans 24 Hours sportscar classic. It has already dominated touring car racing in the past. However, it seems that as long as VW chairman Ferdinand Piech is in charge, Audi will not be in F1 - he believes there are better ways to spend such vast amounts of money. Audi could still do a U-turn in the next few years. Piech is due to retire in two years, and the man earmarked to replace him is former BMW chairman Bernd Pischetsrieder, currently the boss of VW brand SEAT. The German is an F1 fan and took the decision for BMW to return to F1.

New Jordan looks handy in test

The new Jordan looks handy in test. The first test of Jordan's 2000 Formula 1 car has reinforced the team's optimism for the new year. Heinz-Harald Frentzen put the new Mugen Honda-powered EJ 10 through its paces at the Silverstone National Circuit last week, doing a total of 90 laps. Technical director Mike Gascoyne said: "It was a cold, wet day, but we were pretty pleased. I think Heinz is pretty happy." Jordan is keen not to be drawn into the excessive claims often made by Grand Prix teams at this time of year, but Gascoyne would allow: "We know we haven't designed a dog." Frentzen said: "I see these first test days only as a roll-out. We just wanted to check out every function of the car, so I don't want to talk about the handling. Asked about the performance of the car, he said: "It's tough to say, because the track was wet and cold. It's too early to say, but don't worry, it's going to be fine." New driver Jarno Trulli had "flu and is expected to drive this week. The EJ 10 had some minor electronic problems while the team sorted out niggles in its new TAG system. Jordan will continue testing at Silverstone until the car's official launch on January 31, after which the machine will run in Barcelona throughout February.
Ganassi closes in

Four-time Champ Car title winner Chip Ganassi Racing seems poised to make a switch to Lola chassis after a two-day try-out last weekend at Sebring.

Returning champ Juan Pablo Montoya and 1996 top dog Jimmy Vasser compared the British company’s B2K00 against the latest car from Reynard, which has supplied chassis for all four of Ganassi’s title runs.

Both lapped quicker in the Lola than they did in the Reynard, with the Colombian’s time rumoured to be faster than any he has set before at the Florida airfield track.

However, Brazilian Cristiano da Matta confused the issue by pipping both the other drivers in his PPI Motorsports Reynard.

Montoya said: “I think it [the Lola] is a good chassis. It’s going to be very difficult to decide. Both Lola and Reynard have produced very good cars. I think it’s going to be a very good competition.”

Ganassi added: “It’s a little early yet. You don’t want to make a knee-jerk reaction at this point. It’s hard to say which way to go.”

The other factor to take into account is that the team was unable to run both cars back-to-back on the same day because of new Champ testing rules. These impose a limit on a team’s number of test days during the winter. To count as a single day, a driver may run only one chassis/engine combination.

That meant that Montoya and Vasser shared the Reynard one day and the Lola the next.

A better indication is likely to come this weekend, when Ganassi’s newly Toyota-powered team tests the Lola at the Phoenix oval alongside Team Green, Newman-Haas Racing, Penske, Patrick Racing, Team Rahal and Forsythe Championship Racing.

Montoya said: “Phoenix will be very interesting because everybody will be there.”

Zanardi linked to Nunn for CART comeback

Dumped Williams Formula 1 driver Alex Zanardi could be back in the CART Championship Series by the end of the year.

That’s the talk in the US, where sources suggest that the Italian could line up in the new team formed by Mo Nunn, the man who engineered Zanardi to two Champ Car titles with Chip Ganassi Racing.

Nunn’s priority is a single Reynard-Mercedes effort for Brazilian Tony Kanaan, but he is believed to be able to expand to a two-car line-up before the end of the season.

Ganassi has given Zanardi his vote of confidence following the latter’s disappointing year in F1.

The team boss criticised the Williams squad for favouring Zanardi’s 1999 team mate Ralf Schumacher.

“What I don’t understand about F1 is why they don’t have two more one-drivers,” said Ganassi. “It’s ridiculous to spend that amount of money and not treat their drivers as two number ones. I think that is a flaw in the way they operate over there.

“It seems to me that McLaren is the only team which doesn’t really do that. Even they do it to a degree.”

Ganassi added that the door is open to Zanardi for 2002, after his contracts with existing drivers Juan Pablo Montoya and Jimmy Vasser expire at the end of next year.

“Unfortunately, the guy is a friend and he can certainly do the job,” said Ganassi, “but as far as him driving for me again, that’s a much larger question that I’d have to think about.”

Herta gives Swift first run at Laguna

Swift’s new Champ Car has hit the track at Laguna Seca in California.

New Forsythe Championship Racing signing Bryan Herta ran a few laps with a Honda-powered 01c, but was prevented from further mileage by fog and rain.

“It’s been a remarkable effort by everyone at Swift to get this car on the track in a short period of time,” said Herta. “It looks like we have something to work with.”

Brazilian supersub Roberto Moreno also got his first run with Patrick Racing, which has signed him as a full-time driver for 2000.
on Lola deal

Euro tin-top series plans revived

Super Touring racing has been given a reprieve in continental Europe thanks to an Italian-led organisation which is to run a 10-round series.

The European Super Touring Cup has been officially sanctioned by the FIA, motorsport's governing body, and will comprise six rounds in Italy and four in other countries.

German-led moves to establish a pan-European series failed just before Christmas due to the failure to attract suitable TV deals and the lack of the required level of competitor support.

Undeterred, the Nordauto and GIBEmme teams – which run the official Alfa Romeo and BMW squads respectively in Italy – have set up International Sports Communications to try and revive the category.

The 10 rounds will feature double-header races, with cars running on Michelin control tyres and success ballast used to prevent any runaway title run. TV coverage with Eurosport is being negotiated.

Europe also includes visits to Magny-Cours in France, the Al-Ring in Austria, Brno in the Czech Republic, as well as a race around the streets of the Slovenian capital city, Ljubljana.

The Ljubljana event was held last year for the first time, BMW star Johnny Cecotto winning a combined touring car and sports car event for the GIBEmme team.

The Venezuelan, formerly a German and Italian touring car champion, has recently been linked with a full-time GIBEmme drive alongside former team leader Emanuele Naspetti.

It would mark a full-time return to competition for Cecotto, who was left on the BMW sidelines last season.

Other members of the GIBEmme squad are likely to be leading privateers Massimo Pigoli and Stefano Gabellini.

Alfa's Italian champ Fabrizio Giovanaddi stays at Nordauto in his bid for a third successive title.

Fabian Peroni, who drove a semi works 156 last year, will join the line-up. The third driver could be ex GIBEmme ace Fabrizio de Simone or the recently unemployed Antonio Tamburini.

Total grid sizes are hoped to be as high as 25 cars at some venues.

**SUPER TOURING DATES**

April 2 .......................... Mugello (I)
April 13 ........................... Maranello (I)
May 14 ........................... Zeltweg (A)
June 11 ........................... Monza (I)
June 29 ........................... Imola (I)
July 16 ........................... Magny-Cours (F)
July 23 ........................... Misano (I)
September 2 ........................... Ljubljana (SLO)
September 17 ......................... Brno (CZ)
September 24 ......................... Zolder (B)
The 1999 Le Mans 24 Hours race-winning BMW V12 LMR

Grand Prix Legends is proud to have been chosen as the first company to market this exquisite new replica of BMW's Le Mans 24 Hours race-winning car.

After 48 cars had completed official practice, Martin Brundle's Toyota topped the grid with BMW in second place.

At the end of the second hour of the race, the fuel-efficient BMW of Kristensen, Muller and Lehto was in the lead, at which point eleven cars from six manufacturers were all on the same lap.

Throughout the Saturday afternoon and evening the lead swapped frequently between the Toyotas and BMWS. As the race moved into Sunday there remained one Toyota in a BMW sandwich. Just after 3.00am, the second Toyota driven by Boutsen crashed out.

As daylight returned, the two BMWs led, separated by three laps. Just after 11.00am, a roll bar link on Lehto's car broke allowing the lead to pass to Dalmas, Martini and Winkelhock.

Despite a last charge, from Katayama in the dying stages, the No 15 BMW hung on to take a well deserved victory.

The BMW V12 LMR

This beautiful presentation model has been produced by BMW purely to celebrate their victory at Le Mans.

The 1:18 scale die-cast metal replica is quite stunning, with every detail faithful to the original car. Particularly impressive, in our view, is the cockpit which features an amazing array of switchgear and a fully accurate six point harness and release!

If you are a fan of Le Mans or BMW, this is a replica you should not miss. As at £39.99 plus p&p, we also think it represents outstanding value.

Ordering your BMW

This replica is scheduled to arrive with us in February. Availability is limited so we advise early placement of your order.

We also have the same car available in 1:43 scale (some 4'' in length), priced at £24.99.

You can order your BMW by phoning our Orderline on 020 7616 1900, or by posting in the coupon below, or faxing it to us on 020 7727 8054.

As ever you will be protected by our 14 day lowest price and no-quibble money back guarantees.
Winkelhock joins Opel in DTM

BMW stalwart Joachim Winkelhock is returning to his touring car roots by joining Opel for the DTM 2000 season.

The former British Touring Car Champion has signed a two-year deal with Opel to race its Asta-based V8 coupe in the new tin-top series.

TheGerman ace’s 19-year association with BMW, during which he also won the German Super Touring crown and last year’s Le Mans 24 Hours.

“IT is a great challenge for me to see how the ‘DTM scene has developed and I think it’s a fantastic time with BMW, and I’m grateful to the manufacturer for letting me go. We have not split with any acrimony and I feel I can still walk in at BMW whenever I want.”

Winkelhock decided to return to touring cars in preference to remaining in sportscars with BMW in the American Le Mans Series.

BMW Motorsport director Gerhard Berger said: “We acknowledged that Jo’s preference was with touring cars, and as we do not have that sort of programme at the moment, we thought it would be good to let him go. But who knows, he might be back if we build a touring car.”

The one-time AGS Formula 1 driver will be part of the Holzer Motorsport works Opel team. He joins Uwe Alzen, Manuel Reuter and Eric Helary and Steffen Schlotz in the nine-car squad that will take on Mercedes in the German-based DTM this year.

“Insiders feel it is vital for the DTM to attract the big German names if it is to be an immediate success. Reigning BTCC champion Laurent Aiello is still talking to Opel about a drive.”

Opel motorsport boss Volker Streyss (right) welcomes Winkelhock aboard.

Scottish clan makes giant leap into BTCC

A team of Scottish club racers has made a massive leap up to contest the independents’ class of the British Touring Car Championship.

Pro Motorsport will run one of last year’s Nissan Primera 440 for 40-year-old Glaswegian Colin Blair.

“Pro, set up by long-time racing enthusiast Derek Palmer, finished one-two in class in last year’s Scottish Modified Saloon series, with Blair piloting one of the team’s Ford Escort RS Cosworths.

Palmer said: “I just enjoy motorsport and being involved in it, and the BTCC is something I’ve always wanted to do. It’s prime time to do it now, because privateers have got a very good chance.

“Using an unknown driver [Blair] who I know can cut the mustard should give us more recognition than using an established one.”

Pro will test its Nissan for the first time at Alcudia in Spain next month.

“The car will be fitted with the new aerodynamic package in time for the test,” said Palmer, “so it will give us an ideal opportunity to familiarise the team and driver with it.

“I think young Matt Neal [Nissan’s top independent] will give the works teams something to worry about and we’ll be right on his tailgate.”

Audi loses champ Ekstrom to Volvo

Reigning Swedish Touring Car Champion Mattias Ekstrom has switched teams to join the works Volvo S40 squad.

The 21-year-old has left the Audi team with which he narrowly won last year’s title to join Swedish veteran Jan Nilsson in the Volvo line-up.

With the withdrawal of the Volvo team from Britain and Australia, the Swedish marque’s tourers will gain from added attention. Nilsson has stepped down from team management duties to concentrate on his driving.

Ekstrom’s place in former rallycross ace Tommy Kristoffersson’s works-backed Audi A4 squad has been filled by ex-British Formula 3000 star Fredrik Ekblom.

The STCC Champion in 1998, Ekblom finished a brilliant third in his privateer Team West Coast BMW 320i last year, and is expected to be Ekstrom’s strongest challenger.

With at least 20 cars committed to the season, the STCC is the world’s strongest Super Touring series.

The other works-supported teams from Nissan, Honda, Chrysler and Opel will be joined by a Ford Mondeo for double Nordic Formula 3 champion Pontus Morth.
British Grand Prix - 23 April

Treat yourself to an Easter weekend with a difference at Silverstone! You can get there in just 7 minutes by helicopter! At the end of the day you land well away from the traffic queues and will be on your way home in no time.

Inside the track there are lots of grandstand tickets to choose from. Watch the pit stops from the Pits straight, the first corner at Copse is amazing and the Woodcote/Luffield complex is always a popular spot.

You can enjoy outstanding hospitality too throughout the weekend. For added comfort, good food and wine and a very warm welcome join us in the Woodcote village or in the Pit Lane Suite opposite the starting grid.

Why not make a weekend of it?
Stay with us in Stratford upon Avon and travel into the circuit by coach. All you have to do is park your car, check in and then leave the rest to us!

Page & Moy International Motor Racing Tours, 136-140 London Road, Leicester LE2 1EN. Tel: 0870 010 6393 (+44 870 010 6393) Fax: 0870 010 6465 (+44 870 010 6465) e-mail: gprix@page-moy.co.uk

Spanish Grand Prix - 7 May

One of the best weekends of the season! Fly with us on comfortable scheduled flights from Heathrow and choose from our long list of 3, 4 and 5 star hotels in Barcelona for a long weekend.

Our one week holidays and coach tours stay in excellent 3 star hotels on the Costa Brava - an ideal location for an early break.

The circuit is one of the best for spectators! Higher banking means excellent viewing from the general admission areas and the grandstands are well placed to watch the best of the action.

On all our holidays you’ll have time to sample the good wines and rich local dishes as well as the wonderful seafood available everywhere.

The Spanish Grand Prix really is one of the best weekends of the season!

IT'S PACKED FULL OF TOURS TO ALL THE EUROPEAN GRANDS PRIX PLUS AUSTRALIA, CANADA, THE USA AND MALAYSIA.

There's also a selection of tours to the Le Mans 24 Hours race in June, NASCAR and Sportscar races in Daytona, lots of ideas for have-a-go sporting activities and the chance to spend some time with the exciting Kid Jensen F3000 racing team!
**Junqueira plans to fight back in F3000**

Brazilian Bruno Junqueira believes he can make it to Formula 1 next year by winning the Formula 3000 International Championship.

The 23-year-old lost out to Briton Jenson Button for a Williams-BMW F1 drive, so will return to the team's junior F3000 team Petrobras, for which he raced in 1999. He keeps his testing role at Williams.

"It's still positive in that my career is moving forward and every year I make progress," he said. "I will put everything into my F3000 season and also I will hopefully get more miles in the Williams car and get in F1 next year."

He does not believe he was out-performed in the Williams shoot-out at Barcelona last week. "I think I did a very good test," he said. "I don't think Jenson beat me, though I didn't beat him either. He ran slightly quicker but it was 6.30pm when the air was cooler."

The decision for Junqueira to return to Petrobras means that his countryman Mario Haberfeld has decided to join Fortec Motorsport. He had been tipped to join Petrobras if Junqueira won the chance to race for Williams. Haberfeld won the British Formula 3 title in '98, but failed to score a point when he raced with McLaren's junior team West Competition in last year's F3000 series. He said: "I'm looking forward to a fresh start and I'm not even thinking about last year. I have never lost my confidence - and I think I proved what I could do when I set fastest time with Fortec in a test at Jerez late last year."

Haberfeld will work with F3000 engineer Paul Crosby, who produced race winning cars for the DAMS and Paul Stewart Racing teams in the early-'90s.

German Andreas Scheid will drive Fortec's second car. The 23-year-old raced in last year's German STW Cup, but missed the second half of the season after breaking his legs in a shunt.

**Formula 3000 veteran Sohell Ayari will continue in the international championship for a fourth season.**

The Frenchman has linked up with British entrant Martello Racing, which is entering the series after winning last year's inaugural national F3000 title in Italy.

Martello has forged a partnership with experienced Italian team Coloni, which had been facing expulsion from the international F3000 series after failing to score any points last season. This year's entry has been limited to 30 cars and only last year's top 14 teams - and Martello - were eligible.

Martello boss Andy Chisholm said: "It makes sense for us to team up with Coloni. We haven't finalised the structure of the team yet, but obviously it's a boost to have a proven winner like Sohell."

Ayari has won two F3000 races since '97. He finished seventh in the championship last year.

Belgians Jeffrey van Hooydonk and Yves Olivier will test with Team Witmeur KTR at Jerez this week. Van Hooydonk was with KTR in 1999. Olivier graduates from the German F3 series.

**Manning gets first Arden run**

Rising British star Darren Manning has had his first Formula 3000 outing with his new team, Arden International.

The 24-year-old believes he can boost Arden's fortunes after it originally failed to qualify for this year's F3000 International Championship.

The team got an entry when it took over a division of Italian team Draco.

Manning, whose deal was predicted in AUTOSPORT (January 13), said: "There is massive potential here. Arden has put together a solid package with strong engineering and I expect to be on the pace from the start."

The All-Japan Formula 3 champion shook down his Lola at Silverstone's infill Stowe Circuit last week. He is likely to miss the first day of this week's test at Jerez because he will be driving for the British American Racing Formula 1 team, for which he is official test driver.

Team boss Christian Horner said: "Darren has been like a breath of fresh air.

**Astromega signs up Nissan star**

Spanish teenager Fernando Alonso will drive for leading team Astromega in this year's Formula 3000 International Championship.

The 18-year-old won last year's European Open Formula Nissan title, and part of his prize was a test with the Minardi Formula 1 team.

He impressed the Astromega squad when he took part in an F3000 test last year.

Team manager Sam Boyle said: "We know Fernando has great potential. He is less experienced than many, but he has great natural aptitude and we are confident he will emerge as a frontrunner."
Select Tours  Specialist in F1 Grand Prix

Luxury Coach Holiday Travel to all the European F1 Grand Prix Events
*No Overnight Travel and you get Three Full Days Racing at each Event
Bed and Breakfast accommodation (evening meal for tours with an overnight stop)
Complimentary drinks on the coach with transfers to and from the circuit

**Race Ticket Service**  Full Financial Security Cover

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tour Options</th>
<th>*Holidays or Week Enders Half Board with Overnight Travel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Marino GP</td>
<td>7 days £320 5 days 2 nights £305 Including General Admission Ticket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish GP</td>
<td>7 days £345 5 days 2 nights £275 Including General Admission Ticket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European GP</td>
<td>5 days £295 4 days 1 night £295 Including General Admission Ticket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaco GP</td>
<td>8 days £440 6 days 3 nights £360 Including General Admission Ticket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French GP</td>
<td>5 days £315 4 days 1 night £260 Including General Admission Ticket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austrian GP</td>
<td>7 days £360 4 days 1 night £295 Including General Admission Ticket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German GP</td>
<td>5 days £295 4 days 1 night £295 Including General Admission Ticket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungarian GP</td>
<td>7 days £420 4 days 2 nights £387 Including Grandstand Ticket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgian GP</td>
<td>5 days £285 4 days 2 nights £387 Including Grandstand Ticket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jilian GP</td>
<td>7 days £360 4 days 2 nights £387 Including Grandstand Ticket</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contact Kevin or Donna on: 01275 540294 or Fax: 01275 794434 or E-Mail: selecttours@aol.com

---

The UK's Importer & Distributor For sparco Racewear

Power Road
Chiswick
London
W4 5PY

020 8987 5500
020 8742 8999
info@grandprixracewear.com

---

**Grand Prix Racewear**
Shop online at www.grandprixracewear.com

---

**Underwear**
- Vest (colours) £41.00
- Vest (white) £29.00
- Pants £31.00
- T-Shirt (colours) £32.00
- T-Shirt (white) £27.00
- Shorts £20.00

**Socks**
- Long £0.99
- Short £0.99

**Gloves**
- SuperPro £48.00
- Grand Prix £45.00
- Budget £24.00

**Race Boots**
- Elite 2 £79.95
- Elite 2 Leather £79.95
- Top Driver 2 £79.95
- Racing 2 £57.00

**VAT should be added to all prices**

---

Call Us Today For A FREE Copy of Our 2000 Catalogue
020 8987 5500

Importers & distributors for: **Frome, **
Weaver doubles up in America

British sports car racer James Weaver is bidding for a championship double in America's top sports car series this year. The 44-year-old has signed to join Champion Racing's line-up for its Porsche-engined Lola B2K in the American Le Mans Series.

He will combine the deal with his long-standing commitment to the Dyson Racing team, driving its Reynard/Ford 2KJ in the rival Grand-Am championship. When the schedules clash, in the ALMS races at Sebring and Road Atlanta, Dyson will take precedence.

Weaver said: "I wanted to do more than just Grand-Am. For me 20 races in a season simply equates to twice as much fun as 10."

Champion Racing team manager David Maraj believes Weaver, who will share with Trans Am ace, Dorsey Schroeder, will be vital in sorting the radical new Lola chassis before its debut at Sebring in March.

He said: "I think James is one of the best sports car drivers in the world. He'll be instrumental in getting the project up and running quickly."

Weaver will be in a unique position to advise Coventry-based new sports car manufacturer Jota, the British brand's new works chassis manufacturers Reynard and Lola.

The former United States Road Racing champion said: "I'm looking forward to finding out the differences between the two cars. I think both these marques have the expertise to build cars that may even be better than the various works chassis.

"I can certainly win the Grand-Am series and we should be competitive in the ALMS. Having said that, my luck in terms of retirements hasn't been great, so we'll have to see."}

BMW backs Team Schnitzer

BMW is putting its full weight behind Team Schnitzer's American Le Mans Series campaign with the Le Mans-winning V12 LMR this year. The two-car assault was expected to be a primarily privateer effort due to the German marque's Formula 1 commitments. But BMW is now developing the engine and tuning the cars for US tracks.

Schnitzer scored six wins from eight starts in the ALMS last year, as well victory at Le Mans. BMW motorsport director Gerhard Berger said: "We stand a great chance this season. The competition in ALMS will be harder, but we only just missed out in '99."

Finnish star JJ Lehto and German Jorg Muller will team up in the lead entry, with American Bill Auberlen confirmed for the second car.

The driver for the fourth seat remains undecided. British BMW ace Steve Soper, who won three ALMS races last year, could yet be called up. Other rumoured names include Williams Grand Prix refugee Alex Zanardi to the seat.

A BMW spokesman said: "Steve is on our list, but there's no decision yet and others are in the frame."

Magnussen rejoins works Panoz effort

Former Grand Prix driver Jan Magnussen is to rejoin the works Panoz sportscar team for the American Le Mans Series this year. The Dane will partner driver David Brabham in the lead LMP Roadster for the US-based championship, in which he finished sixth last season.

The move counters reports that the former Stewart Grand Prix driver might switch to Audi's ALMS squad. "I've agreed to continue with Panoz, he said. "It's pretty much a done deal now - I've just got to sign the actual contract. I've never had any contact with Audi."

The full Panoz Motorsports driver line-up was confirmed within the next week. Magnussen was aiming to re-join single-seaters full-time in 2000, and had been talking to the Forsythe or Panoz Motorsports Champ Car teams. He is now hoping for an opportunity to land a drive in the series during the season. He found a similar opportunity when he replaced American P.J. Jones in the Patrick Racing Reynard-Ford for the final four road course events in 1999.

FORMULA 3000

New Benetton Formula 1 test driver Hideki Mutoh is believed to have signed to race in F3000 for the Silverstone Racing Team. The Japanese driver, who has reported some of the rounds of the series in 1998, is said to have negotiated with the circuit to run for the team.

South American Formula 3 race-winner Leonardo Leirado is favourite to join French F3 runner-up Jonathan Cochet in Draco Racing's squad for the Italian F3000 Championship.

US RACING

Former Champ Car racer Scott Pruett starred in testing for his first NASCAR Winston Cup race last weekend. He was third fastest in Ford's official pre-Daytona 500 session at the 2.5-mile superspeedway. Fellow ex-Champ Car racer Stacy Compton also caused a stir by topping the times in his Melling Racing Taurus.

Double Daytona 500 winner Sterling Marlin topped the test for General Motors. The pace began earlier in the week in his Sabco Chevrolet Monte Carlo. Bobby Hamilton was second.

Italian supercar builder de Tomaso is the first European marque to take advantage of the new rules for this year's Trans-Am silhouette sportscar series. The Huftaker/Quadra team is running a Mangusta, as non-American cars are admitted for the first time. Sometime Champ Car racer Memo Gidley has been linked with the drive.

Italian supercar builder de Tomaso is the first European marque to take advantage of the new rules for this year's Trans-Am silhouette sportscar series. The Huftaker/Quadra team is running a Mangusta, as non-American cars are admitted for the first time. Sometime Champ Car racer Memo Gidley has been linked with the drive.

Leading Toyota Atlantic team Mike Shank Racing has signed Argentinean comerger Martin Basso for the 2000 season. Basso, who raced in the South American F3 category last year, will have impressive in a test on the combined Homestead oval and infield course.

SPORTSCARS

The American Le Mans Series' Adelaide race on New Year's Day this year will follow the usual tradition, with the circuit staging its own 24 Hours. The two-day event will feature a total of 25 hours of racing condensed into 24 hours.

The Grand-Am series has rolled its Trolley Riversird race on Canada to July 30. It avoids a date clash with the ALMS Mosport Park round on August 6.

The French B.O.C. marquee, which built a 3.5-litre Group C challenger in 1991, is tipped to return to the sport at the Le Mans 24 Hours this year. The team plans to enter a Reynard 98G sports racer, and is thought to be aiming to fit a Volkswagen-engined engine.

Four-time Le Mans winner Henri Pescarolo's La Fillesse team is tipped to run a Sodemo-built Peugeot twin-turbo V6 engine in a Courage C52 at the classic endurance race this year.
EUROC forced to ac

The new EUROC roadster series has been hit by delays, forcing its postponement until the end of the year. The move has been blamed on hold-ups in production of the Delphi chassis because of the tight financial situation of most of the teams say the organisers. The series will now kick off with a race in the autumn before the first full season starts in 2001. But there are plans to create a mini-series this year to help EUROC get off the ground. The Octagon group, the new owner of Brands Hatch, will promote the EUROC Champions series. It will support rounds of the World Superbike Championship.

WENDLINGER TO STAY IN SPORTSCARS
FIA GT champion Karl Wendlinger is expected to link up with Wolfgang Kaufmann in a Freisinger Porsche 911 for this year's FIA GT series. Wendlinger had been linked with a return to Le Mans, but a decision is expected in the coming weeks.

FORMULA 3
British F3 champion Marc Hynes received his trophy (below) at the Motor Sports Association's awards night last week.

Capelli reunited with Ferrari

Former Ferrari Grand Prix driver Ivan Capelli is to be reunited with the marque when he enters this year's FIA GT championship. The 36-year-old will race a GT3-spec Ferrari 360 M in the newly named N-GT division of the pan-European series. The car is being run by the Supertech team of Ferrari one-make series stalwart Franco Scopini, who will share driving duties.

Collard joins DAMS to race new Cadillac

Double Sports Racing World Cup champion Emmanuel Collard has joined the DAMS team's semi-works Cadillac Northstar LMP squad. The Frenchman is linking up with the team for its mixed programme in the SWRC, the American Le Mans Series and the Le Mans 24 Hours.

Docking signs Thai driver for British F3

The oldest team in the British Formula 3 Championship has signed its first driver for 2000. Alan Docking Racing won the title way back in 1976 and has now-signed Thai Forgriacavan to pilot one of two Dallara-Magens. The 27-year-old drove for Manor Motorsport last season. Docking said: "The aim for us is to get him operating in the top 10 regularly. At times last year he hooked up and did a pretty good job." ADR is close to getting a deal to run British teenager Tom Barber in its second car.

Rising star Andre Lotterer has joined champion German F3 team Bertram Schafer Racing. The 18-year-old dominated last year's Formula ADAC junior series and also shone in Formula Renault.

Argentinian Juan Manuel Lopez is the latest driver to negotiate for a seat with British F3 champion team Manor Motorsport. Lopez raced in Italy last year with Prema Power.

Manor signing Antonio Pizzonia has been linked with a defection to the Renault UK-backed Promateca squad. Team boss John Booth scoffed the talk. "I chatted to his dad last night, and everything was normal," he said on Monday.

British F3 series newcomer PC Motorsport has 'sprung' the January testing ban. The Italian squad has gained official clearance to run at Monza this week on unreliable Pirelli tyres because it is primarily a shakedown and PR exercise.
Muller holding fifth title on ice

British Touring Car Championship star Yvan Muller has taken his fifth successive ice racing title — as long as he turns up for the final round. The Frenchman took victory at Serre Chevalier to make his Andros Trophy score unassailable. There is only one round left — this weekend at Super Besse — in which drivers can score points.

However, the finale at the Stade de France in Paris carries a negative points score of 100 points if a driver fails to attend.

This is the second title that Muller has taken in Team Snobeck's Opel Astra. His major challenger was team mate Jean-Philippe Dayraut. “This fifth Andros title is as sweet as the others,” said the 30-year-old. “It wasn’t more difficult, because I’m further ahead in the points than I’ve ever been. But some people are waiting for my downfall, and I think I definitely put them right — which is very satisfying.”

Muller has made only one slip-up all season, when a moment of over-exuberance at l’Alpe d’Huez handed a rare victory to Dayraut.

He stays at Vauxhall for this year’s BTCC series.

Top teams close on line-ups

British Formula 3 Championship teams Promatecme and Stewart Racing are on the verge of completing their driver line-ups in the wake of Jenson Button’s move to the Williams Formula 1 squad. Both teams were in the hunt for Button, who was set to sign for Promatecme before being snapped up for the sport’s top flight.

Fellow Briton Matt Davies is thought to be certain to complete a deal with Promatecme this week to drive for the Renault UK-backed team alongside Spider Cup champion Andy Priaulx.

The move would mark Davies as a title favourite after he took fifth in the standings in his rookie season. Team boss Serge Saulnier would say nothing except: “I cannot tell you anything for the moment. We should make an announcement at the end of the week.”

Stewart, meanwhile, is expected to announce shortly that it will run Indian Narain Karthikeyan and South African rookie Tomas Scheckter, who won the EFDA Euroseries title last year.

A team spokeswoman said: “We hope to be able to make an announcement soon. Discussions are ongoing.”
Monte blasts FIA safety

The Monte Carlo Rally faces an uncertain future after event officials were openly critical of FIA safety officers over Jack Bartos' decision to cancel a stage. Bartos, who attends all WRC events, was concerned by the positioning of spectators near the start of SS6, the first rest to run on the second leg. Unconfirmed reports suggested that although fans were behind safety tape, they were still standing on the outside of two fast corners.

In a prepared release, the Automobile Club de Monaco said it "did not approve this decision" and argued: "alleged unruly behaviour of the crowd ... tends to spread itself once the first car is running."

The club went on to describe Bartos' decision as "hasty" and said: "The sporting management is therefore becoming difficult to assume, once this notion of risk, which is part of motor racing, is not accepted anymore."

WRC officials viewed the AC de Monaco's reaction with disdain (see panel), and seasoned insiders expect the FIA to take a dim view of such public criticism of its safety policy. FIA President Max Mosley said: "We think this was an 'after-lunch' press release. Whoever wrote it has probably come to regret it since."

However, he added: "We will examine the observer's report, either on the spot reports and the video footage. It is too early to say if any action will be taken."

He did argue, though, that Bartos "is very experienced and never makes hasty decisions."

The Monte Carlo Rally has changed much in recent years to keep it in line with world championship standards (including dropping its famous Concentration Run), but the AC de Monaco still lies beyond the new era of Catalunya in organisational matters.

It would be a major shock if the Monte were removed from the WRC calendar altogether, given the importance of the event's name, not to mention the Grand Prix organised by the same club. But the event might be forced to accept outside assistance from other organisations in future.

The row comes just months after drivers attacked spectator control on the Rally Great Britain. Drivers echoed FIA safety concerns about the Monte, where spectators are often very close to the action.

Teams probe parc ferme start fiasco

Peugeot and Subaru are both satisfied they have found the cause of their embarrassing second-morning exits in Monte Carlo.

The Peugeot 206s of Gilles Panizzi and Francois Delecour, and Richard Burns' Subaru Impreza all failed to start in parc ferme in Gap. They retired on the spot, handing Tommi Makinen a decisive advantage on the opening round of the world championship.

Burns was left fuming by the incident, which was particularly galling since the 1999 specification Impreza had shown itself well capable of challenging Makinen for victory.

"We threw points away," he said afterwards. "Tommi was having to push hard everywhere, judging by his lines. I'm better to have handed Tommi 10 points on a rally where I felt utterly comfortable and competitive."

The only thing I can take away is that our car/tyre combination showed well on dry asphalt, where we've struggled before. Okay, it was colder than the other tarmac rallies but it gave me hope for Spain andCorsica.

"I know the new car is going to be quicker still, but we need to get points on the board now."

Both Peugeot Sport and Prodrive have since tested the cars in question and come to wildly differing conclusions. Peugeot is putting its failure down to electrical revisions for 2000, while Subaru engineers think that heavy traffic in Gap, before parc ferme, might have created engine conditions that resulted in the motor flooding the following morning at the start.

Although the third 206 of Marcus Gronholm also failed to make it beyond Gap, Peugeot's chief engineer, Michel Nandan, insisted on Monday that the Finn's problem was different.

"He had a transmission problem," said Nandan. "That affected the engine, but the engine did start, so it was not the same as Gilles and Francois."

Prodrive chairman David Richards said: "It was a real shame for Richard. I was very confident he was going to be Tommi's biggest rival there."

COLD COMFORT

How can a £490,000 rally car fail to start in cold weather when your trusty Renault 5 fires up first time, every time?

Peugeot believes that its 206s were the victim of an earthing fault, caused by revisions to the engine bay layout.

Chief engineer Michel Nandan said on Monday: "We changed this to increase accessibility to some parts under the bonnet, because there isn't much room. We used this revised earthing for the starter during our first tests, and it worked perfectly. But we have since discovered that in lower temperatures, the electrical parameters change and so the starter motor lost power."

Prodrive believes that slow progress in heavy traffic before parc ferme clogged the Impreza's racing spark plugs.

Team chairman David Richards said: "Hard racing plugs aren't designed for sitting in traffic, and it just flooded itself overnight. Once this engine flooded, it's particularly difficult to start and with the boxer engine layout, it's also very hard to access the spark plugs themselves."

Peugeot has blamed electrical problems for leaving its 206s stranded in parc ferme.
McRae boss says Focus is stronger

Colin McRae's team boss says that his Focus WRC has improved, despite the Scot's last-stage engine failure in Monte Carlo.

Malcolm Wilson said: "I'm very disappointed for Colin, of course, but Carlos (Sainz) scored our best finish since Portugal of last year. "We are making progress and I'm determined that the car will be reliable for Sweden." McRae said that he was "gutted" at the failure, which occurred just 20km from the finish.

Thiry sets up further outings in Corolla

Bruno Thiry is likely to drive a Grifone-run Toyota Corolla WRC again this season, after his fighting fifth in Monte Carlo.

The Belgian is trying to piece together a limited programme in the car. He is already hoping to contest the Rally of Luxembourg in July.

"The organisation there is quite keen," said Thiry, "and it's a nice event with some good roads. But ideally, I'd like to be competing again after that."

Swedish officials praying for snow

Dry weather conditions are giving organisers of the world championship's next round, the Rally Sweden, a potential headache.

"The Swedish relies on hard, cold roads and preferably heavy snow to minimise environmental damage.

But the roads near Karlstad were reportedly bone dry as we closed for press, and with the event only three weeks away, some team officials are becoming concerned. The rally had to be cancelled in 1990 due to warm weather."

Health problems likely to keep team boss out

Peugeot rally team boss Jean-Pierre Nicolas missed the Monte Carlo Rally because of ill health, and might not return until the Safari next month.

The Frenchman went into hospital for an operation on his intestine one week before the opening round of the 2000 season. Peugeot Sport chief Cordaro Provara said: "We're missing him terribly. But he will return as soon as he is ready, not before." AUTOSPORT wishes Nicolas a swift and full recovery.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Former WRC GP4 frontrunner Uwe Nettl returned to the series on the Monte Carlo Rally. The German led the category in his Mitsubishi Lancer until fuel pump failure intervened. He has entered the Swedish, and hopes to contest a full programme this season.

FIA technical delegate Gabriele Cadringher finished fifth on his latest attempt at the Monte Carlo Rally. The Italian was driving a SEAT Ibiza TDI.

The sole British privateer on the Monte, Nigel Heath, was forced to retire on the second morning. He and Chris Patterson had hit differntial problems during the previous evening, and required sent the Subaru crew one minute OTL.

Juha Kankkunen's navigator, Juha Repo, just made the start of the Monte after recovering from 'flu. The Finn was even "rested" during the pre-event shakedown, where Ken Rees co-drove for the four-times world champion.

British championship-winning cop-driver Kaj Lindstrom (right) picked up the silverware from MSA boss John Quinby at the association's annual dinner last weekend. Driver Tapio Laakkanen is still trying to shake off a close of Christmas 'flu.

Former British Rally Championship Production Cup winner Marko Joppe has tested the Mitsubishi Lancer Evo V he will use on this year's series. "It's a very good car, run by the same winning team of 1997," he said. "I feel very confident we can do it again..."

The Volkswagen Golf turbodiesel, which finished second overall on last year's Maxi International Rally, will no longer be seen on the British Rally Championship. The car is destined for Austria.

Former British champion Mark Higgins was scheduled to test his new Vauxhall Astra in mid-Wales early this week: "I'm very much looking forward to it," he said. "The Vauxhall is very light and fast, and we're testing now because we want to be as well prepared for the championship as possible."

Reigning British champ Tapio Laakkanen expects to test his new Golf early next month, although plans to run the car in France have reportedly now been scrapped. Mileage in Wales seems more likely. VW has yet to confirm a second driver for 2000.
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**Autosport Circuit Guide**

**Get the Racing Line!**

STILL ONLY £29.99

![Advert Graphic]

**Over 550 pages packed with useful information**

- Hundreds of changes since last year
- Includes corner updates for Brands Hatch, Castle Combe and Silverstone
- Also includes new Zandvoort extension

**New for 2000**

Every corner graded for importance AND difficulty

**Subscribe to Circuit News today!**

**Circuit News** is specially dedicated to you, the track driver and circuit racer. Its 10 issues per year contain:

- Dates of track driving and general test days with contact details of the organisers
- Latest news on track driving, racing and the circuits
- Rolling calendar of UK Racing Events
- Articles on circuits, cars, championships, people, useful tips and more
- Discounts on a number of track driving days
- Free classified adverts for subscribers (track related goods, non-trade only)

---

**2000 Autosport Circuit Guide + Circuit News subscription**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>Europe</th>
<th>Rest of World</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circuit News subscription</td>
<td>£29.99</td>
<td>£39.99</td>
<td>£47.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post and Packaging (For Guides)

- UK: Up to 28 days £3.50
- First Class £4.50
- Overnight £7.50
- Overseas: Europe £7
- Rest of World £14

**SPECIAL OFFER**

Guide + Circuit News £49.99 (UK only)
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Total Payment (inc P&P)
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I am a:  
- Competitor  
- Track driver  
- Official  
- Marshal  
- Enthusiast  
- I do not wish to receive information from other carefully selected companies

Signature:
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**Send to:**

What's On Motor Sport Ltd, Freepost OP2178

Newborn Court, Ditchley Park, Chipping Norton OX7 4BR

or fax: 01932 591100 (Tel: 01932 592100)
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AS2000
BRC could stick with F2 in 2001

The Mobil I British Championship is considering running World Rally Cars in 2001 and opting for a smaller category than its current formula instead. A manufacturers' meeting last week decided to wait for the FIA's forthcoming 'Division Two' blueprint, which could come within the next month. A further meeting on February 14 will then discuss the new proposals in detail, and formulate the way ahead for the British series. Manufacturer representatives have been lobbying for a cheaper formula, with a price ceiling of around £50,000 per car. Reports suggest that the FIA's idea of "Division Two" will be based around a 1600cc engine. Other proposals include one backed by Vauxhall boss Mike Nicholson, which would return the BRC to standard Formula Two, without expensive kit car engines and transmission technology. The Motor Sports Association decided to adopt either proposal, it would be faced with the awkward decision of whether to still admit the current crop of turbocharged, four-wheel drive Group N cars. Since drivers like David Higgins and Dom Buckley have used such machines to harry the F2 kit cars, they could boost a performance advantage over the new formula. The current line-up of events would also query the wisdom of removing a sizeable percentage of their entry lists. Industry insiders have suggested that the FIA's proposals are "extremely unlikely" to break cover for at least six months, which could leave any decision-making process desperately short of time.

Dakar hit by massive accident

Jean-Louis Schlesser won the Paris-Dakar Cairo rally, but his success was overshadowed by a huge accident that wiped out the entire Mitsubishi team and the Nissan of Gregoire de Mevius. The Belgian rally ace, and Pajero drivers Kenjiro Shinozuka, Miguel Prieto and Carlos Sousa, crashed one kilometre off the recommended route and flew over a 35-metre drop on the blind side of a sand dune. Sousa, his co-driver Joao Manuel Luz and Shinozuka's navigator Dominique Serieux were seriously injured and all eight crew members had to be airlifted to hospitals. Luz underwent surgery to save the use of his legs, and other injuries ranged from concussion to cracked vertebrae.

Gp N costs will hit privateers

British championship Group N teams could be put off registering for series points by an entry fee price hike, according to one leading competitor. Paul Barritt, whose Canterbury-based team lifted the Production Cup title with David Higgins last year, is concerned that manufacturer entry fees will add £10,000 onto privateer budgets that have already been stretched by television fees. "We know about the TV fees and that they had to be paid up front," he said. "That's fair and proper. But we're also being asked to pay manufacturer entry costs to each round. I'm not so sure about that, when you consider that we can't actually compete in a manufacturers' championship. "I've worked out we'll have to pay about £27,000 in registration and entry fees before we even get across the line in Wales," he added. "It's going to be tough for us, and I'm sure other Gp N teams are thinking the same." The large up-front costs are said to be deterring many Gp N privateers from trying to upset the manufacturer F2 cars in the overall series standings.
A mid all the euphoria surrounding Jenson Button's fairy tale graduation to Formula 1, it's important to sound a note of caution: don't expect too much of him.

That's all very well, you say, but hasn't AUTOSPORT been trumpeting his cause for the past three weeks? Ern, guilty as charged. But it's one thing to say 'Give him a chance', quite another to demand instant heros.

Michael Schumacher made an immediate impact, and the German's meteoric rise is at the root of Frank Williams' willingness to gamble on Button. But Schumacher entered F1 with thousands of miles of sportscar testing, and racing, under his belt. His was an unknown talent merely because nobody in F1 could see beyond the end of their nose.

Button, by contrast, has neither Schumacher's experience, nor the ultra-competitive equipment enjoyed by Williams predecessors Nigel Mansell, Damon Hill and David Coulthard. What he DOES have, is the undivided attention of a media gravy train eager to leave the station at which it was dumped by Damon Hill.

The 20-year-old needs time to acclimatise if his career is not to be damaged, like that of Jos Verstappen, by flying too high too soon. Button has everyone's support. Now he needs some patience.

Foulston will leave happy fans at Brands

**True or Foulston?**

I am not unhappy that Nicola Foulston has left Brands Hatch. Ever since she took over the circuit, motorsport has taken a back seat to commercial ventures.

The circuit offers an unparalleled view and should be holding quality meetings on a regular basis.

If Foulston had been serious about motorsport at Brands Hatch, rather than her balance sheet, she would not have let major championships pass up the opportunity to race on the excellent Grand Prix circuit.

At least there is no pretense anymore that the track is anything other than just another asset of a major corporation.

It was interesting to read in the article announcing her departure that the highlights of her time in charge included a stock market flotation and a huge increase in the share price. Sadly, there was no mention of the track's greatest races. Good luck, Nicola in your next commercial venture. Just don't take over another race track.

Steve Butler
via e-mail

---

**On the wrong track**

When I heard that the Hockenheim circuit was to be shortened, I saw a perfect opportunity to replace those horrible straights.

However, it would appear that they are attempting to produce a circuit even more pathetic than the dreadful A1 Ring in Austria. Mickey Mouse strikes again!

Similarly, I would love to see the British Grand Prix at Brands Hatch again, but not if it means the loss of the challenging dip before Hawthorn's and the introduction of an awful dog-leg at Clearways.

Stick to Silverstone, and leave Brands as it is – a real racing circuit.

**Barry Boor**
via e-mail

---

**Don't knock it**

A mass of memories came flooding back to me after I read your recent article on issue number one of AUTOSPORT. The reason was that I have bought the magazine since that very first issue.

Your reference to the BRMs at Silverstone reminded me that I was standing at Club Corner that very day. After the warm-up lap the tannoy announced, "The flag is up - and they're off!" I was loudly in the group around me, "...except for Raymond Sommer..." and the commentator repeated those exact words as the car was pushed away.

I very much enjoyed the trip back through time, but I don't think that you should have knocked the first issue quite as you did. I remember what a great innovation it was and an immediate success.

AUTO SPORT has always been compulsory reading for me, the only disadvantage being that I am obviously 50 years older now!

**Fred Wallis**
Marbella

---

**WHAT THE PAPERS SAY WITH ANTHONY PEACOCK**

Surely one man's arrival on the world scene will not be feted in the same way until the second coming. Or so you would believe if you opened up the papers on Tuesday morning and learnt that Williams had signed up Jensen Button. Our intergalactic correspondent even tells us that young Jenson has made virtual page 239a of the Zog Car Club Gazette.

Back to more terrestrial reports.

"Jenson Button the go-kart ace joins big boys," says The Times. What's the fuss about? He has apparently raced in Formula 1 already, because the paper's picture of his Formula Ford was apparently taken in "the Australian Grand Prix."

"Button up for a high-speed drive into the history books," says The Daily Mail. "Just hours after bursting into tears at the news that his lifelong wish had been granted," it writes, "Jenson Button focused on becoming the youngest world champion in Formula 1 history."

The youngster is not the apple of everybody's eye. Former champion and Williams driver Jacques Villeneuve tells The Sun: "No experienced driver would go there anyway." The Sun also delights in pointing out that Button failed his driving test first time round.

Who cares? The Times hailed him as "the best potential talent in Formula 1 for a generation."

The other main event was the Monte Carlo Rally, and its good to see the world championship finally starting to get the sort of recognition it deserves in the national press. The 68th Monte – "the oldest and arguably the most prestigious rally of all," according to The Guardian – lasted the sort of drama that Europe would be proud of. "Richards Burns wasted little time in proving his world championship credentials," reported The Independent, but what's the use of that if your car won't start on day two?

"One man's arrival will not be feted in the same way until the second coming"

Colin McRae’s problems threw his pre-event interview with The Express into stark relief. "I am just looking at this as a new year," he states, "and the chance to get everything right."

Speaking of general predictability, The Daily Mail looks at "Iron" Mike Tyson's retirement. "Yesterday he was spending his money on his boots, but spending his first day in London looking at a £600,000 Williams sports car. "I think not. McLaren, possibly?"
promising adj. 1. showing promise of favourable development or future success.


CONGRATULATIONS FROM AUTOSPORT
The rarest of talents?

Is Jenson Button one of those natural racers that crops up just two or three times in a generation? Frank Williams certainly isn’t taking any chances.

It’s Monday afternoon as I write, and of course the story of the moment is Jenson Button signing for Williams. When I spoke to FW and to Patrick Head last week, both were keen to stress that no decision had been taken, that a further test would be required to determine the identity of Ralf Schumacher’s team mate in the coming season.

I didn’t disbelieve them, Head, while clearly impressed by Button’s initial outing in the car at Jerez, was at pains not to praise the youngster too highly, for, apart from anything else, this would not have been fair to Bruno Junqueira, who had yet to drive the Williams-BMW when it was working properly. Everything would depend on the outcome of the test at Barcelona.

In common with most of my colleagues, however, I felt that the wind was blowing Button’s way, that it would take something unexpected for Junqueira to get the ride. On Sunday morning Bruno’s best time, in 26 laps, was 1m25.53s; in the afternoon Jenson ran 21 laps, his fastest 1m23.53s.

For all the hype about this being a “shoot-out”, it is pretty unlikely that sixteen-hundredths of a second tipped the scale in Button’s favour. More crucial, I am sure, was a feeling in the team that here, perhaps, was one of those talents which come along only two or three times in a generation, that the opportunity to sign Jenson could not be passed up.

Although Williams has become known as a team which favours experienced drivers, so Frank has admitted to a sinking feeling that morning at Spa in 1991, when Michael Schumacher appeared in a Formula 1 car for the first time. "Immediately, it was obvious he was bloody special – and he was driving for F1, not me..."

Others had the same impression, and one of them - Flavio Briatore - wasn’t slow to act. At once he set about separating Schumacher from his Jordan contract, and, lo, by the time of the next race, at Monza, Michael was a Benetton driver.

Even more than in the case of Schumacher, though, Williams must have been haunted down the years by his failure to sign another driver who turned out rather well. Ayrton Senna’s first F1 test, at Donington in the summer of ’83, was in a Williams, after all, yet the following season he made his Grand Prix debut in a Toleman, and 10 years would pass before he finally signed for Frank.

Shortly before the New Year, I had an informal chat with Williams, and when the question of his second driver arose, various names - all previously mooted, and none of them very exciting - came up.

It seemed to me that what the team needed was Montoya, but that, at least for 2000, was out of the question, for Juan Pablo remains firmly contracted to Chip Ganassi.

When Stefan Johansson joined Alain Prost at McLaren in ’87, he knew that it was for one season only, that Senna would be arriving in ’88, and he accepted the rungs on the ladder, hop from F5 to F1 without even breaking into a sweat.

I knew, too, that Jenson’s Prost test, shortly before Christmas, had made a powerful impression on Alain and others in the team, not least because he had so quickly got down to good times, and done so without making any mistakes.

Given that Prost, like Jackie Stewart, is a man who is undaunted by the overall level of talent in contemporary F1, his reaction to Button’s performance carries unusual weight.

We were delighted to see another Englishman among the GP drivers, so it is difficult not to feel a measure of sympathy for Junqueira - for the opportunity to come into F1 with top team is rare nowadays, and he obviously gave a good account of himself.

After the somewhat abortive session at Jerez, Patrick Head said how impressed he had been by the calm of both Button and Junqueira in circumstances which could have caused nerves to unravel.

Persistent oil system problems with the Williams-BMW led to a rash of virtual inactivity at Jerez, and it was the same at Barcelona last week.

Not until Sunday did the car run satisfactorily, and by then time was indeed pressing, for the following morning the new FW22 was to be launched, the identity of the sponsor - and the number two driver - to be announced.

If there were no surprises in the end, you have to wonder how Montoya, preparing to defend his CART title, will have responded to the news of Button’s signing. At Goodwood, in the autumn of ’98, P Head confirmed to me that the Williams drivers for ’99 were to be Alex Zanardi and Schumacher Jr, but he made a point of stressing Montoya’s potential.

“Had we been able to keep Jacques [Villeneuve],” Patrick said that day, “we probably would have gone with Juan Pablo alongside him, but, having made the decision to run Alex - who hasn’t been in F1 for several years - we thought it wouldn’t be very sensible to have a first-year new guy in the other car, and that’s why we’ve chosen Ralf.”

Having said that, Montoya is obviously hugely talented; he’s going off to CART now, but he must have a great future in F1 at some point - with us, I hope.”

Yes - if there’s a place for him. ■

Michael Schumacher was snapped up by Benetton in ’91 when his talent shone.
Fall guy left out on a limb

After three years in Champ Cars, Alex Zanardi was flavour of the month – things aren’t so sweet now

Alex Zanardi’s dispiriting odyssey with Williams F1 is now formally finished. Sad to say, I expected this from the beginning. When he first admitted to me in July of 1998 that he was talking to Williams about going back to Formula 1, I was filled with foreboding, primarily because I believed he was considering the move for all the wrong reasons.

"His fluid, artistic style didn’t adapt well to the brutal methods required"

Rather than looking pragmatically at where Williams was in its historical development, it seemed to me that Zanardi was ready to return to Europe because he had become a family man. He wanted to raise his new-born son at home in Europe, and he wanted to respect his wife’s wishes to stay away from oval tracks.

After winning the CART championship in ’97, Zanardi was on his way to a second title, so why not use that notoriety to return to the safer, more profitable world of F1? During the summer of ’98, all conversations with the Italian about any shortcomings that might exist at Williams were quietly rebutted or rejected. He believed the team was just as good as ever, and ready to rebound from any signs of decline.

Now, Zanardi has become the most spectacular victim of the team’s unfortunate fade from the sharp end of the grid. Each of Damon Hill, Jacques Villeneuve and Heinz-Harald Frentzen got a taste of this, but nobody suffered as much as Zanardi. Not only was his sensitive, thoughtful personality antithetical to the team’s approach, but his car was spectacularly unreliable, a factor that is always a mark of a team in decline.

This is not to say Zanardi didn’t stumble himself. He simply didn’t come to terms with the tear-dropped, grooved tyres. Nor did his fluid, artistic style adapt well to the brutal methods of braking, turning and power application which are required in a modern F1 car. I wonder if such drivers as Jean-Marc Fango and Sir Stirling Moss would feel at home in today’s cars.

Last week, I talked to an old friend of mine who is an expert on data analysis. He worked with Williams during the active suspension era and has a wealth of experience with teams across all forms of the sport – F1, Champ Cars, sports cars, and 500 cc motorcycle racing. This fellow is a long-time friend of Williams and Patrick Head, so I won’t use his name.

"I have to say that Williams made a terrible mistake when they let Adrian Newey go," said my friend. "They just haven’t been able to replace him, have they?"

"I like and respect Frank and Patrick a great deal, but I have to say that they’re at different stages of their lives. They’re not the young, totally committed guys they once were," he said.

Meanwhile, what will Zanardi do? Will he sit out the year, retire, or return to Champ Cars? Mo Nunn, who engineered Alex’s car for his three very successful years with Ganassi’s team, hopes Zanardi will drive for his new Mercedes-powered outfit later this year. Right now, Nunn is trying to complete a deal for Tony Kanaan to lead his new team, and says it’s impossible for him to run a second car until later in the year.

"I’ve said to Alex maybe he could test for us, and maybe do a few races later in the year. If he wants to do it, I’d love to have him," said Frentzen.

Frentzen proved last year that there is life after Williams. Maybe Zanardi will demonstrate the same resurgence later this season.
Moo-ve over — unfortunately for Stig Blomqvist's mechanic, the cow didn't as he was driving the Sierra Cosworth from Montebus to Halobidi the morning before scrutineering on the 1987 Safari Rally. The hapless spannerman rolled and wrote one of Ford's finest off.

**ANNIVERSARIES**

Jan 27: George Follmer (b 1934), Moreno Solli (b 1951), Bob Dayson (b 1939)
Jan 28: Nick Carr (b 1963), Philippe Streiff (b 1971), Ian Taylor (b 1947), Jody Scheckter (b 1950), Bernd Rosemeyer (d 1938)
Jan 30: Rudolf Caracciola (b 1901, d Sept 26, 1959), Bernard Dudot (b 1939), Ferdinand Porsche (d 1952)
Jan 31: Mauro Baldi (b 1964), Jo Bonnier (b 1933), J.J. Lehto (b 1966), Rick Wilson (b 1953)
Feb 1: Christian Geistdorfer (b 1953), Bjorn Skogstad (b 1961), David Warnock (b 1962)
Feb 2: Roy Woodhouse (b 1948, d 1973), Tony Shelly (b 1937)
Feb 3: Roger Williamson (b 1948), Roy Woodhouse (b 1933)
Feb 7: Scheckter, 50

**ARMCHAIR ENTHUSIAST**

**British Rally Championship Review**
By BHP. Distributed by Duke Video (01624 640000)

Priced £12.99

From claggy mud to polished tarmac, the British Rally Championship is an arena which tests drivers' skills to the maximum. Film company BHP, responsible for the championship round-by-round TV coverage on Channel 4, has produced a stunning video of the season's highlights.

It lasts for over two hours but you're left wanting more, even at the finish.

Clever camera angles, in-car footage, interviews, and a punchy script all keeps you interested.

The season review succeeds in conveying the atmosphere as well as the facts. Its pity is that achievements of Group N cars are not correctly documented — but this is a political issue which is no fault of the film-makers.

The microphones attached to the drivers and co-drivers also allow you to learn some interesting vocabulary in Finnish.

In-depth interviews with the drivers tell you what is happening in an even more eloquent way. The video is a fabulous memento of Britain's most spectacular rally championship.

It's priced £12.99 and is available direct from Duke Video by phoning 01624 640000. Alternatively, visit your local shop. Anthony Peacock

**Von Trips caught the eye of Enzo Ferrari**

France as the Monte Carlo Rally started from nine diverse European departure points including Glasgow, Oslo and Frankfurt.
ADDING THE JAGGED EDGE
Jaguar's launch made much of the all-English charisma now boosting Ford power and Stewart know-how. But will it go faster for it?

An ideal world would have two institutions sacred to all Englishmen: cricket and Jaguar. That was the scenario painted by the marque’s boss Wolfgang Reitzle as he launched the new R1 in cricket’s most hallowed vaults.

“Lords is as important to the cricket fan as Silverstone, Le Mans and Indy together are to the racing fan,” he said. “It is the spiritual home in the same way that the race track is the spiritual home of Jaguar.”

The John Bullish talk of tradition and the strains of Shirley Bassey’s “history repeating itself” diverted attention from the fact that Jaguar is a brand new team with everything to prove in Formula 1.

Even so, there were reminders of past glories from the sports car era, such as a line-up of Le Mans-winning cars that included the legendary D-type and the 1988 XJR LM.

The transfer of sporting heritage will filter down to the road cars, as every model in the range receives a sporting variant prefixed “R” – just like the green-and-white car that shrugged off its wraps last Tuesday.

Purists may be disappointed in the abundance of white on the livery, but there are many areas where it’s not good to be too green. The wealth of experience in the team – from Jackie Stewart to Eddie Irvine – should build on the progress made by Stewart last year.

When you add massive support from global manufacturing giant Ford, the sport’s leading engine constructor, all the ingredients appear to be in place.

There’s only one thing that money can’t buy. Charisma. “Jaguar has an emotional appeal,” said Reitzle, “that only one other constructor, which has traditionally raced in red, can match.”

Time will tell if he is right.
GRAND PRIX 2000

UNDER THE SKIN OF THE BIG CAT

The team has once again drawn heavily on the previous season's McLaren design to update last year's Stewart. The resulting Jaguar looks as if it could have plenty of bite. By Andrew Benson

PRE-SEASON TALK – ONE YEAR AGO

Stewart-Ford 1999 results: one win, three podium finishes, fourth in constructors' championship

AUTOSPORT: "The SF-3 represents the first product of a team newly empowered by the wisdom of experience, as well as the resources to back up the gun ho of partner Ford."

Alan Jenkins (technical director): "I would be surprised, not just disappointed, if the car wasn't a significant step. Every part represents a big step, and the engine will be a quantum leap. I wouldn't be surprised if it was as good as anything out there."

Paul Stewart (managing director): "I'm in a more of a position to do something about problems. We're positioned to attack, whereas we entered last year in an extremely defensive mode."

TWO YEARS AGO

1998 results: eighth in constructors' championship

AUTOSPORT: "Stewart knows it needs to take giant leaps very quickly to achieve its ambitious goals, and that is why the team's technical department has pushed the boat out, incorporating as much high technology as it can into its new car, the SF-2."

Andy Le Fleming (chief engineer): "We had to take a step forward. There is an element of risk, and there may be reliability issues later on, but it's something we have to do now."

AUTOSPORT: "More than one team member admits to wondering whether the new car is a step too far in the context of the team's reliability record in '97, but if it works you can be sure that the rest of Formula 1 will be hot on Stewart's heels."

Jackie Stewart (team chairman): "I want constant top 10 performances and top six finishes so we get more than 10 points in the season. But it's not easy when you're up against major players such as Sauber and Prost."

THREE YEARS AGO

Stewart-Ford '97 debut year: one podium, ninth in constructors' championship

Alan Jenkins (technical director): "We haven't gone for an entry-level car in any respect. We've gone for a car we could happily wheel out alongside any on the grid. You can't do it any other way."

Jackie Stewart (team chairman): "I'm not going to commit to being in the middle, the back or the front. I know we can't be on the front row."

Paul Stewart (managing director): "We feel like we've met the expectations that we set ourselves. We now have to confound the sceptics and produce the results."

AUTOSPORT: "Jackie Stewart is a pragmatic man who has passed on his sense of the achievable to his son, and neither they, nor anyone in the team, is under any illusions as to the size of the task ahead of them."
ENGINE

Last year's Ford engine, built by the company's Cosworth specialists, attracted envious glances from rival teams, and there looks likely to be more of the same in 2000.

The V10 was the lightest on the grid at a reputed 99kg, and the second most powerful with an estimated 812-820bhp. Only McLarens' Mercedes unit had more grunt, and then only just.

Cosworth's Formula 1 project leader, Nick Hayes, is notoriously cagey about his products. He will allow, though, that the new engine is a revision of the old one and improved in most areas. So it will be lighter and more powerful.

FUEL TANK

Tank size was one of Stewart's biggest weaknesses last year – it simply wasn't big enough. It had been designed with the thought that most races would feature at least two fuel stops. But with the harder tyres, it turned out that teams often made less stops than in 1998, and therefore a larger tank was an advantage.

This turned out to be a constant bugbear for the team throughout the season, and cost them a fair number of points to better equipped teams. As a result, this year's tank is much larger, allowing much greater flexibility.

Exactly how large the tank is remains a closely-guarded secret, because it is such an important aspect of race strategy.

AERODYNAMICS

The new Jaguar-Cosworth R1 is a logical development of its predecessor, the Stewart-Ford SF-3, which itself drew heavily from the ultra-successful 1999 McLaren-Mercedes MP4-13. It is little surprise, then, that the new Jaguar bears a strong resemblance to the '99 McLaren MP4-14.

The nose is relatively low in Formula 1 terms, and the large barge boards follow a trend that McLaren perfected in '98 and Stewart pursued in '99. They look to be an exact copy of those that were taken to the Japanese Grand Prix by McLaren last year but not used (see drawing). The rear aerodynamics of the Jaguar look very similar to last year's McLaren.

The sidepods are a little higher, but the inward sweep of the lower bodywork, commonly known as the Coke-bottle shape, is just like McLaren's, as is the shape of its outward curve up from the floor of the car.

Technical director Gary Anderson says: 'You recognise what you want to do better. Any racing car is a logical development of its predecessor. We couldn't come in with this bright new concept and say, 'Let's do it, it's going to revolutionise it,' because we're not strong enough yet (as a company). I'm trying to get the team strong enough so we can do those things, and it will happen.'

OVERALL DESIGN

Technical boss Gary Anderson is very proud of his new baby. Particularly, he claims, because it includes a lot of ground-breaking technology. What those new bits are, though, he will not say.

Part of the aim of those new parts was to simplify the overall layout of the car. F1 machinery are now operated totally by hydraulics and electronics, and as such they are necessarily very complex. What Anderson and his team have tried to do with the R1, he says, is to use the high technology to make the car easier to operate and avoid unnecessary complication.

Included in all these changes, as with any other new car, are a lighter weight, a lower centre of gravity and a better weight distribution. These were all areas in which the last Stewart was already strong.

Jaguar's new barge boards (main picture) are based upon ones McLaren decided not to use in the Japanese GP last year (diagram). The Big Cat also sports similar Gurney flaps (1) as McLaren. The boards differ from other designs by running further forward and sloping into the chassis (arrow).
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Nick Hayes is part of a team. He wants that on the record straight away. He might be Cosworth Racing’s F1 programme director, charged with putting a winning engine in the back of Eddie Irvine’s new Jaguar race car, but there’s a team of people back at base in Northampton whose jobs, he insists, are every bit as critical as his own.

“Nick’s way one bloke can take the plaudits for producing a modern grand prix engine,” he insists. “You need the best efforts of hundreds of people. If you want to give me credit, say I had something to do with assembling the best team in the business.”

About three years ago, Hayes, his team and his engine were responsible for some of the biggest clouds of white smoke seen on a racing circuit. Their early V10 engines broke more often than most, and showed a liking for public display. More recently, things have improved. Last year’s Cosworth CR-1 was the smallest and lightest engine on the grid, and acknowledged by its rivals as one of the best. At the end of last season, BMW’s Gerhard Berger was telling people he expected the Cosworth to be the best engine on the grid for 2000.

For the debut Jaguar season, Hayes and his Cosworth team have produced what most punters believe is F1’s most radical engine. It’s a three-litre V10 like all the rest, again believed by rivals to be the smallest and lightest on the grid, though it’s an all new unit designated CR-2. Like the CR-1, the new engine is believed to contain one vital mechanical ‘tweak’,

some things on it which are quite different from what other people do. It isn’t any smaller than last year’s engine, but it is certainly lighter. We’re saying the CR-2 weighs 97 kilograms against 100 for last year’s, even though this year we’ve included a few extra components, which I can’t talk about.”

Though Hayes won’t talk details, he will let a few other points slip about his new engine’s performance and design. Cosworth is chasing more driveability and a wider power band this season, because making the power more accessible has become relatively more important as cornering grip has reduced over recent seasons. In early testing, Johnny Herbert has already noted that the engine is easier to drive.

The CR-2 will rev to 18,000 on ‘selected occasions’ this season, whereas the CR-1 peaked at around 17,500. “I can’t confirm that we’ll race at 18,000,” says Hayes. “But we’ll use that limit when we need to.”

The CR-2 now runs 450 kilometres between rebuilds, an increase of around 50 per cent from the earliest days of the Zetec-R. “We’ve worked hard to make it durable,” says Hayes, “which is the key to a lot of things. Mostly, it allows you to get more out of the car because you can do more testing.”

Despite the radical tag, he says Cosworth’s engine has reached its high state of development through painstaking work. “You keep hearing how our secret is that the engine’s got linerless bores and a beryllium block, but the secret is that we chase and try to improve every detail. If we think we can save a major component a couple of grams, we do it. It’s what you have to do to win.”

During the closed season, Cosworth has boosted both its facilities and its engineering team, a clear indicator of how things have changed since Ford acquired the F1 engines side of the business halfway through last year. “The Ford side of things has been fantastic,” says Hayes. “Until then, we had to do things which were good for the profitability of the business. Now we have the very clear objective, which is repeated all the time, that we’re in this to win.”

So will they? Maybe, but you won’t wring frostily confident claims from Hayes. He’s much more likely to tell you the engine’s still too heavy, too big and not powerful enough. “I’m not confident,” he insists. “You can’t say we’re in a better state than we were at this time in other seasons, because we’ve got more things on the go. It’s more correct to say that I’m hopeful for success this year, and I think we can do at least as well as last year. Of course, we’re aiming for better!”
DUNDROD, TOURIST TROPHY

1950

This was the event that convinced the marque that an emerging Stirling Moss was more than simply a young tearaway. Moss beat the factory Jaguar team in appalling conditions, driving an XK120 that he had borrowed essentially for the race in Northern Ireland. Among racers and public alike, attitudes towards him changed immediately.

"Jaguar wouldn't give me a car before Dundrod because they thought I was going faster than I should," he said with deadpan delivery. "In fact, no one would lend me a car - MG, Morgan, nobody. That night, Sir William Lyons, boss of Jaguar, signed me up to lead the factory team the following year, so it was my biggest break up to that point. I suppose one would say it was the biggest win of my career up to then, too."

He had borrowed the car from a journalist named Tommy Wilson. "They would sell him one, but not me," Moss laughs. After Dundrod, scraping about for drives would be a thing of the past.

THE CAT'S WH

Think of Jaguars in competition and two eras spring to mind. The 1950s, when the Coventry marque made Le Mans a home from home, and the Group C days when it returned to conquer the great race once again.

In between those years, Jaguar was not a force in international motorsport. It has even gone through hugely embarrassing times, namely British Leyland's disastrous XJ6 touring car project in the '70s. Now, after stepping out of the racing limelight for the best part of a decade, Jaguar is back - and in the biggest arena the sport has to offer.

The Formula 1 project could be described as a cynical marketing ploy by Jaguar's owner, Ford, which is using the evocative name to get the maximum publicity for its investment. Whether this means the British public gets behind Jaguar like it did at Le Mans 10 years ago is yet to be seen. The bottom line is that they probably will, as long as Jaguar starts winning.

Any success will add to a great tradition. Here are five victories - not necessarily the most famous, but nevertheless some of the most significant in Jaguar's heritage.
LE MANS 24 HOURS

Snapping up Stirling Moss for the 1951 season was a vital move for Jaguar's aspirations to win Le Mans. The great man never actually won the race for the marque—or for any other for that matter—but he played his part in Jaguar's success. Moss remembers the Reims 12 Hours of that year as a more important race for Jaguar. There, the new C-Type scored its first big win, which also marked the first for a car fitted with disc brakes. He had fond memories of the C-Type. "It was more user friendly than the D-Type," he says, "if not as stunning. Still, I preferred it." The team went on to Le Mans full of confidence—and with good reason. Moss absolutely flew in the early stages, and after just two hours he was a full lap ahead of Frollan Gonzalez's Talbot, eventually breaking the lap record three times.

His race came to an end when the oil pressure plummeted, but the pacemaker had done his job. Peter Walker and Peter Whitehead took over in a lead they would never lose to notch up the first of Jaguar's five Le Mans victories of the '50s. The marque's golden era had begun.

1951

1984

ISKERS

As Jaguar prepares to enter the lion's den of racing—Formula 1—it will be looking to build on its distinguished racing heritage. Damien Smith looks back over the Coventry marque's golden years in sports and touring car competition.

SPA 24 HOURS

Tom Walkinshaw Racing's Jaguar XJ-Ss were the cars to beat in the European Touring Car Championship, but they were not expected to last over 24 hours. BMW always ruled the roost at this classic race—until Walkinshaw, Win Percy and Hans Heyer pulled off one of the surprise results of the season.

Percy remembers the race fondly as one of his greatest moments in the sport. Sadly, he believes it is also a race everyone forgets when they think of Jaguar's great victories. "No one gave us a chance against BMW," says the veteran. "The V12 engine was thought to be too heavy and tough on the transmission to last the distance."

Incredibly, the winning XJS ran faultlessly throughout, a puncture being the only delay for the Big Cat.

The two Jaguars wisely made a cautious start, and the tactics eventually paid off as the cars moved up the order. One XJS crashed out, but its sister car worked its way into the battle for the lead, joining the Beemers of Alain Cudini/Dany Nobeck/Thierry Taasen and Hans Stuck/Dieter Quester.

James Weaver: The battle raged throughout the night, broken up by lengthy safety car periods. Typically, Spa was throwing up the worst conditions for night racing: heavy rain and fog. Percy remembers the team sending a man up to the top of the hill with a flashlight. When the XJS approached, he would turn it on to give the drivers a braking point before the chicane.

The turning point in the battle came when Cudini rolled and Quester went off in avoidance. Both continued, but now the XJS was in control. When Walkinshaw crossed the victory line, he made important history. This was Jaguar's first 24 Hours win since the 1957 Le Mans, and it was also the biggest victory to date for its famous V12 engine.

The relevance of that win and the whole XJS programme was massive, according to Percy. "It was the basis of Jaguar's further involvement in the sport," he says. TWR eventually moved on from touring cars and took Jaguar to the next great chapter in its sporting history: Group C sports prototypes and a return to Le Mans.
1986

SILVERSTONE, WORLD SPORTS PROTOTYPE CHAMPIONSHIP

It was only a matter of time before Jaguar won a Group C race. TWR had kicked off its programme in 1985, and now, in its second year, the team was beginning to fire on all cylinders. How fitting that the first Group C victory should come on home ground at Silverstone.

The Silk Cut-sponsored XJR-6Cs had caught the imagination of British fans, who turned out in their thousands for the 1000km race. They were rewarded with a classic race and a convincing victory. These were classic days for sportscar racing. Jaguar was up against a horde of Porsche 962s, including the great Rothmans-sponsored factory team. Then there was the stylish Martini Lancia squad, with fiery Italian drivers Alessandro Nannini and Andrea de Cesaris. In terms of racing speed, the Jaguars and the Lancia held the upper hand over the Porsches at Silverstone. The question mark was reliability. Would the quickest cars still be there at the end?

Back in '86, Silverstone was still a flat-out blast, and the battle between the Lancias and the lead Jaguar of Derek Warwick and Eddie Cheever was some sight. Both cars and driver pairings were evenly matched. Neither team gave an inch. Cheever remembers how hard he and Warwick drove that day. "Derek and I desperately wanted to get back into Formula 1, and we were using..."
sports car to vent our frustrations," he says. "We probably drove a tad too aggressively. It was more like a GP than an endurance race."

Eventually, the pace told on the Lancia and its V8's fuel pressure began to drop, as did de Cesaris' speed. Warwick and Cheever were home and dry. Two laps behind, Derek Bell and Hans Stuck could only hope the Jag would break and hand the victory to Porsche. This time it didn't happen. Jaguar was back.

Left: the Derek Warwick/Eddie Cheever car leads the follow Jaguar of Jean-Louis Schlesser and Gianfranco Brancatelli. Below, l-r; team boss Tom Walkinshaw and drivers Cheever and Warwick take a bow after their remarkable performance. The British squad pulled off its first Group C victory on its home ground of Silverstone in an enduro run at a frantic pace

LE MANS 24 HOURS

Tom Walkinshaw had always maintained you needed three goes before you could crack Le Mans. The 'Tomcats' had starred in both 1986 and 1987, but Jaguar had just a single fifth place to show for it. Surely, '88 had to be their year.

The team was certainly taking no chances. Five XJR-9LMs took the start, and stories abounded before the start that one would be used as a "hail" in an attempt to break the works Porsches. Before the race, Walkinshaw would not admit to any such idea.

If there was going to be a Jaguar to push the pace, it looked like being the number two car. Dutchman Jan Lammers charged from the start, hounding Hans Stuck, who was driving for Porsche. On lap 7 Lammers took the lead.

Throughout the race, car number two was Jaguar's best hope, and it battled heroically with the two works Porsches. Once Bob Wollek's pace-setting 962 retired, it was a two-car battle: the Jag of Lammers, Johnny Dumfries and Andy Wallace against the Porsche of Stuck, Derek Bell and Klaus Ludwig.

With the pace being so hot, both teams were taking everything to the limit. Early on, Ludwig tried to eke out an extra lap before pitting and lost time when he ran out of fuel. From there, the car was always chasing.

The demise of the Wollek Porsche left the Jaguar with a comfortable cushion, but the race was heading for a dramatic climax. It began to rain on Sunday morning, giving Stuck his cue for a typically brilliant drive on slicks. Then Ludwig unapped the 962 by passing Dumfries, meaning the two cars were on the same lap for the last few hours.

The duel raged on into the afternoon as the Porsche closed on the Jag. The huge crowd of British fans were subdued, feeling the same pang of nervous tension that Walkinshaw and his team were suffering in the pits.

They need not have worried. Lammers, Dumfries and Wallace drove superbly, as they had throughout, to hold off the Porsche challenge. On the final lap, the team choreographed the two remaining Jaguars left in the race to join the leader for a formation finish.

The celebrations began, and Walkinshaw will remember those moments forever. "I don't think I've ever seen anything like it in my life," he said later.

"Words fail you when you're asked to explain it. It all became so emotional, grown men with tears running down their faces. You could feel the emotion oozing out of everywhere. You could touch it. It was something which I had never experienced before.

Jaguar had won the Le Mans 24 Hours for the first time in 31 years. It was, and always will be, one of the greatest moments in British motorsport history.
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Button

The Somerset Kid’s zoom to the top echelon of motorsport has given many pause for thought. He's set to be the youngest Briton to take the F1 grid, but is it too much too soon? After all, there’s no rewind in Formula 1. By David Tremayne

When Michael Schumacher first drove a Formula 1 car for Jordan at Silverstone in August 1991, the team was moved to leap out and wave at him as he sped by on his fourth lap in an attempt to slow him down. “His speed suggested he was driving over his head,” managing director Trevor Foster recalled of the event. “Gary Anderson and I tried to slow him down, but when he came in and we talked to him, he didn’t understand what we were talking about.”

There is a common thread in all the hoopla about Jarno Trulli's F1 career. Since he stepped into an F1 seat last year, At Jordan recently, on his first acquaintance with the Williams-BMW, his initial outing yielded a time only nine-hundredths slower than the pace David Coulthard was then setting. Patrick Head apparently went to some lengths to calm excited mechanics before Button returned to the pits.

Everyone in British motorsport has very forcefully been put in mind of how Jackie Stewart performed when he graduated to the big time. However, now that Williams has signed Button to partner Ralf Schumacher they are all asking the same question: is 20 too young to make the jump to F1?

“Maybe it is,” concedes Ken Tyrrell, who gave Stewart his big chance and went on to nurture many other young racers. “But Emerson Fittipaldi was only 25 when he won his first world championship. So it can be done. Every now and then one pops up, though the odds are against it. The things that count against such young drivers are age and luck.”

Along who could accept the ensuing problems. We won’t really know if he can cope until after a race or so, and it’s a tremendous responsibility both for Jenson and for Williams. He will need maturity and ability, but if, as you say, he has that maturity it will be very good for him.”

When Stewart first tested a Formula 3 car for Tyrrell at Goodwood, he consistently outperformed Bruce McLaren. “I felt he was going far too quick,” Tyrrell admires. “To be faster than Bruce was quite exceptional. I said, ‘Look, the sun is shining, it’s a lovely morning and you have all day. But he didn’t know he was going quick. If Button has got that, bloody good luck to him! Wouldn’t it be great!”

“I felt he was going far too quick,” Tyrrell admires. “To be faster than Bruce was quite exceptional. I said, ‘Look, the sun is shining, it’s a lovely morning and you have all day. But he didn’t know he was going quick. If Button has got that, bloody good luck to him! Wouldn’t it be great!”

“Personally, I think it is too soon,” he says. “You can’t go from kindergarten to university. Jenson can drive the car, he drives very well, but there’s more to it than that. I’m not saying he won’t be a superstar, but this isn’t the right way to do it. There’s no rush to do this.”

“Personally, I think it is too soon,” he says. “You can’t go from kindergarten to university. Jenson can drive the car, he drives very well, but there’s more to it than that. I’m not saying he won’t be a superstar, but this isn’t the right way to do it. There’s no rush to do this.”

Button knows he has benefited from odd circumstances, and he can handle criticism. The downside will come if the Williams-BMW fails to deliver the goods. F1 memories are notoriously short, and a bad season could bury his career. Ask Alex Zanardi what it’s like when things — and people — turn against you. Tyrrell, however, believes a “quiet” season may be advantageous.

“We won’t really know if he can cope until after a race or so”

STIRLING MOSS

of experience,” he adds.

Sir Stirling Moss, like Tyrrell, is excited about Button’s prospects, having himself broken into F1 at the age of 21. “It’s a remarkable reward for a promising young man,” he adds, “and it’s a remarkable reward for a promising young man, I know what it was like myself when nobody would give me a reasonable chance to begin with. I am very happy for him. Of course it’s asking a lot of him, but occasionally people such as myself or Jimmy Clark come along who could accept the ensuing problems. We won’t really know if he can cope until after a race or so, and it’s a tremendous responsibility both for Jenson and for Williams. He will need maturity and ability, but if, as you say, he has that maturity it will be very good for him.”

When Stewart first tested a Formula 3 car for Tyrrell at Goodwood, he consistently outperformed Bruce McLaren. “I felt he was going far too quick,” Tyrrell admires. “To be faster than Bruce was quite exceptional. I said, ‘Look, the sun is shining, it’s a lovely morning and you have all day. But he didn’t know he was going quick. If Button has got that, bloody good luck to him! Wouldn’t it be great!”

“I felt he was going far too quick,” Tyrrell admires. “To be faster than Bruce was quite exceptional. I said, ‘Look, the sun is shining, it’s a lovely morning and you have all day. But he didn’t know he was going quick. If Button has got that, bloody good luck to him! Wouldn’t it be great!”

“Personally, I think it is too soon,” he says. “You can’t go from kindergarten to university. Jenson can drive the car, he drives very well, but there’s more to it than that. I’m not saying he won’t be a superstar, but this isn’t the right way to do it. There’s no rush to do this.”

Button knows he has benefited from odd circumstances, and he can handle criticism. The downside will come if the Williams-BMW fails to deliver the goods. F1 memories are notoriously short, and a bad season could bury his career. Ask Alex Zanardi what it’s like when things — and people — turn against you. Tyrrell, however, believes a “quiet” season may be advantageous.

“We will get a year’s training in F1, ready for when the team will be competitive in 2001. It was a risk Frank ought to take — and which he wants to take.”

Button’s background is similar to Jarno Trulli’s, who gave singular karting performances and joined F1 with Minardi then jumped to Prost. However, it was difficult for Trulli because Minardi did very little testing, whereas with Williams-BMW Button will get plenty.

“In my first season of F1, says Trulli, “the first thing I was thinking when running the car was to get experience to learn the car. When I jumped to the Prost I had many days of testing, so I was driving much more on the limit.”

The Italian believes Button can make the gradation and that it is the right decision. “Sometimes you don’t have many chances and then all your chances come together, so you must use them if you really
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JENSON BUTTON DIARY

NOVEMBER 8 The 19-year-old gets his first taste of Formula 3000 power with the crack SuperNova team in testing at Jerez in Spain.

NOVEMBER 9 He goes sixth fastest overall and is quickest rookie on his second day of F3000 running, this time with Fortec Motorsport.

NOVEMBER 12 Button drives a Formula 1 car for the first time when he tests a McLaren-Mercedes MP4-14 at Silverstone - his prize for winning the McLAREN AUTOSPORT Young Driver Award in '98. In just 15 laps he qualifies at home in the F1 environment, and the Woking team is impressed.

NOVEMBER 21 Piloting his regular Promateca Dallara-Renault F399, Button finishes an excellent second as a rookie at the Macau Grand Prix, but he is a long way behind fellow Brit and winner Darren Manning.

Above: he comes second to Darren Manning at the Macau Grand Prix - but is closing the gap. Right: he impresses the Prost squad when he tests in its F1 car.

NOVEMBER 28 Button again has to settle for the runner-up spot in the second leg of the Asien F3 trip, again losing out to Manning in Korea - but this time it's close.

DECEMBER 2 AUTOSPORT exclusively reveals that Alex Zanardi will not be retained by Williams in 2000.

DECEMBER 9 Button says he will commit to another season of British F3 rather than move up to F3000. He will either stay at Promateca or move to Stewart Racing.

DECEMBER 14 Williams team leader Ralf Schumacher is reported as saying he'd prefer to keep Zanardi.

DECEMBER 15 Button looks certain to stay on with Promateca as the seat comes with an F1 testing role with Prost. This is preferred to the Stewart deal, which is thought to include a chance to test the Jaguar F1 car.

DECEMBER 17 He tests for Prost at Barcelona and makes a very good impression. He seems assured of a test seat for 2000 and there are rumours of a race deal in 2001.

JANUARY 10 Williams announces that Button will race for the second seat in a shock-out at Jerez against test driver Bruno Junqueira.

JANUARY 14 Button stuns onlookers as he immediately sets competitive times at Jerez. The team is massively impressed, but unreliability means that running is truncated and Junqueira does not get a fair chance to shine. The decision is postponed pending more running at Barcelona.

JANUARY 19 Barcelona testing continues, but the new Williams-BMW package proves unreliable due to an oil-system problem. The team stays on over the weekend just to sort out the driver shock-out before it launches on Monday. Button celebrates his 25th birthday.

JANUARY 23 The contenders finally run over 20 laps each at Barcelona. Button outpaces the more experienced Junqueira by 0.16s.

JANUARY 24 The Somerset youngster is picked by Williams for the race seat in 2000. When he leaves the grid in Melbourne he will become the youngest British GP driver of all time.

Ken Tyrrell (left) thinks it can be done; Jackie Stewart believes it's too soon.

I'm sure Jenson will make every effort to rise to the challenge” RON DENNIS

he will make every effort to rise to the challenge.”

If he fails, Button won't be the first hotshot to go cold. The Arrows is littered with the debris of broken promise. Names such as Mike Thackwell, Jos Verstappen and Jan Magnussen spring to mind. Button has maturity and focus reminiscent of the late Tony Brise - and similar tenacity. He'll need it all, given the Zanardi saga. Much will depend on his standing with the Williams management - which itself will be a product of his pace. There aren't many 20-year-olds who could step so coolly into this inferno without getting hot under the collar, but with his ability, acumen and remarkable inner confidence Jenson Button looks as if he could be one of them.

Fittipaldi in '72, about to be the youngest world champion aged 25. Button wants his crown.
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IF AT FIRST YOU DO
N'T SUCCEED...

After a rookie season best forgotten, a humbled and determined BAR is back to put things right.
By Anthony Peacock

This time it was different. This time there was no extravagant hyperbole, no dancing girls, no dry ice or mechanical cradles.

BAR invited ridicule among the Grand Prix world last year when it launched its schizophrenically-livered cars amid prophecies of winning its first race. In truth, the new high-fliers on the paddock crashed and burned in a harder and more humiliating fashion than Icarus himself.

So it was a sadder and a wiser team that presented itself at London's Queen Elizabeth II conference centre earlier this week. Joint team principal Craig Pollock refused to make any grandiose predictions. He limited himself to saying: "We made mistakes. We must learn from them, not repeat them."

This year could mark a new dawn, and appropriately enough it comes from the east. Honda returns to Formula 1 seven years after it left, taking with it a grand slam of six consecutive constructors' titles with Williams and McLaren.

Now it falls to BAR to become what many would call the undeserving beneficiaries. Yet if there were ever a team ideally placed to take advantage of the situation, it would be the Bracknell-based outfit.

It has one of the best drivers out there in Jacques Villeneuve, and a generous sponsorship package. The management team of Pollock and Adrian Reynard have agreed to put their differences behind them and move forward from the chastening experience that was 1999.

Spread out against the soft curves of the BAR 02's bodywork, the red disc on the Lucky Strike logo looks like nothing more than the rising sun of the Japanese flag. Every member of the team will be fervently hoping that it is the sign of a brighter future ahead.

Supporting regular drivers Ricardo Zonta and Jacques Villeneuve (main pic) at the launch were rising star and test driver Darren Manning (above, left) and former F3000 racer Patrick Lemarié, who is the team's development driver.

Then there were three: can the combined talents of Pollock, Reynard and engine manufacturer Honda redeem BAR?
A second season in Grand Prix racing is said to be tougher than the first, but BAR hopes to put 1999 behind it with the help of returning Japanese giant Honda. By Mark Hughes

**ENGINE**

The new Honda V10 was unveiled in Japan last October. It is fundamentally different to the Mugen-Honda in this year's Jordan, by being lighter and smaller. It is, in effect, a "second generation" unit set to compete with the Mercedes, although it is some way down on power for now compared to McLaren's engine. A second step will be tried out at next month's test in Kyalami, South Africa. "It is definitely a good engine," said Honda technical director Kazutoshi Nishizawa, "but it is the basic engine, not the evolution yet. For a basic engine it is amazing, but the evolution needs to be a step forward, and the same goes for the car."

**WHEELBASE**

The new car is slightly shorter than the 01 in wheelbase, but is still fairly long in overall terms.

**OVERALL**

The 02 is a development of last season's design, with particular emphasis placed on reliability. BAR's biggest problem in 1999, Speed-wise, the new car has not shone in its initial tests. The lighter engine gives more scope for the positioning of ballast to lower car's centre of gravity. Smaller dimensions allow much better airflow around the car's rear wing.

**AERODYNAMICS**

Essentially similar in concept to the previous 01 design, with sidepods, barge-boards and diffuser largely unchanged in shape and size. Technical director Malcolm Cossler says that aerodynamics were not the problem of last year's unreliable machine, but the drivers have expressed disappointment with the grip of the 2000 car and an aerodynamic development package is already being prepared. It will be tried in testing next month.
**EXHAUST**
Conventional routing exits round the gearbox. Honda engineers claim this arrangement suits their engine better than the short-pipe ‘periscope’ system used by Ferrari, Prost and others.

**GEARBOX**
New six-speed unit has been jointly designed and built by BAR and XTrac, designed specifically for the new Honda engine. It has been mounted longitudinally to aid diffuser performance.

**SUSPENSION**
At the front, the new car sports vertical torsion bars and horizontal dampers inboard, as with its predecessor. The rear features an all-new torsion bar arrangement, similar to that popularised by Ferrari two years ago and widely copied since. That replaces previous model’s coil spring arrangement, and has the added benefit of creating more space for the diffuser airflow.

**PRE-SEASON TALK – ONE YEAR AGO**
1999 results: no points finishes, 11th in constructors’ championship

Malcolm Ostler (chief designer): “It’s conservative. We’re trying not to take too many steps in the dark with it. We’ve tried to build a simple, functional car, and I think that’s worked out quite well. We’re pretty happy with it.”

Jacques Villeneuve (driver): “Everything is in place to do well – the budget, the technical level and the stability. It will be a challenge, but we are sure we will be fighting for places. BAR will be a top team; we truly believe that.”

Jock Clear (chief engineer): “Our immediate aim is to beat Williams and Benetton, and then see where it leaves us. We’d like to beat them by a comfortable margin. Hopefully, that will put us up with McLaren and Ferrari.”

*Autosport*: “BAR’s track debut ended without the completion of a single flying lap. Villeneuve managed two installation laps, but the car stopped on its first full circuit with suspected transmission problems.”

Robert Syngue (team manager): “We are pretty pleased with the car’s performance. We certainly didn’t expect it. We’re very happy because now we know the car has massive potential.”

*Autosport*: “Inevitably, there were some embarrassing moments, with a major gearbox failure, a broken wing and an engine cover which proved reluctant to stay put.”
The mark of Zonta

His first year in F1 was tough, but Ricardo Zonta still made an impression. Now comes the crux. By Andrew Benson

Despite a string of setbacks and difficulties last season, Zonta says he has the ability to put the past behind him and look optimistically towards his second year with BAR.

Former Grand Prix driver John Watson was watching a sports car race in California at the end of 1998 when Ricardo Zonta first caught his eye. The silver Mercedes GT in front of him, he thought, was “dancing in a way I last remember seeing with Ayrton Senna”.

Watson, world championship runner-up in ’82, is not the only man to believe in the potential of this Brazilian who was buried in Formula 1’s obscurity file in ’99. One experienced Jordan engineer who worked with Zonta when he was the team’s test driver in ’97 believes that the young man had the best car control he had ever seen.

Zonta is only 23, but he was a champion in Formula 3000 and sportscars before arriving in F1 last year. Yet he failed to make much of an impression as Jacques Villeneuve’s team mate at British American Racing last year.

“He’s potential is very good,” says BAR motorsport development director Rick Gorne, “but it is still untapped. Neither side has been able to give each other the best, and we haven’t been able to get it out of him.”

“This is not a boss paying lip service to an expendable employee.

Gorne and other members of BAR genuinely believe in his potential. They saw it last year. At times he was every bit as quick as Villeneuve. The problem was that it was not all the time.

“He is not lacking anywhere,” says team manager Robert Sykes. “Corner for corner he is as quick as Villeneuve, if not quicker; the problem was putting it all together.”

Many believe the Brazilian let his problems get on top of him a little in ’99. His debut season would have tested anyone. Two massive accidents, one of which left him with damaged ligaments and out for three races, were bad enough. He also had to cope with the hard-nosed that should give him a better chance. More personal support, basically.”

There is big carrot for Zonta if he does well. He is still under contract to McLaren and Mercedes, whom he impressed greatly while their test driver in ’98. If he does well, matches Villeneuve and perhaps even more, there could be a drive on offer there.

Zonta clearly still has his fans - Jordan tried to recruit him to replace

Damon Hill mid-way through last season. Perhaps a more consensual atmosphere like Jordan would have been the place for him to thrive. Certainly the politically-charged one at BAR last year was not.

In the middle of ’99, he turned down Jordan’s offer because he wanted to pledge his commitment to the team that had given him his big break. His loyalty was rewarded when team boss Craig Pollock tried to renegotiate his contract on less favourable terms. Only a threat by his manager Geraldo Rodrigues to discuss the matter in public brought Pollock back to the negotiating table.

Gorne admits “the unnecessarily protracted renewal of Ricardo’s contract certainly did not help.” But if Zonta has

For Zonta, much depends on the new car and more personal support from the team.

He regrets, he’s not saying. “It is difficult to talk about this,” he offers. “But now I understand a bit more about the team and how political it is in F1.”

This will be a tough season for BAR, with a new Honda engine and the continued progress of the team against bosses Pollock and Adrian Reynard. But their driver says his aim is to try to put the troubles of ’99 behind him and concentrate on the future: “I’ll forget everything,” he says. “I will start the season very open-minded. What happened is history. Forget it and the next year is different. Everything is possible.”

It is, as Sykes puts it, “make or break” for him this year. Those who like to see potential exploited rather than wasted hope for the former...
Racing Products for the New Millennium

**Part #100334**
The choice of champions worldwide. High accuracy, ±0.1% accuracy weigh pads connected to a waterproof central processing unit. Fully featured system with a jumbo sized, contrast controlled display allows operator to view from up to 12 feet or 4 meters away. Ultra-quick keypad enables the user to zero all pads simultaneously or any individual pad. 14 display modes of weights, percentages, center of gravity/mass, target, tune and actual readings plus front/rear tire address the most demanding user's needs. Printout of all display modes with 125 storage registers and lbs/kg conversion. 120 or 220 volt battery charger, nickel batteries, RS232 output, heavy duty four-diameter, detachable color coded cables and manual included. System capacity 6,000 lb/2,800 kg.

**Part #360050**
The industry's smallest lap timer, half the size of other models. New features include a 100 lap memory, individual lap times up to 22 hours, a back light for night use, RS-232 output for downloading lap times to a computer or printer, amplified signals for long distances, unprecedented tuning of blanking time and receiver sensitivity, and the ability to re-establish factory default settings.

**Part #100331**
Digital scale system has 0.1% accuracy. Large 2 row by 16 character super/twit display shows operator all four corner weights, percentages of weight and selected date. Ultra-quick selection of front/rear/cross/leftright, etc. make this model your best friend. Nickel batteries, 120 or 220 volt charger, lbs/kg conversion, heavy duty cable and control box case included. RS232 output. System capacity 6000 lb/2800 kg.

**Part #100675 w/ Case**
A "must have" for optimum stock management. This unit allows quick and exact pressure settings to 300 PSI in 0.5 increments and is compatible with most any brand of shock. The thumb-operated bleeder eliminates the need to "crack" the seal to achieve desired pressure and the indicator is positioned at the end of a swivel-mounted hose to provide optimum visibility at any angle, whether the shock is in the vise or on the car. Comes with standard "schroeder" valve adapter for Parker-style valve. Needle valve adapter for Others-style valve is available. Great for snowmobiles, motorcycles, ATV's and Race Cars.

**Part #100678**
Digital Shock Inflation & Pressure Gauge

**Part #360080**
Deluxe Air Gauges
High quality thumb operated bleeder and swivel nozzle on a 17" hose. Goodyear hose. High visibility major and minor graduation marks.

**Part #360083**
Mini-Temp Gun

**Part #360084**
Lasar Tamp Gun

**Call for Free catalog**

001 612 476 2531

Visa, Mastercard, Discover, American Express and COD orders accepted.

www.intercomp-racing.com

The Leading Manufacturer for the High Performance Racing Industry

European Sales & Service
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Tel: 44(0) 1978 644666
Fax: 44(0) 1978 644667

Danielsoo
Marnay-Cours, France
Tel: 33(0) 3 86 21 22 55
Fax: 33(0) 3 86 21 22 65

Giefa Srl
Casalpusterlengo, (Va), Italy
Tel: 39(0) 31 281 805
Fax: 39(0) 31 281 806
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TEAM FORD

Team Ford Racing
Ford’s first racing club for fans

“The club is great and is fantastic value for money, particularly compared to other clubs I have been a member of.”

Andy Higham - no. 00416

“I have been very pleasantly surprised by the good quality of the website and the commitment and events organised by the club already.”

Sue Austin - no. 00099

Experience Team Ford Racing’s
five commitments
exclusive access to:

1 Cars
2 Insider Information
3 Events
4 Drivers
5 Interviews
Win a ride with Colin McRae
or Carlos Sainz in the Ford Focus WRC

RACING
...THE CLOSEST YOU CAN GET

Join by 31st January 2000 and you could win a passenger ride with Colin McRae or Carlos Sainz in the Ford Focus WRC.

In addition, you will receive the Team Ford Racing membership pack and be able to enjoy our FIVE commitments throughout 2000.

All this and more for only £39.95† (+p&p)

For more information or to register:
- Visit the Team Ford Racing Clubhouse at the Autosport 2000 International Show
- Call +44 (0) 1277 253330 with your credit card details. Lines open Mon – Fri 9.00 am to 5.00 pm
- Visit www.teamfordracing.net and join online
- Email tfrcclub@ford.com

*No purchase necessary. To enter, please send your name, address and telephone number to: Team Ford Racing Rally Competition, 1/570 Ford Central Office, Eagle way, Brentwood, Essex, CM13 3BW. Offer closes 31st January 2000. †Price subject to change.
The Autosport 50th Anniversary Caterham is the car you have waited your whole life for. Prepared by Caterham’s highly-trained motorsport technicians, it is the best compromise between road and race car. Its 140bhp engine, six-speed gearbox and excellent handling are enough to make it stand out from the crowd. But it is the finer details that really count. Like the carbon fibre dashboard, the Stack digital instrumentation and the fact it is the only Caterham where a highly specified Alpine car hi-fi system comes fitted as standard. This is a car you can feel, one you can hear and, above all else, one you will want to drive.

For more details call 07000 000077
The rises and falls of a Monte zoomer

The SEAT man was surprising in third until trouble set in and he settled for fourth.

Strange though it might seem, fourth place on the Monte Carlo Rally was a bit disappointing for me. I've only been to the event once before - last year, in a SEAT Ibiza kit car - so when I looked at the results sheets and saw I was running third, it was a bit surprising. I was determined to hold the place, because it would have been more satisfying than the third I scored in New Zealand last year.

Monte Carlo is a strange event. It's much shorter than it used to be, but it's still very famous in Finland. When you think of how many times Tommi [Makinen] and Juha [Kankkunen] have won the rally, you can see why it has a high profile. At the last service, some Finnish fans turned up with a big flag on the end of a fishing rod. I think they got it into TV interviews!

The rally started well for me. Pirelli and SEAT have done a lot of work on set-ups, and the car was excellent over the first few stages. This is the most important part of the Monte Carlo Rally, because you can find a lot of time when other guys are still trying to get the car perfect. It was particularly good to be ahead of Tommi after the first stage, even if it didn't last for long.

I can already see how much my new team mate Didier [Auriol] has improved the Cordoba WRC. He's a very good guy, very professional in testing, and he has asked for a number of improvements that will happen before too long. For Monte Carlo, we worked hard on transmission settings, because the differentials are crucial when road conditions switch from dry tarmac to sheet ice.

The key is to be comfortable with what the car's going to do. That way, you can forget about what it's doing and concentrate on reading the conditions. Our ice-note crews are very important, and I'm pleased I used their information well.

People tell me that Monte Carlo is all about experience. That's probably true, because I know I can be quicker again there next year. There were a lot of places where I couldn't remember the road at all, and of course there are always slight changes to the route every year anyway. I'd be worried if they decided to allow us only two passes over the stages in recce instead of three. With just two, I don't think younger drivers would have such a good chance to impress against the older guys, and it would be hard to write perfect notes, too.

On the last day, things went wrong for me. I don't know why - we'll have to look at the data. I suddenly felt I couldn't trust the car, and I started to slip backwards. First Colin [McRae] passed me, then Juha. Instead of a podium place, I was fighting to stay in the points. Colin retired on the last stage, but I still wasn't too satisfied with fourth.

It's Sweden next, and we've done a lot of work there already. Pirelli's tyres feel much better than last year, when they struggled, but we won't know how good they really are until we can compare times.

I've got a couple of targets for this year: we have to fight to win a rally, and I've got to beat Juha. We've had battles in New Zealand and now Monte Carlo, and he's got the better of me both times. I want to show him what I can do soon!

**FACTFILE**

Name: Toni Gardemeister  
Age: 24  
Nationality: Finnish

- First competed in an Opel Ascona in 1993  
- Brief stint with Nissan, but has driven SEATs since '98  
- Scored the Cordoba's best finish, third, on his debut in the car in New Zealand last year  
- Has kept co-driver Paavo Lukander since his first WRC event

Icy conditions make a good set-up essential for the Monte Carlo Rally, and SEAT had done its homework.
AND THE FW22

The team launched its new car, complete with BMW motor, but no one noticed. By Mark Hughes

It was cold, but the morning sun shone brightly at Circuit de Catalunya, Barcelona on Monday as hundreds of press, photographers and film crews began arriving through the gates from around 9am.

No cars were running, nor were they scheduled to until the afternoon. The crowds had come only partly to see the new Williams FW22 unveiling. Of more interest to most was the hoped-for identity of the second Williams driver.

"It's got to be Button after all this, hasn't it?" said one Fleet Street man hopefully. "My day is going to be complete hell if it's Junqueira."

"I've heard it's not going to be announced until this afternoon," said another. Indeed, that was the original plan, with Williams and Head hoping to further analyse the data from the previous day's tests of each driver, before making a decision.

The high-powered performance was unfolding on-site, behind doors just feet away. The drama of the new F1 season had truly begun, weeks before the first race was even due.

Tension was brought to fever pitch as various Williams and BMW personnel could be observed in heated discussion in the minutes leading up to the scheduled 10.30 start. The reason soon became apparent - the launch had been delayed 14 minutes. Hitchcock couldn't have choreographed it better.

Jenson Button, 20 years old, was informed of his fate at 10.30am. Forty-five minutes later he was ushered on to a stage, blinking at the flash lights. The beginning of an F1 career. The FW22 sat in a pit lane garage below, ready for unveiling.

But we'd already seen the best bit.

Golden boy: Button's rise from Dinky toys to Formula 1 has been meteoric and he was still making the news at the launch.
EVOLUTION OF THE SPECIES

In most respects, the new Williams FW22 represents a progression from last year's car, albeit powered by a completely different engine. By Mark Hughes and Giorgio Piola

GEARBOX
Williams has produced its first seven-speed gearbox for the FW22. It is mounted longitudinally, as introduced on last year's car. This is now a universal feature of F1 cars in order to maximise the working area of the diffuser.

SUSPENSION
The front suspension has vertical torsion bars working through horizontal inboard dampers, which is standard F1 design practice. At the rear, there are torsion bars for compact dimensions, allowing the rear diffuser to work more effectively.

LAYOUT
The FW22's wheelbase is 7cm longer, dictated by a slightly longer engine. "That change doesn't really make a great deal of difference," says chief designer Gavin Fisher, "because we have enough scope to move weight distribution around with ballast." The team has managed to keep the unballasted weight about the same as in '99, despite rules requiring an extra skin of kevlar on the outside of the chassis to strengthen the cars. The oil tank has been placed between the engine and the chassis, as opposed to between engine and gearbox, a layout pioneered by Stewart in '97.

AERODYNAMICS
The height of the nose is somewhere in between the low level of that on the McLaren and the high position adopted by Ferrari. The latter allows better airflow to the lower body but at the expense of raising the centre of gravity, so the FW22 is a compromise between the two approaches. The diffuser is similar in shape to that of the car's predecessor, but has slightly altered dimensions due to slight differences in engine size. The sidepods are higher than the low-line sidepods of the FW21 due to the increased cooling requirements of the BMW engine. A number of new parts will be introduced at next month's test in Kyalami, South Africa.
ENGINE
The new BMW V10 has been designed to give the manufacturer experience and knowledge of current F1. As a consequence, there is a steady flow of development planned during the season. The engine is similar in size and power to the Supertec Williams used last year, but a smaller, lighter new-generation motor is expected for 2001. Williams has worked hard on reducing the time it takes to change the engine.

PRE-SEASON TALK – ONE YEAR AGO
1999 results: three podium finishes, fifth in Constructors' championship

Patrick Head (technical director): "We went through all the aspects of the car and set ourselves clear targets [for improvement]. From what I have seen of things, just about all those targets have been achieved or exceeded.”

Automot: "The team has reviewed every aspect of its design process for the FW21, which has almost nothing in common with its unsuccessful predecessor, the FW20."

Automot: "Despite the optimism, no one is under any illusions that taking the fight to McLaren and Ferrari will not be tough."

TWO YEARS AGO
1998 results: three podium positions, third place in Constructors' championship

Patrick Head (technical director): "We’re aiming to try to be at the top. We have the equipment in terms of the driver, engine and tyres to be able to win a championship, so we expect to try and do that.”

Automation: "Williams feels it has enough strength in depth to be able to ensure there are not too many ill-effects from Adrian Noyce’s departure. However, after working with him for so many years, they are well aware that he will give McLaren a considerable boost.”

Automation: "Observers were impressed with the new Williams, saying it appeared to be particularly good in quick corners, where it seemed very stable and well-balanced. Speed trap times add to the impression that the car’s aerodynamics are strong.”

Jacques Villeneuve (driver): “Most Williams cars are competitive straight out of the box, so I'm pretty confident.”

THREE YEARS AGO
1997 results: eight wins, six podium finishes, first in Constructors’ championship

Automation: “Williams-Renault underlined its status as a hot favourite when Jacques Villeneuve set a sensational time on his first day’s testing in the new FW19.”

Jacques Villeneuve (driver): “The car’s neutral, easy to work with and has a good baseline. I’m very confident.”

Patrick Head (technical director): “I don’t know whether we’ve improved the car or not yet. We know the results from the wind tunnel, and they are certainly better. We’ve also done various things which we consider will be an improvement.”

OVERALL
The FW22 is a logical development of the modified FW21 as raced in the second half of last season. Because the engine is not yet a "mini" generation unit, the car’s aerodynamics are largely unchanged, even if 95% of the parts are new. The weight distribution is also similar to that of the FW21 – largely dictated by the characteristics of hard-compound grooved tyres.
When Adrian Newey walked away from Williams and headed for McLaren, his Midas touch went with him; Williams' winning streak ended as surely as McLaren's began. It reflected well on the man widely believed to be the best aerodynamicist in the Formula 1 pit lane, yet it hardly reflected fairly on the men left to carry on his work at Williams - Geoff Willis and Gavin Fisher, respective chiefs of aerodynamics and design.

Neither their FW 20 nor 21 designs delivered their drivers to the top step of the podium in the last two seasons, making this the longest barren spell Williams has suffered since it first began winning 21 years ago. However, there is the mitigating factor that these were the two seasons the team had to make do with customer Supertec engines in an era of manufacture dominance. The jury is still out on whether the design team has what it takes to step into the big shoes vacated by the former boss, but the BMW-powered FW 22 might begin to stack the evidence in its favour. Willis has been aware of the increased responsibility on his shoulders from the day Newey left. "I'd worked with Adrian pretty closely for many years," he says, "and it was interesting going from a situation where you were making aerodynamic decisions with somebody else as a backstop to making them entirely yourself. It was more of a challenge, and with...

"I'm sure our learning curve will be steep and fairly public, but one always aims high." GEOFF WILLIS

that the pressure increases too.

"His desk sits no more than 10 feet from that of his partner Fisher. At 35, he's five years younger than Willis, and his look is more grumpy than the crisp neatness of his colleague. Their backgrounds are dissimilar too. After gaining an engineering MA from Cambridge, Willis got his grounding working on hydrodynamic research projects for underwater bodies, leading to a position as hydrodynamicist for an America's Cup yachting team. Water and air flow according to the same principles; those of fluid dynamics. He was in the vanguard of using the computerised application of this - Computational Flow Dynamics (CFD) - and in 1990 introduced the concept to F1 after being taken on by the Leyton House team. There, he worked alongside Newey for the first time, and soon he followed him to Williams.

By then, Fisher had already been there for a couple of years. Armed...
the consequent limitation of the airflow with the underbody shape. By common consensus his MP4-13 was the most aerodynamically effective machine of the year.

Nonetheless, Williams eventually found the sweet spot of the FW20, and towards the end of the season it was performing well, especially so given its power deficit to the manufacturer-powered teams. It was far from a disastrous debut for the Willis/Fisher partnership.

Last year’s FW21 was a more progressive design, lighter pref­bullst, allowing for a lower centre of gravity, and featuring extremely narrow rear bodywork, low sidepods and an exhaust which, uniquely among the ‘99 cars, exited into the diffuser rather than on top off it. It was probably too progressive, because from mid-season on, a modified version with wider rear bodywork and conventional exhaust routing proved more competitive. Ralf Schumacher took it to second at Monza and only a puncture deprived him of victory at the Nurburgring. All this against a backdrop of a yet greater power deficit and weight penalty courtesy of its dated customer engine. Willis is cautious when assessing whether the FW22 will make a strong case for the current Williams technical team, aware of the newness of the BMW relationship.

“We’ve got to go out there with the feeling that we have a car that can win races.” GEOFF WILLIS

“We’ve got to go out there with the feeling that we have a car which can win races. But we have to have a realistic proviso of when we get the car and the engine working the way we want it. BMW’s current engine is a Supertec-generation one and isn’t the target to which they are aspiring. We’re probably also going to have the usual problems you get when any two groups of people work together for the first time.

“I’m sure our learning curve will be steep and fairly public, but one always aims high. In terms of car performance I want the car to be better than last year’s, and there’s no reason why it shouldn’t be.”
Normal service has been resumed

Towards the end of '99, it looked like Tommi Mäkinen would have a few challengers in his chase for a fifth world title this year. The Monte supported this theory until fate intervened. By John McIlroy

Even Tommi Mäkinen had to admit that he'd have liked more competition on the Rallye Monte Carlo. The four-times world champion got his bid for a fifth crown off to the perfect start with a dominant victory, made the easier by the retirements of all three Peugeots and Richard Burns' Subaru before the start of the second leg.

Since only Gilles Panizzi and Burns seemed capable of living with the Finn's pace, the event lost much of its interest during its second and third days and, at times, we were relying on the characteristic blend of long stages and unpredictable weather to throw up odd results.

A bad event for the Brits became an awful one when Colin McRae's engine exploded without warning halfway through the last stage. It was, perforce, one of few familiar occurrences at a rally that had its share of surprises.

**LEG 1**

Thursday's opening two stages typified Rallye Monte Carlo. The majority of their 55km was bone-dry asphalt, but in the shade the roads were slushing. The final six, icy kilometres of straights and downhill hairpins into the packed town of Entrevaux were a real challenge on slicks.

Accordingly, many cars arrived at first service in St Andre les Alpes with battle scars. That much was expected. Richard Burns turning up in the lead wasn't.

He'd been second fastest on the opener to Panizzi, who fired a warning shot from the Peugeot camp by clipping everyone by at least five seconds. In the second test, the Englishman picked back 14s from the 206 driver and although Tommi Mäkinen was fastest overall, the number three Subaru's consistency had earned it a six-second lead.

"It was incredibly slippery," said Burns. "You couldn't have stood up on the road down to Entrevaux."

His two main rivals had suffered problems in that second test - Mäkinen picked up a vibration from one of Michelin's ABS sensors and Panizzi had clouted a wall less than a mile from the finish and knocked the 206's left rear wheel way out of line.

Peugeot's other French hope, Francois Delecour, clipped exactly the same rock and emerged with slightly heavier damage and a few seconds lost. However, he was hardly his usual challenging self because of a stomach upset.

Ford's problems were more mechanical than medical. Carlos Sainz felt he was pushing as hard as he could at this stage of his experience with the Focus WRC.
test, but attention had already turned towards the two stages that closed the day’s action. In contrast to the generally pleasant conditions elsewhere, the final pair were coated with thick ice.

The Englishman played it safe — perhaps too much so, he later admitted — and lost the lead as a result as Makinen gambled on half-stud tyres and took 21st from his young rival.

"It was bloody slippery near the end," said the Finn. "On these tyres, it wasn’t so nice on the really icy bits. I’m glad to have got some time back off Richard." Burns was far from despondent.

"It’s only a few seconds," he said. Panizzi felt his Peugeot’s engine management system was more suited to dry than ice, but he was still in touch with the leaders as were his crew mates.

No one else was at the same race. Gardemeister impressed with his level-headed attitude and occupied sixth overnight, behind Delecour and Sainz, but they were a minute and a half adrift of the lead battle.

At least Gardemeister was ahead of his team mate — who didn’t help his cause by spinning, stalling and then locking his Cordoba’s centre differential by accident — and one of the Fords. McRae’s efforts had been thwarted by steering problems and even a change of track before the final stage didn’t help matters. He ended the day in seventh.

Other works drivers hadn’t enjoyed the easiest of runs, either. Marcus Gronholm’s Peugeot developed centre differential trouble in the early stages, while the Skoda of Armin Schwarz was plagued by engine management and turbo glitches.

**RESULTS AFTER SS5**

1. Makinen (Mäki) 1h 22m 34.1s
2. Burns/Reid + 12.36
3. Panizzi/Panizzi + 30.66
4. Sainz/Moya + 1m 51.1s
5. Delecour/Grataloup + 2m 04.9s
6. Gmeiner/Lukander + 2m 21.4s

**LEG 2**

It was almost over before it had begun. As Makinen pulled out of parc ferme on Friday morning, Burns reached for the starter switch on his Impreza’s dashboard and nothing happened. The Subaru’s motor was willing to turn over but couldn’t be persuaded to fire up.

The disappointed Englishman could do nothing but slam the door, get a lift to service at Tallard and watch the mechanics trying to start the car later in the day. "We can’t afford to give away points like this," he fumed. "It should have been 10, at least six, and now it’s nothing."

He should at least have had the comfort of knowing that Panizzi might prevent Makinen from taking a maximum score, but the Frenchman had fought an equally futile battle to awaken his 206 from
its outright slumber. Amazingly, all three Peugeots failed to make it out of Gap under their own steam. It was a PR nightmare of colossal proportions for the Valdier team, far removed from the pre-event hype and the fears of rival teams.

The day's first stage was cancelled due to vast numbers of spectators, and even though Mäkinen ceded a handful of seconds to his pursuers in SS7, his nearest rival was now Sainz, nearly two minutes adrift. Even the Finn was a bit bemused by how straight-forward victory looked. "It's not so nice now," he said, "because the gap is big and yet I still have to push hard."

Sainz struggled with brakes in SS7 and lost a few seconds to Gardemeister, but the real man on a charge was Kankkunen. His fastest time gave Subaru renewed hope. An inspired extra cut in his Pirelli had given the veteran's event fresh impetus: suddenly, third was a possibility and the runner-up spot couldn't be dismissed either.

The longest stage in the event, the 48km Plan de Vitrolles-Faye, was next up and Mäkinen emerged with a further 1.5s added to his cushion. Sainz had opted for Michelin's softest rubber and paid the price. "It was moving a lot near the finish," he said. He'd only eked out an extra six tenths of a second over Gardemeister.

SAAT's wunderkind had almost equalled the double world champion, despite a broken rear brake disc, a bent rear wheel and various body damage after he grazed the Vitrolles scenery twice in the first two miles.

"Sometimes the brakes worked, sometimes they didn't," he said with a wry grin. "It made the hairpins interesting."

Kankkunen had got to within 10s of him then failed to get enough heat into his Pirellis before the icy section on Vitrolles. He dropped nearly half a minute as a result. He still wasn't out of reach of McRae, either, but the Scot was becoming more frustrated by the stage.

Gearbox problems had blighted his efforts in L'Epine-Rozaux, so Ford changed the offending unit. In Vitrolles, the new one started to bulk on the downchange. "This is stuff that should have been sorted out last year," he said. "But I'm not far behind Juha and I'll certainly try to get in front of him."

Thiry's hopes had taken a nosedive thanks to tyres that were far too hard, and he was struggling under faint pressure from Freddy Loix. The second Mitsubishi driver had failed to get the hang of ice notes during the opening leg, but "a big meeting and different..."
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information" improved his pace. Makken chose soft tyres for Friday's final two stages and admitted he'd been "way too cautious" in the first of the pair, where Sainz snatched back nearly half a minute. The Mitsubishi ace restored his pride with a quick time on the last test to end the day nearly two minutes in front.

Sainz was far from safe in second, either, as Gardemeister's consistently strong showings kept him within 25s of the Spaniard, and McRae was showing his usual dogged determination. He overcame his gearbox problems to set a cracking time on the last stage. Leopold Kankkunen and keep the SEAT driver less than 20s away.

Subaru's only hope had gone off the rails during the late afternoon, but he was still fifth and ready to pounce if the front-runners hit trouble. Thiry rounded off the top six crews returned to Gap for the final overnight halt.

RESULTS AFTER SS10

1. Makken/Mikk 2h 45m 24.06
2. Sainz/More 2h 45m 50.56
3. Gardemeister/Lukander 2h 50.15
4. McRae/Grist 2h 52.76
5. Kankkunen/Repo 3h 03.26
6. Thiry/Prevot 3h 11.38

LEG 3

Makken pecked out of his Mitsubishi at a freezing Tallard service area. "What the hell are you doing up at this time of the morning?" he demanded. "There's nothing to report anyway."

He was nearby right; his lead looked secure and as is normally the case in such situations, he seemed to reel off kilometres at ease on his way to a second Monte win.

Things weren't so clear-cut behind him. Sainz was reasonably fast on the first of Saturday's five stages, Selcom-Breiziers, but McRae was quicker still.

Gardemeister was off the boil, so the Scot instantly moved up to third, "I don't understand it," said the Finn. "I couldn't trust the car."

He slowed down enough to allow Kankkunen a sniff of fourth and the sole remaining Subaru driver instantly upped the ante. In the day's second test, Tchichine-Urrius, he took another 1.3s from Gardemeister to move to within half a minute of that position. The classic Sisconen was next.

Again, SEAT's young charge was unable to explain his lack of pace in the awesome 36km stage, but the results sheets told the much simpler truth: he'd ceded a minute to Kankkunen and dropped to fifth.

"We had a half-spin," said Gardemeister, "but that was only 20s. Everything else felt good, but the time's not."

It wasn't SEAT's day. Auriol, running eighth, retired shortly after with engine problems.

On Sisconen's iciest sections, McRae said his Focus had slowed to walking pace but he still eclipsed his Spanish team mate and the

RICHARD BURNS

A false start

I think I can actually say now that I've got the hang of the Monte Carlo Rally. It's just a real shame that I'll have to wait another year to prove it on the results sheet.

The French mountains provide a mixture of dry tar, sheet ice and snow that isn't found anywhere else in the world, and second-guessing conditions and tyre choice is the key to success.

It's taken two years of trying, but I've learnt how to interpret the information given to me by my capsule crew, Bobbie Head and Steve Tovey, and make best use of it. It makes a massive difference on several corners, he actually advised me to put up a couple of wheels off the road in search of better grip and a more effective line. If you can carry a bit more speed around the bends with patches of ice, your times soon start to fall.

It's also good to see that Pirrelli and the Subaru team have made gains on the surface, where we struggled a bit last year.

That all added up to a great scrap with Tommy Makken and Gilles Panizzi before Friday morning's disappointment. On the Subaru, we can actually select different engine mappings for cold starts. I don't even have to touch the throttle - I just press a button and it feeds in the right fuel mixture for the conditions.

For some reason or another, the car just refused to fire. Eventually, it flooded and even bump-starting it downhill couldn't do the trick.

I'm gutted, obviously. We can't afford to throw away 10 points like this, particularly to someone like Tommi. I already know that the new Impreza's going to be quicker still when it arrives in Portugal, but we need to use last year's model to rack up points now. That didn't happen last weekend.

Fire extinguished: Burns was chasing for the lead until his car refused to start.
"I think it's important to get to the finish and get some points" COLIN MCAIE

The lion sleeps tonight: the Peugeots were fast, but stubbornly refused to be woken on day two

Gap between the Fords now stood at 1.3s, with two stages to go.

Time for team orders? Didn't look like it. "I'm free to push for seconds," said McRae, but he added: "I think it's important to get to the finish and get some points, too."

When Sainz managed to stem the tide in the penultimate stage, the Scot decided to settle for four points. "We still pushed hard," he said, "but Carlos took a couple of seconds back so we'll just go for the finish now."

Fate had other ideas. Barely 1.4km into the last test, McRae's voice cracked over the Ford radio: he had a missfire. Within seconds he came on again. The engine had exploded, the Focus wasn't going anywhere and the sweet taste of Ford's best finish since Portugal last year had been soured at the last. It was galling enough to even merit sympathy from rival teams.

Kankkunen gave private drive some cheer with third, ahead of a frustrated Gardemeister, who'd driven superbly until a final day that he described as "bloody terrible". Thierry

encouraging Sainz: the Spaniard proved best of the rest on his first run in the Focus

The results:

January 20-22, FIA World Rally Championship, Rallye Monte Carlo (MC), round 1 of 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Driver/Co-driver</th>
<th>Car</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tommi Makinen/Ilkka Mannisenmaa</td>
<td>Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution</td>
<td>4h 23m 25.8s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Carlos Sainz/Luis Moya</td>
<td>Ford Focus WRC</td>
<td>4h 25m 00.7s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Jalko Kankkunen/Markku Rosenberg</td>
<td>Subaru Impreza WRX</td>
<td>4h 26m 57.2s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Toni Gardemeister/Seppo Luukkonen</td>
<td>SEAT Cordoba WRC</td>
<td>4h 27m 20.9s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Bruno Thiry/Stephane Prevot</td>
<td>Toyota Corolla WRC</td>
<td>4h 28m 34.2s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Freddy Loix/Sven Smets</td>
<td>Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution</td>
<td>4h 30m 29.6s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Armin Schwarz/Manfred Hohner</td>
<td>Skoda Octavia WRC</td>
<td>4h 33m 24.1s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Olivier Burel/Christophe Hofmann</td>
<td>Toyota Corolla WRC</td>
<td>4h 34m 17.2s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Manfred Stohl/Peter Muller</td>
<td>Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution (dp)</td>
<td>4h 44m 17.6s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Luca Cipelli/Alex Romani</td>
<td>Skoda Octavia WRC</td>
<td>4h 44m 25.6s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Colin McRae/Nicki Grist</td>
<td>Ford Focus WRC</td>
<td>Engine, SS15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Didier Auriol/Denis Giraudier</td>
<td>SEAT Cordoba WRC</td>
<td>Engine, SS15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Richard Burns/Robert Reid</td>
<td>Subaru Impreza WRX 99</td>
<td>Engine, before SS6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Francois Delecour/Dani Chevalier</td>
<td>Peugeot 206 WRC</td>
<td>Engine, before SS6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Gilles Panizzi/Herve Panizzi</td>
<td>Peugeot 206 WRC</td>
<td>Engine, before SS6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Marcus Gronholm/Timo Kauppinen</td>
<td>Peugeot 206 WRC</td>
<td>Engine, before SS6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group A overall (A): Makinen/Mannisenmaa; B7: Laurent Schmitt/Jean-Robert Garcia (Peugeot 205 T16); C: Thierry Chabanne/Isabelle Bernard (Peugeot 106 XSI); D: Alain Peltier/Isabelle Boyer (Citroen Saxo T16); E: Tommi Makinen/Ilkka Mannisenmaa (Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution); F: Markku Alen/Jakob Lind (Subaru Impreza WRX 99); G: Otto Farfus/Markku Alen (SEAT Cordoba WRC); H: Didier Auriol/Denis Giraudier (Ford Focus WRC); J: Didier Auriol/Denis Giraudier (Citroen Xsara WRC); K: Thierry Chabanne/Isabelle Bernard (Peugeot 106 XSI); L: Tommi Makinen/Ilkka Mannisenmaa (Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution); M: Vittorio Scattolin/Carlo Parodi (Fiat 124 Abarth); N: Didier Auriol/Denis Giraudier (Ford Focus WRC); O: Didier Auriol/Denis Giraudier (Citroen Xsara WRC); P: Thierry Chabanne/Isabelle Bernard (Peugeot 106 XSI); Q: Otto Farfus/Markku Alen (SEAT Cordoba WRC); R: Didier Auriol/Denis Giraudier (Ford Focus WRC); S: Thierry Chabanne/Isabelle Bernard (Peugeot 106 XSI); T: Otto Farfus/Markku Alen (SEAT Cordoba WRC); U: Thierry Chabanne/Isabelle Bernard (Peugeot 106 XSI); V: Didier Auriol/Denis Giraudier (Ford Focus WRC); W: Thierry Chabanne/Isabelle Bernard (Peugeot 106 XSI); X: Otto Farfus/Markku Alen (SEAT Cordoba WRC); Y: Didier Auriol/Denis Giraudier (Ford Focus WRC); Z: Thierry Chabanne/Isabelle Bernard (Peugeot 106 XSI);

Encouraging Sainz: the Spaniard proved best of the rest on his first run in the Focus

Next round: Svedese Rally (G), February 10-13.
RUNNING ROUND IN

As the fifth Indy Racing League season begins with the Delphi Indy 200 at Walt Disney World on January 29, it is still suffering from a lack of attention, with the exception of the Indianapolis 500.

That event continues to be the world's most famous race with race day crowds of over 400,000 fans filling the circuit to witness an American sports icon. However, once the Indy 500 is over, small crowds at its other races are very disappointing. Only Texas Motor Speedway's two events draw large crowds for the IRL events.

The schedule has also shrunk, rather than getting larger. The IRL will not race at Lowe's Motor Speedway in Charlotte, North Carolina, due to a number of circumstances. Chief among these is the fact that there are so many spectators who were killed after a wheel from Stan Wartels' car flew into the stands after it hit the wall during practice.

Leo Mehl, and things perhaps don't look as good as they once did. He said: "Sometimes you have to take a few steps backward before you can move forward."

Unfortunately, if the IRL takes any "The IRL has developed into a strong series"

AL UNSER JR

more steps backward, it will get dangerously close to ending up where it began in 1996.

That'll be the bad news, then. Time for some happier tidings. Al Unser Jr has left CART to join the IRL. The two-time Indy 500 champion returns to Rick Galles ECR Racing. Together, they won the '92 Indy 500 and the '90 PPG Cup title in CART.

"The Indy 500 is an event that has played an important role in my life and family history, and I am thrilled that I am going to compete in it again," Unser says. "Whatever they run them on race day, over 400,000 fans will show up. It has a strong tradition and a strong heritage and I definitely want to be a part of it."

"We're going to try to bring some excitement to the IRL and if we can do that, it will be great."

He is sold on the IRL concept of open-wheel, oval track racing and signed a five-year contract. Unser originally raced for Galles in the early-80s and then from '88-'93. He will drive a G Force/Oldsmobile/Firestone combination in 2000.

"I am really excited to be back..."
Montoya will take on the IRL's best at Indy

with Rick." Unser said. "He gave me my first ride in the Indianapolis 500 in '83, and we have won every championship we have gone after. He runs a top-class organization, and I know his system well.

"I won my first championship with him and my first Indy 500. We are so excited we signed a five-year deal. That makes us believe in each other very much.

His arrival has been met with open arms by fellow competitors.

"The first thing that comes to my mind is we should welcome him home," said '98 Indy 500 winner Eddie Cheever. "This is where he needs to be. The Indianapolis 500 needs to have all the Unser's participating in it that are available. Little Al is uniquely qualified to race in it. He has won it twice, and he comes from a family that we would have to say is the Royal Family of American Open Wheel Racing. I'm looking forward to beating him."

Unser calls himself a "38-year-old rookie" but its obvious his veteran experience and big-time name should infuse some much-needed interest into the series.

"The IRL has definitely developed into a strong, competitive series," he says. "We're excited about that development cycle, the next phase went much more smoothly during the first open test at Walt Disney World Speedway in mid-December."

Tony George, the president of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway and founder of the IRL, recalls: "Throughout the paddock during that first test weekend, there was universal excitement for the new equipment. Our engine and chassis suppliers have worked hard to build these new cars, and the benefactors will be the racing fans."

Reigning champion Greg Ray is back to defend his crown with Team Menard. Much like his predecessor at Team Menard, Tony Stewart, Ray will be able to find the front of the field. Expect more of the same in 2000.

Kenny Brack, the '98 champ, has left to join Team Rahal in CART, but has been replaced at AJ Foyt Enterprises by Jeff Ward. The team will begin the season as a one-car entry, but second driver Billy Boat was not asked back.

Spared a thought, though, for Sam Schmidt. He showed all the promise of becoming a title contender, but was involved in a crash during a test session at Walt Disney World Speedway on January 6, which has, tragically, left him paralysed from the neck down.

Other drivers who will pressure Ray and Unser include Scott Goodyear, a two-time winner last year for Panther Racing; Scott Sharp and Mark Dismore, winners of one race each in '99 for Kelley Racing; and Eddie Cheever, the only major driver using the Nissan Infiniti V8.

An exciting newcomer is 19-year-old San Fish, who has beaten the big boys in the United States Auto Club (USAC) midget series. She will drive for Walker Racing, a CART team that will run the entire CART schedule in addition to full CART schedule with Shinji Nakano.

Walker has joined the IRL because he wants to race in the Indianapolis 500. In fact, this year's event should provide enormous interest as CART regulars Target/Chip Ganassi Racing will enter champion Juan Pablo Montoya and Jimmy Vasser in IRL teams.

Penske Racing is another CART team which is expected to compete in the world's biggest race, setting out the battle lines on an open-wheel civil war at the Brickyard.

However, after several years of experience with the equipment, the IRL teams will have a bit of an advantage against the top drivers from CART.

One thing is absolutely certain regarding the IRL series itself - it is sticking irritatingly to its oval track philosophy. Unfortunately, off the track the series itself appears to be running around in circles, sometimes going nowhere in particular.

You have to move backwards in order to move forwards

Leo MEHL

The oval-based IRL seems to be shrinking rather than expanding. Can this season's big changes bring about a turnaround? By Bruce Martin

He matter what type of single-seaters are racing, or the names in them, the Indy 500 draw fans in hundreds of thousands

CALENDAR

January 29: Delphi Indy 200, Walt Disney World Speedway
March 19: Phoenix 200, Phoenix International Raceway
April 22: Las Vegas 500, Las Vegas Motor Speedway
May 20: Indianapolis 500, Indianapolis Motor Speedway
June 10: Longmont 500, Texas Motor Speedway
June 11: Pennsylvania 200, Pikes Peak International Raceway
July 15: Atlanta 500, Atlanta Motor Speedway
August 27: Bealtierra Resort Indy 300, Kentucky Motor Speedway
September 10: TBA
October 15: Mall.com 500, Texas Motor Speedway
Muller coolest on ice race trail

"That was a great race, one of the best wins I've had," said Yvan Muller after winning the latest round of the Andros Trophy at Sierre Chevalier. His fifth victory of the ice racing season was also enough to virtually guarantee a fifth consecutive title.

The weekend had started badly for Muller. "On Saturday evening I thought I didn't stand a chance," he said. After a relatively poor showing in practice his Opel Astra had developed a great wheel problem, and the man from Alsace was unable to complete the first heat.

Muller's Opel team mate and nearest rival Jean-Philippe Dayraut took advantage of the situation to take an early lead, but Muller was not to be beaten. Despite having to drive early in the second heat, "which is never very nice," he managed to avoid any contact with his cars and set a time which no one equalled. He repeated the operation the next morning in the third heat.

His 10-lap final was red flagged when Eric Helary's Saab 9-3X broke on the first lap. Muller completed the remaining laps without problems, taking the chequered flag for overall victory.

Dayraut was able to make his maximum time of the season's impressive tally. He remains in second place overall.

Sierre Chevalier, wide and flat, is Marcel Tarres' favourite track, and with his Citroen Xsara R1 he put in a good performance to take third place ahead of Helary.

For the second time this season, victory in Promotion went to Nissan Micra driver Vittorio Dussaucy, ahead of Laurent Fouquet's Renault Clio.

Jacquie Groom

Schlessier is desert king

The French veteran's Buggy again beat the works teams. By Neil Perkins

Former double World Rally champion Jean-Louis Schlessier, driving his faithful Renault V6-engined Buggy, retained his crown as king of the desert when he clinched a second successive win on the Paris-Dakar-Cairo Rally.

The reigning World Cross Country champ hit the front when the shortened event headed onto the high-speed sand of southern Libya. Until then, he had given best to the Mitsubishi Pajeros for the first six sections through Senegal, Mali, Burkina Faso and into Niger.

The Buggy has a lower centre of gravity, better weight distribution, more power and a much higher top speed than the Pajeros and the new Nissan Terranos. It was the last factor which would prove decisive, as the Frenchman cruised through the Libyan and Egyptian deserts to take victory by over 12 minutes.

Seventeen special stages were planned in a route of 10,863km (6,746 miles), but a terrorist threat was received when the contest reached Niamy in Niger. The entire competition was airlifted over 1,200 miles by a trio of giant Antonov 124 cargo planes.

Savannah, village tracks, course camel grass and 40-degree heat were replaced by sand flats, dunes and icy cold nights under the stars. Japan's Kenjiro Shinozuka had been the most consistent runner over the opening six legs, although Portugal's Carlos Sousa, Stephane Peterhansel, Schlessier and Mitsubishi's Jutta Kleinschmidt all earned coveted stage wins.

The Libyan deserts were a different proposition. Heavy rain had settled the dust and packed the sand, and Schlessier made his move. He attacked on the first proper desert run and turned a 10-minute deficit into a lead of more than 10 minutes. Only Peterhansel's Mega-Mitsubishi stayed in contention, the multiple Dakar bike winner depositing Shinozuka too.

A short distance into the next stage the contest was all but settled in Schlessier's favour. A series of tricky dunes and high-speed pistes posed few problems for the first batch of six cars unleashed just after sunrise, and the next crews arrived a kilometre off the path and came across a massive dune.

Four cars (the Mitsubishi Pajeros, Mitsubishi Pajero and the Nissan of Gregoire de Mevius) plunged at speed off a ledge into a 35-metre abyss. Sousa, his co-driver Joao Manuel Luz and Shinozuka's co-driver Dominique Sereries were seriously injured. All eight crew members were airlifted back to the stage start in Waha, onto Tunis and from there to hospitals in Paris and Madrid. Injuries mainly ranged from concussion to cracked vertebrae, but Luz required spinal surgery to save the use of his legs.

Jose Maria Servia heat team mate Schlessier into Egypt, but the Frenchman had an overall advantage in excess of 13 minutes. He tackled the last two stages of note with no problem.

"There's no point going at breakneck speed," said Schlessier. "I know where the Buggy's strengths are and we utilised them perfectly."

PARIS-DAKAR-CAIRO RALLY, JANUARY 5-21

Tarres was on song to finish in third

**EMKA ASTON-MARTIN GROUP C WORLD SPORTS CAR**

This is the 1985 Le Mans entry, driven by O'Rourke, Faure and Needell, and as graphically described in Paul Chudecki's "The V8 Aston Martin Race Cars", became the first British car in many years to lead Le Mans. Powered by a redesigned Aston Martin Tickford engine, and a chassis designed by Len Bailey, the car recorded 217mph on the Mulsanne straight. It finally finished 11th after experiencing clutch problems, and winning the Motor Trophy for the first British car home. It is ready to go testing, is on the button, and complete with many spares. An important car that is ready to compete in the new Group C historic series.

**DIRO GBP110,000**

For further information contact Team Principal

Paul Spires 01932 355515, 0850 326755
(Surrey, England)

---

**VAUXHALL CALIBRA FORMULA SALOONS CHAMPIONSHIPS 1998 WINNING CAR**

ELIGIBLE FOR FORMULA SALOONS 2000
100% reliable. Formula Saloons Achievements:

5 1st PLACES - 8 FASTEST LAPS - 8 LAP RECORDS - 6 POLE POSITIONS

Fastest steel bodied saloon car in Britain: all alloy V6, 246 bhp, 590 lbs/ft torque, 6 pot water cooled brakes, Jenco Nascar spec, stack data logger, 16" wheels, BBS & Dunlops, air jacks, FIA: too much speed to list.

£34,500 O.N.O. - POSS PART EX, PLUS SPARES PACKAGE

PHONE RIC WOOD 0161 463 4510 MOBILE 0770 951115

---

**JAGUAR XJ 220 LIGHTWEIGHT**

Road or Track. 680 CV. LHD. 1350 000 FF

Fax: France 0033 493 944 711

e-mail: olczyk@yahoo.com
**Cars International Associates**

1977 McLaren M26/DFV Ex Hunter/Mass
Recently fully rebuilt by the factory and is complete and running with correct period DFV.

1997 Reynard 97D Ex. Le Mans company/Norberto Fontana, complete with low mileage Mugen. Fully rebuilt and converted to run on Avon tyres. (Recently tested by Earl Goddard, overall winner of a Boss race in 95D Raynald). Complete with comprehensive spares and packages.

1996 Porsche 911GT2 RS tuned prepared engine, carbon panels, very little work.


Newly rebuilt engine. 12 spare rims also available.

Contact Tim Bartless at Glenvargill 0131-313 2500

**Point Preparation Offer For Sale**

£69,500 VAT paid

**Ferrari F355 European Challenge**
1999 Class 2 championship winning car. Many class wins and podiums. Run by Glenvargill from new and maintained by us, regardless of cost.

**Proton Coupe**

£12,250

Call Robert Oldershaw on 01406 424433 or 0370 797717

**Chevron B19**
Chassis No. 71/16. Ex Siffert/Larrousse.
Fresh Richardson 19790cc F.V.C. 1.200.
Impeccable History
One owner since '84
Tel/Fax: 01635 248505

**BMW CSL Race Car 1972 Batmobile**
29/7ths, 5 speed Getrag box, lightweight aluminium panels, 15/16 and 12/13 spares wheels on 15s. Ideal for post pelvic touring car events. £12,500

**Chevrolet Race Car**
Raced 1998/99, quick car, fully prepared for new season. Lightweight bonnet, plus additional spare wheels/tyres available at small cost. Helpful advice from current driver. Can be seen in our showroom. No time to race due to expansion.

Cost new £26,000

**Chevrolet Race Car**

**Complete Ready-to-Race Viper GT3-R**
Winner of 1993 British GT Championship.
Twin 1999 Spanish GT Championship.
Eligible for FIA GT & European GT Championships.
Fitted with low engine cage, Borg Warner T56 gearbox, FIA 62-T62 bulkhead, enlarged front, rear, roll cage, 4x4 main speedometer. BBS three piece rims and Tilton 7.25 triple plate carbon clutch.

Contact High Chancellor Auto Chambers Motorsport for further details of this car.
Tel: +44 (0) 7734272414 Fax: +44 (0) 7734272415
E-mail: Chambers@sports.com

**1988 5-litre TVR Tuscan Road Car**
Yes! Road Legal! Two Seater

Original Gary Marshall Tuscan Challenge race car. Also twice British Hill Climb Championship winning car.

MoT, Tax, fully documented history of every major event.

Phone: Adrian Dymond at Hemmings Heritage.

First to view will buy.

£22,995 ovno

**BMW CSL Race Car 1972 Batmobile**
29/7ths, 5 speed Getrag box, lightweight aluminium panels, 15/16 and 12/13 spares wheels on 15s. Ideal for post pelvic touring car events. £12,500

Tel: (day) 01624 661 999
Office: 01624 841 231
Mobile: 0462 645 999
Caravan: 01624 847 501

Premier Motors

01708 771000

**BMW CSL Race Car 1972 Batmobile**
29/7ths, 5 speed Getrag box, lightweight aluminium panels, 15/16 and 12/13 spares wheels on 15s. Ideal for post pelvic touring car events. £12,500

Tel: (day) 01624 661 999
Office: 01624 841 231
Mobile: 0462 645 999
Caravan: 01624 847 501

Premier Motors

01708 771000

**BMW CSL Race Car 1972 Batmobile**
29/7ths, 5 speed Getrag box, lightweight aluminium panels, 15/16 and 12/13 spares wheels on 15s. Ideal for post pelvic touring car events. £12,500

Tel: (day) 01624 661 999
Office: 01624 841 231
Mobile: 0462 645 999
Caravan: 01624 847 501

Premier Motors

01708 771000
**Super Touring Car for Sale**

**Opel Vectra**

*Chassis no: V 068 003*

*Built by R.M.L. – rebuilt by Triple Eight*

*Price, incl. spare £25,500.*

*For further information, call +46 11239300*

*Nordic motorsport SWEDEN*

---

**Peugeot 306 Rally Cross**

This famous multiple championship winning car is now for sale. Developed and maintained regardless of cost by G.Tech Engineering. Ultimate specification with very comprehensive spares package.

*As driven in Europe and England by Will Gallop and Helmut Holfeld.*

*£85,000*

Serious offers call Helmut Holfeld at 00353-1-285 7002 (office hours)
ROVER TOMCAT with 3 sets of wheels, spare garage, body panels, plus all four corners. Everything associated to go. £5,500. Call John Quartermaine 01628 608299

CATERHAM CATERHAM ROADSPORT 1600. Race spec 2000cc racing ready to race in BRSCC and 750 club. £6,250. Call GWR 01905 829202.

CATERHAM NO. 2 DALLARA F394 FLAT TIPO NOVA. Motor removed and ready for new project. £1500. Contact: Mr. W. 0304 344414545, Mr. O. 3044 415602. E-mail: promotable@rusty.net.uk

Eurosport 80 EUROCAR, up for sale at £18,753. Contact Name: Tel: 09187 811578. www.eurosport80.com

SWIFT FORMULA FOR ZETEC 1997. Superb condition, professionally prepared, complete with strong, low mileage Scholer engine, plus many spares and genuine to ready. Ideal Scottish Zetec Championship car. Tel: 0385 111003 anytime.

TATUUS FORMULA FORD ZETEC RC 99, ROLLING CHASSIS £800. Tel: 0361 650634534

MINARDI F1 DALLARA SC42. Complete kit, 14000 miles, good condition, ready for racing. Tel: 01905 829301

MINARDI M100 DFR, ex-Mercedes single seater. Complete with road registration. Tel: 01905 829640

FOR SALE 1997 SWIFT SCT7. Rolling chassis. "Ex-works" £5000 SVB. Above can be sold complete with new 16" alloy wheels complete, new engine, plus all new wiring. Contact Name: Tel: 01905 829301

'95 VAN DIEMEN WITH ENGINE 1800. Good condition. £3950. Contact: Tel: 01905 829640. Fax: 01905 829640

FORMULA FORD 600 F0800/86. All 99 chassis mods, fresh fast motor, 50 DrILON, one DrILON, headlight spec, new breather, new exhaust, 2200kgs. £2500. Tel: 01905 829301

FORMULA FORD 1600 VAN DIEMEN, ex race car, 5000 miles, only DrILON spec. £3500. Tel: 01905 829301

FORMULA RENAULT 1700 FOR SALE Best available, raced in Masters, 1998 with excellent results. Contact Name: Tel: 0907 7824564. Fax: 01905 829640

SWIFT SC 95R This car is a brand new car, upgraded new chassis from Swift with full bodywork, all round, no added parts. Contact Name: Tel: 01905 829301
PORSCHER HAY WHEELS’ championship winning RHD Post Historic 2.7 Carrera. Recently rebuilt engine and gearbox. Very good specification.

- Ready to go at £45,000.
- Ready for the new season at £35,000.
- Very competitive full specification car.
- Currently priced at £24,950.

Nissan Primera 960, ready to race. £33,500 with new built-up engine added £7,500. For more information go to: www.960racing.com

RADICAL CUPSPORT. Several lap, 6 qualifications and 6 races available. Telephone Dave. 0171 715 7913 (day), 01244 834053 (eve) or 0488 581030 (mobile).

RALLY CAR

SAPPHIRE COSWORTH 4wd rally car. Clubmans Group A spec. For sale for details 01952 403061/2, 01952 403062.

ESCORT COSWORTH CLUBMAN. Escort RS 22000. Euros 80,000. For sale for details 01952 403061/2, 01952 403062.

MARCOS MANTIS 99 CHALLENGE CAR


MICHAEL BARRABLE HAS FOR SALE: Toyota Celica GTA ST 165 Leicwicz. Tarmac Spec Abarth, Chi. No. TC568, 300km since full rebuild.


PORSCHE CUP CLASS 3 944


IMPORTANT PORSCHE RALLY CAR SALE

THE SEASON IS ABOUT TO START

1. NICK WHALES’ championship winning RHD Post Historic 2.7 Carrera. Recently rebuilt engine and gearbox. Very good specification.

- Ready to go at £45,000.
- For sale at £12,000.
- 1965 LHD FIA Historic Rally car. Ex Geoff Crabtree. Won many rallies.

- New build, 1976 930.
- Very competitive full specification car.

2. 1965 LHD Post Historic 2.7 Carrera replica. Just finished this week.

- Ready for the new season at £35,000.


- For sale at £12,000.

FOR ANY PORSCHE RALLY REQUIREMENTS PLEASE CONTACT FRANCIS TUTHILL ON 01295 750514
MITSUBISHI EVO 6 Group N
Brand New RHD Latest Spec
Full International GRP

ACTIONS
AWNING FOR SALE. Whoop all round. Compete and poles. W16 x L16. £3,300 Tel: 01086 888990 (86077)
SHELTER/STEEL FRAME CANOPY. Shop quality 20' x 10' modern design tubular frame quick-fit and easy to erect. Last unit at only £299.00. 01926 890000 0771 327 0720 for picture see www.cracking.co.uk (86077)
AWNING FOR SALE. Whoop all round. Compete and poles. W16 x L16. £3,300 Tel: 01086 888990 (86077)

Chequered Flag Awnings
T: 0275 847739
F: 0275 847797

BRACKERS
MOBILE AWNINGS & QUICKFIT TENTS
Designs for all sizes and budgets
Fabric engineering at its best
T: 0181-653 1988
F: 0181-653 2932

National Saloon Mk RS2000
plus spares, fantastic value for UK's best saloon series. Must sell as new car being built. £11,000. 01474 854630 anytime.

RENAULT SPIDER

SR BABER
RENAULT SPIDER. RENAULT Renault Dealer. Has 2 Renault Spider Racecars. In either, you could win racing in the 1750 Motorclub roadster championship. Go on - be a winner.

SPORTS 2000
CHEVRON B45. Exceptional condition, total rebuild 1998. Ready to race. £14,000 ono. Tel: 01269 707111/0801 87 79 055.
PONTIAC LE MANS
MANINS SUPERSPORTS. Ducati 851 Race winning car for sale, complete with many spares. £24,995. Fax: 0039 89 880888. E-mail: automobilisti@libero.it

BRAKES & CLUTCHES
WESTFIELD 1800 ZETEC. Built 1999. 4 days only. Full service history. High performance. 18,000 miles. £18,995

RENAULT SPIDER
RENAULT SPIDER. From running car in excellent condition. 5-speed sequential gearbox. Fresh engine. Penelopechuck, spares package included. £11,000 + VAT.

ROLLBAR RACING
LIGHTWEIGHT RACE WESTFIELD
PROFESSIONALLY BUILT - No expense spared. Full Race
12V Volt car. Vauxhall VXR870000. Excellent Hill Climb, Toretae, Test car or very fast road car.

DEANS TRANSPORTER AWNINGS
TEL 01942 241399
FAX 01942 241904
www.deansblinds.com
e-mail: info@deansblinds.com

To advertise your Racing Car please call 0181 943 5858
**MARKETPLACE**

**BRAKES & CLUTCHES**

**Official UK Distributor**

**BP RACING**

Clutches, brake discs and pads, calipers, air pipes and accessories

"We won't be beaten!"

**DEMONTWEEKS**

MOTORSPORT

01973664466

Mail Order - Next day delivery

---

**DRIVE AVAILABLE**

**DRIVE AVAILABLE IN EUROCAR VS CHAMPIONSHIP.** For details call: 01945 672022 or 0771 3451496 (80364)

**CATERHAM ROADSPORT & SUPERSPORT SERIES.** Drive required for both. Free budget required. Call 01920 639069 (80364)

---

**Marque Cars have a drive available for Formula Vauxhall series**

Contact Dan Hardman

0116 2333240/

0860 248232

---

**WESTOVER SPORTS CARS DORSET**

**DRIVE 1** - Drive our car fully supported

**DRIVE 2** - We will prep your car

Both deals on part sponsored basis by top quality team entering eightieth Tarmac season.

New for 2000, Mercedes AMG transporter. Accident insurance included.

CONTACT JAMES STEVENTON - TELEPHONE: 01258 451211

---

**AZTEK**

**Formula First Champions in 94 95 96 97 99**

1994 Formula First Challenge Champions

1996 National Formula First Champions

1995, 1997 & 1999 Formula First Winter Series Champions

1998 Stick 60 Formula Ford Zetec First Division Champions

> 56 Victories

> 53 Pole Positions

> 39 Fastest Laps

> 10 Lap Records

Achieved during 8 years in Formula First, Ford & Renault

Over 50% of our previous drivers have won races and 80% of the remainder have become podium finishers.

---

**MACH 1 RACING**

**WANTED: TALENTED DRIVERS WHO NEED TO WIN IN 2000**

**Formula Renault/Vauxhall/Ford**

Contact: Marcus Koch

01953 457467

---

**MARK BURDETT MOTORSPORT**

**FORMULA EURO FIRST**

**FORMULA VAUXHALL**

Tel: 01754 260290

Mob: 0402 570494

---

**CLASSIC FORMULA FORD 2000**

Drive available in URS and F4.

Arrive and drive into the next century in a race winning car.

One off testing available.

Telephone: 01788 811777

Email: Targetmspt@aol.com

www.Targetmotorsport.com

---

**PORSCHE CUP 2000.** Full season in 3.2 Carrera class

Drivers required. Call: 01908 639029 (80365)

---

**RACAL TD ENDURO.** 11 ENDURO SERIES.

Drivers required for both. Free budget required.

Call: 01920 639069 (80366)

---

**SLIPSTREAM RACING LTD and DELTA MOTOR SPORT**

Motor Sport Management 2000

Race Car Preparation

Drivers available

FF 1800 Zetec 2000 Challenge

For further details phone or fax

01344 88 31 58 or

E-mail: karting@slipstream-racing.co.uk

---

**FORMULA 600 TOP DRIVE AVAILABLE**

Triple British F600 Champions Votek Racing have a seat available for 2000 series.

Talented drive with budget required.

Apply Keith Pickford: Votek Racing Ltd.

West Street, Congleton, Cheshire CW12 1JR

Tel/Fax: 01269 297679

---

**PRE 1990 FORMULA FORDS**

Drives available at realistic price.

For experience or signatures.

Contact: Peter Chambers on

01684 833525

Fax: 01684 833837

---

**SR BABER RENAULT MOTORSPORT**

**RENault Dealer**

Has 2 Clio Cup racecars for the 2000 Championship.

Drive and drive to win the Championship. If you have the budget, we can do the job.

Phone for details:

Steven - 01443 440505

---

**DRIVE WANTED**

Driver with Ford seat for Kent County Formula Ford Championship. Contact phone details to: Sportsracing, Suite 255, 35-39 Warrick Street, London, W3 6GH.
**Exclusive F1 Hospitality**

Silverstone April 21-23
Barcelona May 5-7
Monza Sept 10-12

Enjoy all the action from our luxurious Pit Lane Hospitality Suites above the Pit Road and opposite the Start/Finish Line.

- VIP Hospitality Pass & Privilege Entrance Ticket
- Gourmet Lunch & Refreshments in Suite
- Champagne Reception & drinks all day
- Pit Lane Walkabouts & Paddock Tours
- Reserved Car Parking
- Flights & Hotel Accommodation
- Helicopter Transfers

**Prices**

- £2000 + vat (would split £13 per m)

**Get Your Tickets Now!**

Tel: 01242-243574
email: info@jdcpromotions.co.uk

---

**Telephone 0181 943 5858**

---

**FUEL JUGS**

Space efficient spare part design, suitable for conversion, 22 Imperial, 55 Gallon, 120 Litre, 220 Litre, Stock, Race, Rally, Blue or White.

**MOTORHOMES**

1997 WINNEBAGO 32FT BRAVE FULL UK SPECIFICATION, 20,000 miles. Full Dudley's service history; extras include reversing camera, CD radio, bedroom TV, 112,000 available with matching toilet box (no trailer), 0831 346806 or 01480 812066.

**MOTORHOMES**

1997 WINNEBAGO 31FT BRAVE FULL UK SPECIFICATION, 20,000 miles. Full Dudley's service history; extras include reversing camera, CD radio, bedroom TV, 112,000 available with matching toilet box (no trailer), 0831 346806 or 01480 812066.

**DAMON HORNET 29'5' CLASS** Ford 996cc engine, rear bedroom, 7.4 litre petrol, 45,000 miles, body to order, full specification, 112,000, 01342 822214 (or), 01827 765530 (or). **To advertise in Marketplace please call 0181 9435858**

---

**TIDAL**

**TRAILER** Triple axle, 32ft trailer, air, hydraulic floor, takes 4 single seaters, Deans awning '32 x 18', good condition, Front office/accommodation. **ONLY £4750 + vat**

**MERCEDES 811**

LWB, high top, side door, benches, tyre racks, Alfred bull awning worth £5000, FSH, excellent condition. **NOT TO BE MISSED £5750 + vat**

**FLOORING - 85m Porta Floor.**

The professional flooring for race teams, easy to lay and store. Fits any shape, blue and grey. **cost £1000 + vat (would split £13 per m)**

**ZIP-KART**

Pindar Road, Hoddesdon, Herts, EN11 0DE.
Tel: 01992 444439 Fax: 444727 www.zip-kart.com
FORD GT40

Wheels manufactured in 8", 10", 12", 14" widths using the original GT40 wheel patterns. Some second hand wheels available. Why not have your GT40 prepared or re-built by the Tour Auto winners?

Charringtons Motorsport
Web: www.racecar.co.uk/gt40
E-mail: info@ccchltd.demon.co.uk Fax: 01773 874160

RACEPARTS (UK) LTD
Unit 3, Rockfort Industrial Estate, Wallingford, Oxon. OX10 9DA
Tel: +44(0) 1491 822000 Fax: +44(0) 1491 822009 E-Mail: sales@raceparts.co.uk
Website: www.raceparts.co.uk

Our RACETECH Products Include:
- Quick release steering wheel couplings and steering wheels - Electrical & Mechanical instruments
- Electronic tachometers - Adjustable brake balance bar assemblies
- Race mirrors - Thermal paint kits & Temperature strips
- Suspension springs - Refitting etc.

Official Distributors for: CASTROL SRF - Racing Brake Fluid
ADAMS - Corner weight gauges, Camber caster gauge, Camber pistons
AEROQUIP - Hose & Fitting SYMETRICS - Dry Break Couplings
SAFETY - Connecting Rods, Headlands, Kitons & Spares
GRK - CV Joints & Boots, MOLLART & APEX - Universal Joints
SUPERTRAPP - Silencers, NMB - Rod Ends & Spacial Bearings
FERODO - Brake Pads, AP - Brakes & Clutches, DXUS - Fasteners

PHONE FOR A CATALOGUE WORLDWIDE EXPORT SERVICE

Your 1st Choice for Performance Hoses
Coolant, fuel, turbo and vacuum hoses - Offer high performance temperature resistant silicone, Expanded braids, performance hoses of your choice and colours.

019782664466
Mail Order - Next day delivery

STORAGE

STORAGE BETWEEN PORTSMOUTH, SOUTHAMPTON, offered to private collector, a few spaces available, new building, alarmed, dehumidifier, secure. NO VAT. 01440 877 873 (35066)

BRIAN JAMES A SERIES TRAILER
4 x 12" wheels, 6 spare, disc brakes, lockable, in new condition, used only 6 months. Immaculate condition. £1200. Tel: 01404 454309

28FT CASTLE RACEBOX - Upgraded chassis for two lane track, wide track, removable tyre rack, twin spare wheels, wheel arches, side yellow, upgraded lighting, insulated roof, £4500. Tel: 01880 356797 or 01404 454309

LAFAYE ROAD RUNNER, 813cc 2000cc, 1990 cast iron, 2.5" exhaust. Various parts available. £5000. Tel: 01235 880722 or mobile 07787 576783

Man TRANSPORTER 10.150, 1990, plated for 7.5 tonnes. Refurbished with winch, new seats, new front end, new brake lights, new 3mm side light, new seat covers, fitted insulation, previous condition. £4999 or VAG, 01733 771781 or 01733 763749

BOX TRAILER, 15ft long, 4 wheel, with sliding door, light and fender. Tel: 01394 721160 or 01394 721160

TRACK DAY EVENTS

Track Test Days
Groups for road & race cars
Angelsey Sat 12/Sun 13 Feb 1 day £79 or 2 days £150
Pembrey Sun 27 Feb £89
All are 4 groups of 15 cars with free 1 on 1 instruction
01267 473616 www.tracksense.co.uk
Other events available

TRAILERS & TRANSPORTERS

PRG 4 WHEEL COVERED TRAILER, 2.2 ton, 5.5FT high, 4.25 wide. Til taut, electric winch, twin axles. Less than one year old as new. £4900. Telephone: 01295 780997 or 01295 780997 (79092)

NEW 4 WHEEL LIGHTWEIGHT COVERED TRAILER, 1.25 ton, wheel load 1150 lb, £2950. Telephone: 01295 780997 or 01295 780997 (79092)

TRACTOR UNIT 32 ton, 32 tonne, 31.20 32.20, £2950. Telephone: 01295 780997 or 01295 780997 (79092)

FORD IVECO Cargo, 3450kg, £7500

MINI ARTIC WITH 2 X 50 WOOD BOX TRAILER, £7500

SEAT LEON, GOOD CONDITION, £7999

SOFT WILDLIFE TRAILER, £1450

SHONTAND, 2ms, £2250

DOLPHIN, £2999

BENZ, £3999

MOTORHOME, £4999

RACETECH - Batteries, SRFK, Oil Coolers

TORQUE TO THE PROFESSIONALS

INDEPENDENT JAPANESE GREY IMPORT

NORMAN TAYLOR & SONS, 0116 244 0100

JAPANESE GREY IMPORT

NORMAN TAYLOR & SONS, 0116 244 0100

NORMAN TAYLOR & SONS, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100

THOMPSON, 0116 244 0100
Top quality car transporter trailers
designed to suit your needs - and your pocket.

The full specification
Club Tilt-bed (hydraulic)

- Winch
- Full Bed
- Hitch Lock
- Spare Wheel
- Easy operation
- 1360Kg capacity

all this for
£1499 + VAT

-or you could have a Club 1000 for just £999 + VAT - the choice is yours!

BRIAN JAMES TRAILERS

10 minutes from Silverstone at Woodford Hailes, Daventry
Tel 01327 260733 Fax 01327 262438

RACE CAR TRANSPORTER

Built by W.H. Bence in 1997, this trailer has been maintained regardless of cost, and is presented in brilliant white.

- Twin axle air suspension
- Separate drivers changing room with storage lockers
- Shower and sink facilities with hot and cold water
- Fridge
- Air conditioning
- Folding bench tops giving a flexible loading area
- Equipped workshop area
- D'Hollandia tail lift 1500Kg capacity
- Fitted with belly lockers down both sides

This trailer will suit all types of cars from F1 to Touring cars, and will give your team a presence in the paddock that it may not have done before

£87,500 + VAT

Call: David Newall - 01372 459744

SALES

PARTS

THE COMPLETE SERVICE

- 'A' Class
- Export
- 'C' Class
- USA delivery

New
Used
Slide-outs
Pushers

For the best prices around...

Team up with

Cannock Road, Wolverhampton WV10 8QU
Telephone 01902 731324
Fax 01902 724494
http://www.westcroft-american-motorhomes.co.uk

WESTCROFT
AMERICAN MOTORHOMES
Iveco 400 E34 Plus Double Deck 40ft Trailer
Kitted out professionally with kitchen/lounge, six bunk beds, shower, generator, full width awning 8x13.5m including flooring.
Space for car or motorcycle.
In very good condition. All new tyres.
Not required for 2000 season due to change of plans.
Offers O/N E. American Diesel, Motorhome Trade.
Tel: 01144 585218 Bient Gladwin

Race Transporter
Ford Cargo 0811–21ft Box. Suitable for saloon or single seater. 5 cyl engine and gear box (3,000 miles), new belly lockers, tarpaulin awning (8m x 8m).
Bargain at £7,000
Tel: 01923 237444 or 0802 872091

Mercedes Sprinter 312D
- Long Wheelbase
- Race Support Vehicle
- 2 x Race Seats
- Fully Equipped With Boot Work Bench
- G&B Junior Team With Terrace & Full Seats
- Full Service History
£25,000 ono
Telephone: 01445 454067

Transporter: Converted in 1998, to carry 4 masts, full high doors, awning, EEC tested with history, tested until next August. Very low miles from RAC Import show. 01275 578609. £14,750 + VAT.

Alan Symcaram Motor Homes
Hospitality Motorhome with 9mtr x 4mtr awning available for Coys, British Grand Prix and other events.
Call for details Alan on 01908 501896

Project Motorsport Offer For Sale
1300cc Ford Cargo 7.5 Ton
Freshly Painted Silver. 23/25ft full tarpaulin & canvas, belly lockers & sides, six bunks with full bedding, brand new E-car Cigarette awning, electrics, box & fitted air lines. VAT & Road Tax payable. Ideal for sales or GT.
Also
40ft & 43ft double deck challengers with new trailer & boxes. Recently painted. £23,000 ono.

Contact: Mr John Sweeney or Richard Barnett Tel: 01895 448258 or 0831 815 761

Damage Free
Car Transporter Straps
Basic £13.75 Standard £15.99
Deluxe £19.75
Fits all wheels sizes from Dragsters to Rally Cars - HGV types available

Transit Car Transporter Straps
Basic £6.75
Deluxe £8.25

Snow Chains
Hire or buy 3 Day £35
14 Day £75

Free Delivery & Collection

Hydraulic 4 Ton Series Winch
Heavy Duty

Waterproof Reflective Jacket
Full Length Thermal

T1993 Renault G640 Swing, C&D fitter unit, YDS, tested until February 2001, with or without 18mne box trailer. On air suspension. 01418 677880 or 0448 34885.

NHF Artic Three Car Transporter.
With full living, electric floor, new kitchen fitted, good condition.
£3,500 + VAT Tel: Coys 01443 318099, ext 04549 35424.

Box Trailer. 10ft box with side revoler shutter door, tyre rack and bench. Professionally built to carry Sablin or similar size. £1190. Tel: 01909 411135.

WANTED - Tandem Car Race Transporter. Dimension car: Length 12ft, high 4ft, width 5ft, seat preferred, but heavier OK also. Prefer transport no less than 10 years old. O.B.O. 0121 352 6679 or 0500 305412 or 0114 249 2522

Hospitality Unit
Lounge, fully fitted kitchen, awning, flooring, generator, complete and ready to go.
Tel: 0181-441 0813

PREMA SALE
HOSPITALITY COACH
VOYLO BIG MONOVAN 99 DIESEL
DELIVERED JANUARY 1999. IN IMMACULATE CONDITION. TRAVERS CHASSIS, NUNSMANNING AND NO PETES. COMPLETE OF GENERATOR, AIR CONDITIONING AND HOTEL PACKING, Winnie, £70,000 + VAT.

Please contact: PREMA POWERSTREAM S.R.L. 1-4, 00165 ROMA ITALIA Tel: 0039/06/4444144 Fax: 0039/06/44441502 E-mail: prema@bassono.attweb.it

TRAVELWORLD THE HOME OF AMERICAN MOTORHOMES
Staitfold Road, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, AL6 9SH, England
Tel: 01707 227897, 422789 Fax: 01707 227969

Barwell Motorsport
OFFERS FOR SALE
Rockcode Embassy 221h luxury American motorhome
Spec: 1994 LD, 24,000 miles, rear stt 6.5 litre turbo diesel Chevy, LPG generator, queen bed, microwave, dashboard & central air con, soft, dinette, remote control TV, Sony sound, huge fridge, rear parking camera, all usual goodies, awning, recent major service. Must be seen — absolutely a1 condition.
ONLY £34,950
Contact: Mark Lemberger or Patrick Martin
Tel: 01327457788/0831 359217/0421 400687

TRAVELWORLD THE HOME OF AMERICAN MOTORHOMES
Staitfold Road, Welwyn Garden City, AL6 9SH, England
Tel: 01707 227897, 422789 Fax: 01707 227969

Telephone 0181 943 5858
The Classic Cotswolds

A stunning and exclusive B&B Suite for two, on an idyllic hillside situated in a beautiful secluded beamed cottage. Centrally located within the heart of the Cotswolds, completely private security car park.

Tel/Fax: 01451 861117
EDMOND HARRIS
Classic & Racing Porsche

TVR

Volkswagen

400 GOLF GTI 16v 1990 £3,750ono

Aston Martin

Vantage Volante, 1980, White with Black hood. Magnesium wheels black, X-pack 4.75x17 alloy, Automatic, left hand drive, one owner from new. 33,000 miles. £18,000. 01972 454 363 (Private).

Bentley

Continental, 1927, Silver with black hood, 1927, excellent condition, 42,000 miles. £13,000. 0171 222 9957 (Private).

Chevrolet

Corvette, 1957, Red with Black interior. £15,000.

Datsun

240Z, 1972, Black with Black interior. £12,500.

De Tomaso

Pantera, 1971, Black with Black interior. £8,000.

Lamborghini

Urraco P250, 1978, Red with Black interior. £16,000.

Porsche

911 Carrera, 3.2 LHD, Ruby Red, 157K km, F.P.S.H original condition, 6 months MOT. O.N.O.

Rover

SD1, 1981, Black with Black interior. £12,000.

Rolls Royce

Silver Shadow, 1966, Black with Black interior. £25,000.

Rolls Royce

Silver Shadow, 1966, White with Black interior. £20,000.

Sports & Classics

Aston Martin

Vantage Volante, 1980, White with Black hood. Magnesium wheels black, X-pack 4.75x17 alloy, Automatic, left hand drive, one owner from new. 33,000 miles. £18,000. 01972 454 363 (Private).

Bentley

Continental, 1927, Silver with black hood, 1927, excellent condition, 42,000 miles. £13,000. 0171 222 9957 (Private).

Chevrolet

Corvette, 1957, Red with Black interior. £15,000.

Datsun

240Z, 1972, Black with Black interior. £12,500.

De Tomaso

Pantera, 1971, Black with Black interior. £8,000.

Lamborghini

Urraco P250, 1978, Red with Black interior. £16,000.

Porsche

911 Carrera, 3.2 LHD, Ruby Red, 157K km, F.P.S.H original condition, 6 months MOT. O.N.O.

Rover

SD1, 1981, Black with Black interior. £12,000.

Rolls Royce

Silver Shadow, 1966, Black with Black interior. £25,000.

Rolls Royce

Silver Shadow, 1966, White with Black interior. £20,000.
Make a Racing Start to the New Millennium

The Motorsport and Motor Vehicle industries need highly qualified people. At Bolton Institute we have developed people who now work for TVR, AMG, Jaguar, Cosworth and many other leading companies via our specialist courses.

We now have highly relevant courses starting in FEBRUARY 2000:

- **Foundation Course**
  - Leading to BEng(Hons) Automobile Engineering.
  - For people with enthusiasm and commitment, there is a £300 bursary available.

- **MSc Computer-Aided Product Development** (1 Year) Using the latest software packages, as used by the Motorsport industry.

- **MSc Electronic Systems Engineering** (1 Year) Including projects on Motorsport applications.

*Course fees paid and substantial subsistence and travel allowances are available.*

At Bolton Institute, we have a track record of working with Motorsport companies, from Formula 1 Constructors (Composites, Engine Technology) through to Club Racing Teams (Data acquisition systems, Aerodynamics).

For further information contact Engineering Admissions on 01204 903430

Deane Road, Bolton, Lancashire, BL3 5AB.

Telephone: 01204 528981 or 090600. Fax 01204 399074

Internet: www.technology.bolton.ac.uk E-mail: enquiries@bolton.ac.uk

---

**HAYWOOD Racing**

Haywood Racing require Truckie/Mechanic

Mechanics to join our successful Formula Ford and Formula Renault Team

Please contact David on:
Office: +44 1889 579255
Fax: +44 1889 579558
email: haywoodracing@aol.com

---

**FABRICATOR WELDER REQUIRED**

Schwaller AG is a well established and respected company involved in prototype work for the motor industry and subcontract work for Motorsport. Operating from a clean, modern and well equipped workshop 20 miles from Zurich, Switzerland.

We require an experienced and skilful Fabricator/Welder to work on interesting and varied projects to high standards of either quality or imagination. Wages by negotiation to reflect age and experience.

Please send CV or phone 0041 52/365 11 55

---

**MOTOR RACING INTERNATIONAL**

SE Kent based Specialist Tour Operator require two additional members of staff to work at their offices in Sandwich.

Applicants for these permanent full-time career opportunities must be computer literate, have clerical/administration background, keyboard skills and a minimum of 5 GCSE (grade 'C' or above). Ability to communicate in writing, in person and by telephone with clients and suppliers essential. Travel experience and linguistic skills a definite advantage. Must be willing to become part of a small but successful team and to cheerfully cope with some mundane office procedures.

Applicants for the more senior position must have recognised IATA training and experience together with a thorough knowledge of BSP procedures and Galileo (or similar) system.

Salary commensurate with experience and qualifications.

Hand written applications only, together with full CV and details of previous salary to:
Ms. M. Ivatts, Motor Racing International, 15 Market Street, Sandwich, CT13 9DA

---

**AUTOSPORT APPOINTMENTS**

The Deadline for advertisements is 4pm Monday for the following issue.

If you would like to advertise in Apointments please call Saed on 0181-943 5865
David Price Racing Ltd has the following vacancies

**CHIEF MECHANIC**
The successful applicant will have previous experience in a similar position within Sportscar/Touring car or similar. The nature of this role demands that the applicant has good practical and communication skills.

**No 1 MECHANIC**
The candidates will already be working in a similar position in Sportscars / Touring car / F3000. You’ll be responsible for race car preparation to the highest possible standards.

**No 2 MECHANIC**
The applicant will have a minimum experience of F3 and be willing to work as part of a small team.

please send your cv to:
David Newall, David Price Racing Ltd
Unit 18-21 Bookham Industrial Park, Church Road,
GT Bookham, Surrey KT23 3EU

---

**formul1.com**

**Editor**
Formula1.com is the busiest site in the world, with more than 500,000 users per month during the season.

The role requires
- Excellent contacts in the Formula1 community
- Experienced editor and journalist
- Strong subbing experience
- German, Italian and Portuguese language skills an advantage

Send CVs to jobs@formula1.com
OR

Ref AS1
Formula1.com
3rd Floor
14 Barley Mow Passage
London W4 4PH

Formula1.com is unofficial and in no way associated with the FIA or Formula One Administration

---

**Jaguar Racing**

Mechanic/gearbox technicians
Sub Assembly technician

Committed individuals to join our expanding team.

- The mechanic/gearbox positions are race and test team based and include travel within the UK and abroad. Ref: HR21
- The sub assembly technician is factory based. Ref: HR22

Preferably with an F1 background, you must have a minimum of F3000 experience in similar positions and be capable of producing high quality and accurate work under pressure.

---

As part of our continuing commitment to success, Jaguar Racing invite applications for the following positions.
Gollop returns to ralliescross in Focus

Multiple British and European Ralliescross champion Will Gollop will return to the sport later this season after a two-year sabbatical.

The 49-year-old’s G-Tech concern is building a new car, based on the Ford Focus chassis, to World Ralliescross Championship regulations.

Gollop plans to contest the machine in selected British and European events when it makes its debut in the second half of the year. Although he hasn’t raced since his third British title success in 1997, the ‘92 European champion has remained involved in the sport as a car builder in rallycross and the British GT series with the Lotus Esprit GT2 campaigned by Mike Yokes and Ian Astley last year. His G-Tech squad is bringing the Focus’ Cosworth motor in favour of its own turbocharged version of the Zetec engine used in the factory rally cars.

The engine will be longitudinally mounted in the chassis and, in common with his successful Peugeot machines of the past, will use a Quaife transmission.

Gollop said: “We’ve got ideas and we’re going for it. I’ve never had anything to do with Fords before, but this is a business decision. “We want to sell customer cars, and, for whatever reason, there is more interest in Fords than in any other make.”

The move is yet another shot in the arm for the sport, which is pulling out of a slump in popularity (see panel). One of Gollop’s chief rivals, six-times European champion Martin Schanche, has welcomed his return.

The 56-year-old said: “I heard he had the itch but didn’t know he was scratching. He is a good competitor and builds a good car. The way that the European series is, we need every man we can get.”

SHOTS IN THE ARM

Ralliescross has experienced difficult times since its heyday in the 1980s, but a series of boost to its profile in recent months below could bring back the glory days.

- Simplified three-class structure makes the sport easier to follow.
- Budget Stock Hatch regulations create entry-point class.
- Promise of Ralliescross GP—one of the greatest rallycross events.
- New Balderton track provides a much-needed extra venue.
- Spaceframe chassis rules slash cost of entering Superstar class.
- Will Gollop, most successful British driver, returns to the sport.

FACTFILE

Name: Will Gollop
Age: 49
British titles: 3
- A 10-year alliance with Saab sealed the British class title in 1986.
- Broke into the big time with works-assisted rallycross MG Metro 6R4 in ’86.
- Took first European win in Holland in ’88. Finished third in ’88, 89 and 90 championships.
- Lifted the ’92 European title after battling throughout the season with Martin Schanche.
- Quit European scene after ’96 and wins third British title in ’97.
- Developed and ran successful Lotus Esprit GT2 contender in British GT championship.

F3 frontrunner to set up junior FFord arm

Formula 3 team Carlin Motorsport is creating a junior arm which will race in the Formula Ford Junior Zetec Challenge this year.

The three-year-old outfit, which ran highly rated Indian Naren Karthikeyan to two wins in the slick-slippery F3 series last year, is keen to build a staircase of talent similar to that used by rival teams Manor Motorsport, Stewart Racing and Fortec Motorsport.

Carlin has signed rising Japanese star Takuma Sato to head its F3 assault this year, and it is targeting a Japanese rookie to drive for the FFord team in the new junior class.

A second car is being considered.

Boss Trevor Carlin said: “The Japanese know that Europe is a good place to get experience. We’ve got a great driver in Sato and we wanted to find the next one.”

Carlin is debating whether to use a Van Diemen or Mygale chassis for the campaign.
Dunwoody begins new talent

Former champion jockey Richard Dunwoody has pledged to help single-seater star Derek Hayes rise to the top of the sport as the first of a crop of drivers he will back.

The motorsport enthusiast has turned to sports management after calling time on his horse-racing career in December.

Dunwoody Sports Management, set up with business partner and driver manager Craig Hutchinson, is already involved in football and horse-racing – where it represents trainer Jennie Pitman and top jockey Richard Quinn.

Formula Palmer Audi racer Hayes is the firm’s first move into motor racing. Dunwoody has said he was keen to promote other drivers, he pledged that his initial focus was on Hayes.

“We are not looking to work with others at his level,” he said. “It would be good to find deserving drivers in lower formulae and perhaps a couple of karting prospects to manage.”

Hayes, who beat Haywood Racing Formula Ford team mate Jenson Button to the Eurocup title in 1998, then won the FPA winter series, endured a difficult year in the one-make slicks and wings series last year.

Hayes hopes to forget his difficult FPA year

Donnelly signs Irish racer Coleman

Leading single-seater race Martin Donnelly has signed rising Irish star Robbie Coleman to his Formula Ford effort.

The Irish FFord frontrunner made his British debut with new team Sweeney Hopper Racing in last year’s FFord Festival, and seemed set to race with the outfit throughout this season.

He will now race a third MDR Van Diemen alongside compatriot Gary Parkinson and Patrick Schoech.

Donnelly said: “Gary’s confidence will spur Robbie on. I hope that Robbie will be pushing Gary as the season progresses.”

Haywood links up with Junior team

New Formula Ford Junior Zetec Challenge team Pulse Motorsport will link up with British champion Haywood Racing this year.

The Mygale outfit, run by karting team boss Derek Legge, will run two of the French chassis firm’s 1999 cars in the new junior series.

It will share technical data with works-backed Haywood and act as a proving ground for new talent.

One place will be taken by Senior Intercontinental Karting Oliver Scullian. The 18-year-old has made the Fastrack finals for Elf’s La Filiere programme in the last two years. The other place has yet to be filled.

Legge said: “We know lots of people from karting. We’re looking to bring drivers on from that.”

The team will run alongside other Haywood-supported outfits such as Team JLR and Andy Welch racing at test days.

Haywood boss Jim Warren said: “We’ll be helping the team out with set-ups and technical advice.”

Pulse will also be running a pair of cars in the new look Renault Clio Cup this year. The team has signed ex-karter Frazer Powell and Legge’s daughter, Katherine.
Brookspeed Elise squad picks karter

British GT team Brookspeed Motorsport has signed European gearbox karter Johnny Cochran to head its twin Lotus Elise assault on the British GT series this year.

The 32-year-old gave the team its first car win in the Global Lights Championship in 1997.

Team boss Martin Braybrook said: “We've been keen to get him into GTs, and he's been trying to get the budget. We're delighted we've finally managed it. He's quick and he understands the set-up of the car.”

The remaining three seats in the two-car squad have yet to be filled.

Lynch joins Ginetta GT squad

British sports car marque Ginetta has targeted pop star Shane Lynch to join its two-car assault on the British GT Championship this year.

The 23-year-old Boyzone star, who has contested a handful of rallies and circuit races, will head the line-up in one of two new cars from the Sheffield-based marque.

The Ginetta G53 GT3 is being built by rally driver turned preparation expert Andy Dawson. It will use a 400bhp Cosworth 2.0-litre engine and four-wheel drive transmission.

Former touring car driver Geoff Kimber-Smith will head the line-up in the first chassis. The second car will appear later in the year.

Ginetta director Martin Paffett said: “It’s a done deal for Shane to race. He’s a class driver. We’re delighted that we can push him up through the Ginetta series into GT racing.”

The new Ginetta GT3 will race this year

FFord racer eyes switch to Fiestas

Former single-seater racer Nick Padmore is hoping to move disciplines to the Ford Fiesta series with his family-run outfit.

The 24-year-old finished third in last year's Kent County Formula Ford Zetec series but lacks the budget to continue in single seaters. The move follows a successful test at Silverstone last November.

He said: "This is the cheapest way into TOCA. A top-three placing is realistic, but I'd love to win the title.”

The car would be prepared by father Keith, a former Mini racer in the early 1980s.

Ayles racers get first taste of Alfa NSC car

Gary Ayles Racing's National Saloon Championship cars have had their first taste of the team's new Alfa 156 car in Italy last weekend.

Former Vauxhall Vectra racer Gavin Pyper and Formula Renault Sport Star Cup champion Tom Ferrier tested the Bigazzi-built car at Mugello, near Florence.

Both drivers and team engineer Ian Blackman were impressed with the pace of the car, despite it being set up for the fast Thruxton circuit rather than the tight Italian track.

Pyper posted a best lap of 1m21.3s compared to Ferrier's 1m25.6s best effort. In race conditions, Super Production cars will lap in 1m25.5s.

Team boss Gary Ayles said: "The test was very successful. Both drivers got on very well and each other and the car, and I was particularly impressed with its build quality.”

The test was Ferrier's first taste of front-wheel drive tin-top racing. The 18-year-old said: "It wasn’t too bad after a few laps. I’m looking forward to driving it again soon.”

The team is awaiting delivery of the car before testing resumes in Britain early next month.

German Formula Junior bosses are keen to expand the BMW-backed single-seater series, which currently runs in Germany and Portugal, to other European countries. A pan-European contest for the slicks-and-wings cars is also being considered.

Novely-signed Promatecnica Formula 3 driver Andy Priaulx (above) tested the ex-Roger Moore Honda Integra R for his former Renault Spider team Marci Gras Motorsport at Silverstone last Friday.

Reigning US F2000 champions team Cape Motorsport has re-signed driver Aarin Alastuey to its three-car line-up for this season.

American Formula Renault 2000 racer Jeffrey Lee announced his domination of the US SCCA Winter National FF2000 series with pole and a race win for the Cape Motorsport team at Moroso Park in Florida last week.

Motorsport talent backer Lars-Christian Brask (above left), was awarded the British Scoda trophy at the club’s annual dinner last weekend. Club official Don Truman and Alex Mosely were also honoured with awards.

Formula Renault 2000 team Aztek Racing Engineering is planning to run two Van Diemen in the new Formula Ford Junior Zetec Challenge series next year.

Formula 600 racer John Prowse is planning to race a car in the Renault Clio Cup series this year under the banner of his SupaLast firm.

John Duke, the American driving talent backer, has unveiled the calendar for the first year of his new US karting championship. Points scores from the 10 rounds will enter an end-of-season shoot-out. The winner earns a fully-paid season with Passion Racing in Formula Renault 2000.

Welsh racing circuit Pembrey is in line for a European cash bonus if a bid by circuit bosses and the British Automobile Racing Club is successful. The move is part of the multi-million pound plans to renovate the 1.5-mile circuit.
F3 celebrates 50th year

B

rands Hatch will host the 50th anniversary of International Formula 3's birth with a series of races for the pioneering 500cc cars on July 22/23.

The British Racing and Sports Car Club is working with the 500 Owners' Association to promote the event, which traces the roots of Britain's racing car industry.

Sir Stirling Moss is one of many racing legends who cut their teeth in the class, but a date clash with the British Racing Drivers' Club's International Historic Festival is likely to limit the famous faces.

Swedish and US enthusiasts are expected to attend. Both countries boast strong 500cc followings.

Two races are planned, as well as a cavalcade of cars. Subject to Motor Sports Association approval, the event will be open to cars in sprint and hillclimb trim.

Woody Neale of the 500 OA said: "The Goodwood races in '98 and '99 were great, but this is especially appropriate. The Half-Litre Club evolved into the BRSCC and Brands was its centre, often staging pure 500cc meetings."

BARC unveils Classic Motorsport calendar

The British Automobile Racing Club has firm plans for its eight-race Classic Motorsport package.

The club will run its existing pre-'83 championships in a series of eight branded events at different circuits across the country.

The bill will be headed by the club's three touring car series for Classic Saloons, Historic and Post-Historic cars. The pre-'83 Formula Ford 2000 series is a regular feature.

The line-up also includes Thruxton-based Motorsport Cars, Pre-'83 Sports Cars and Classic Clubmans.

BRC competitors manager Dale Wells said: "We're hoping for a surge of interest. We'd like to see full grids, larger gates and greater spectator awareness."

Classic Clubmans promoter David Childs added: "Each meeting features a terrific mix. The BARC has given us the opportunity to have our own grids. We're proud to be part of it."

Irish supercars go it alone

The new V8 Supercars series will make its racing debut in Ireland this season without Royal Irish Automobile Club national status.

The governing body has lent its name to the rival RT2000 class, now in its second year.

However, interest in the new low-cost category for 350bhp Chevrolet V8-powered spaceframe cars suggests that they will outnumber RT2000s by mid-year. Most Supercar buyers are graduates of Group N and the popular Fiat Uno and Punto series.

"We will have seven cars here next month," said agent Michael Clunes. "Clunes want V8 supercars and spectators will love them."

Gordon Laver, who developed the cars with short oval promoter Specworth, is working flat out on the first batch of kits. He said: "Our aim was bulletproof power on a budget. I believe this is the most cost-effective form of V8 racing."

Clunes beside his long-circuit machine

The starting grandstand at Brands Hatch was demolished last week as part of development work at the Kent circuit. The stand has stood since the late 1950s and will be replaced by a modern enclosure before the new season begins.
Radical

Biduro Championship
for 1100 Clubsport

12 rounds; 18 races, double grids, all top UK circuits plus Spa and Nurburgring. 3 rounds with Palmer TVR's, 1st prize paid drive in winter GT's in 1300 ProSport plus Radical pit bike.

RADICAL 1100 CLUBSPORT

- 3rd overall in Winter GTs.
- Laps Donington 1:15, Brands in 49 and Spa in 2 minutes 39 seconds.
- 60 sold in 2 years.
- More fun to drive than any other race car.
- Low running costs.
- From £19,000 ready to race.

Enduro Championship
for 1300 ProSport & 1100 Clubsport

2 hour, 2 driver races, 10 rounds at top UK circuit plus Spa and Nurburgring. 1st prize in the sensational Radical 200mph Suzuki Hayabusa Superbike.

RADICAL 1300 PROSPORT

- Winner of Winter GTs.
- Laps Mallory in 44, Brands in 47 and Silverstone in 58 seconds.
- 450bhp/ton.
- Centre lock-wheels.
- Air jack.
- Dry-break refuelling.
- Stunning good looks.
- Low running costs.
- From £25,000 ready to race.

United Kingdom
44 (0) 1733 344198
Northern Europe
32 (0) 4234 8454
United States
1 800 255 8744
www.radicalms.co.uk

OUT NOW!

JIM BAMBER'S MUCH AWAITED BOOK OF HIS BEST CARTOONS OF THE YEAR. Jim's unique view of the world of motor sport includes all the fun and laughter you would expect in this 132 page softback book. No-one is spared from his scathing wit. The Pits 7 is available from all good bookshops, or by mail order. Just complete the form below to guarantee your copy.

I would like to guarantee _______ copy(s) of The Pits 7 at

☐ UK £6.24  ☐ Europe and the rest of the world £7.74 per copy

NAME (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)
ADDRESS
POSTCODE
TELEPHONE NO.

Send this completed coupon in a stamped envelope to The Pits 7, PO Box 280, Sissinghbourne, Kent ME9 8PB. Tel: +44 (0) 1736 814387 Fax: +44 (0) 1736 814380. Please allow 28 days for delivery.

I do NOT wish to receive direct mail from companies associated with Haymarket Magazines Ltd Code: PIT099

OUT 4.99

P&f-P
AS A SPECIALIST IN THE FULL RANGE OF LANCER EVOLUTION MODELS,
K-SPORT WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM ANY DRIVER WHO WISHES
TO PURCHASE A CAR TO FULL INTERNATIONAL GROUP N SPECIFICATION.
QUOTES FOR GROUP A CAN ALSO BE SUPPLIED. LHD AND RHD CARS AVAILABLE

K-SPORT CAN ALSO SUPPLY ROAD CARS INCLUDING THE NEW TOMMI MAKINEN LIMITED EDITION MODELS.
WE ARE AGENTS FOR MICHELIN COMPETITION TYRES AND SPEEDLINE COMPETITION WHEELS
WE SUPPLY 'STATE OF THE ART' GROUP N MITSUBISHI'S WORLDWIDE

RHD and LHD EVO VI
GROUP N CARS
AVAILABLE FOR HIRE

For further information,
please contact

Alex or Andy at:

K-SPORT PERFORMANCE LIMITED
419 AVIATION PARK WEST, BOURNEMOUTH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, CHRISTCHURCH,
DORSET, BH23 6NW. UK
Telephone ++(0) 1202 573300 or Fax ++(0) 1202 590720

NEW F1 MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT
NOW OPEN AT

Lillywhites
PICCADILLY CIRCUS
FERRARI, BENETTON, JORDAN,
SCHUMACHER AND MORE.....

Branches at
- PICCADILLY,
  LOWER REGENT STREET
- LEEDS,
  HEADROW CENTRE
- NOTTINGHAM,
  CLUMBER STREET
- BIRMINGHAM,
  MERRY HILL SHOPPING CENTRE
FOR ALL YOUR F1 FASHION MERCHANDISE AT THE
WORLD'S FINEST SPORTS STORE

Dura's unique 'Fitted Garage'
professionalism at work

- Keep expensive equipment safely
  and securely locked away.
- Store tools where they won't get
  damaged but are easily found.
- Provide a clear working area.
- Enjoy a tidy garage!

For a FREE colour brochure call
01295 712800

The appearance of your workshop or
garage says a lot about your approach to
your business or home. Dura's Fitted
Garage consists of a range of high quality
modular units, built to last and designed
to give your garage or workshop a modern, professional appearance.
Cabinets are made from heavy gauge
(1.2mm) steel for extra strength and
rigidity with a metallic silver stoveled finish. Drawers are foam lined and run on
proper bearings.
All units are fitted with locks and base
units can be specified with adjustable feet
or castors. Dura cabinets are delivered
assembled, ready for immediate
installation, or alternatively you can use
Dura's own fitting service.
Puma championship is go

A new international Ford Puma series has been announced for this year, as exclusively predicted by AUTOSPORT. The Ford Puma Rally Championship will utilise identical works-prepared 1400cc Pumas, with a prize fund of £50,000 up for grabs. The winner will also get a factory drive in the 1600cc Puma on October’s San Remo Rally, a test in a World Rally Car, and an invitation entry to the Race of Champions in December. Five events in Britain and Ireland will comprise the points-scoring rounds of the championship, while two foreign “shoot-out” events will be held for cash prizes only.

Former Irish tarmac Formula 2 Champion Liam O’Callaghan is running the new Puma series on behalf of Ford Racing. He said: “This project is going to cost a lot. We’d like to offer more European events in future, such as snow rallies.” Eight of the 150 bhp cars are expected to take part this year. “In future, we’d like to look at doing something with the Focus,” said O’Callaghan, who is also in charge of the Irish Ford Ka Championship. “That way we’d end up with a true staircase of talent from the bottom to the top.”

Puma plan for Ireland

Ready to pounce: we announced the plan for an Irish-based Puma series on June 3 last year.

New 205 campaign planned for UK

A one-make series with Peugeot 205 is aimed at emulating the heyday of the Peugeot Challenge. The challenge, which spawned Subaru star Richard Burns, was at the forefront of national rallying from 1990 to 97.

National championship-class winner David Perretie is behind the new series, which is aimed at the clubman. An entire season will cost no more than £7,000, including the price of the car.

Perretie said: “In most one-make championships, the car alone costs over £4,000 to buy. The quality of the prize attracts teams with high budgets, making it difficult for drivers with talent but no money to shine.”

The new Peugeot 205 Challenge will allow Group B modifications, although there will be restrictions on items like tyres and shock absorbers. “It will prove that exciting does not mean expensive,” added Perretie, who won class B1 of the 1999 National championship in his own Kernis Motorsport Peugeot 205. Kerns will give full build and technical support to competitors in this year’s Peugeot Challenge. The full calendar is yet to be finalised, but it will be issued along with the series regulations in March. A wide variety of tarmac and forest events are set to be included.

Buckley goes back to his Volkswagen roots

The team led by former Volkswagen works driver Dom Buckley has signed up for the new VW Polo Rally Challenge.

The Kelsa-based outfit hopes to run a young Scottish driver. Buckley’s brother, Neil, might also undertake a couple of rounds with the 112bhp machine. “It’s a different sort of challenge for us,” said Buckley. “We’re used to running big, powerful rally cars and now we are looking at the other end of the market.”

McKinstry ready to defend his title

Newly-crowned National Rally Champion Kenny McKinstry is almost certain to defend his crown. The Irishman is closing on a sponsorship package which will allow him to drive the same Subaru Impreza as last year. He has also received an invitation to the Asia-Pacific Championship Rally of Canberra in May. “It’s all down to money,” he said. “I’d like to be able to do some Irish tarmac rounds as well, but the National championship seems most likely.”

Lyall in state-of-the-art attack on Scotland

Aberdonian Brian Lyall will mount an all-out assault on the Scottish Rally Championship in his newly-acquired Subaru Impreza WRC06. The 44-year-old won both the Mintex and Scottish crowns in 1997, but is unlikely to contest any National championship events this year. “It’s not on the cards at the moment,” he said. “The Scottish series will be my main focus.”

Lyall will also contest his home Granite City event, dropped from the Scottish calendar for this year.

New Micra racers plan to go Dutch

Up to 20 Nissan Micras could be seen on the Pirelli National Rally in May, when the Dutch one-make championship cooperates with the series. The joint fixture has been set up by British Micra series promoter Rupert Hopcroft. He said: “It’s a great boost. We hope this cooperation starts a long relationship.”

The Micra Challenge will run in the Formula 1400 class of every British championship round this year. “We are also looking at dates to go to Holland,” added Hopcroft.
ALTER EVO

The standard Mitsubishi Lancer Evo VI is enough to make anyone feel like a rally driver, but change it into Group N spec and you’ll turn all Tommi Makinen. By Anthony Peacock

Being quick is relative. It can mean Michael Schumacher setting pole position at Monaco in a Formula 1 car, or Concorde landing you in New York just three hours after you left London. However, even in the height of the jet age, where rapidity is de rigueur, little prepares you for the sheer speed of a Mitsubishi Lancer Evo VI rally car. The raw figures of 0-60 mph in about 4 seconds and 147 mph all-out are impressive, but you soon realise they are only abstract totems of performance. It’s the real-world, mid-range power which leaves you breathless. Consider this: 50-100 mph in eight seconds. That’s the same time it has taken you to read these last two sentences. The take-up from rest is incredible, though not quite as effective as the way in which the Mitsubishi’s cross-drilled brakes bring Japan’s finest to a stop. Sixty mph to nought takes 2.5 seconds. Floor the Evo, and while it will shimmey slightly, there’s no real drama as it catapults you gloriously towards the horizon. No matter that you’re travelling at a rate of acceleration where most supercars are dancing a lamabda, the Evo VI holds its course in a devastatingly effective show of understatement. How good is it? Some say the road car’s better than a Porsche 911.

“The Evo sucks you in faster than a turbocharged vacuum cleaner”

Having exploded one myth, let us move rapidly (a habit with the Evo) to another. Group N rally cars are practically identical to their showroom equivalents. Not quite. The amount of work done to transform a roadgoing Lancer GSR into a rally car makes it into an entirely different, fire-spitting beast. A Group N rally car starts life on one of the massive superferries which sail regularly from Japan. It comes into the country as a private import on temporary number plates. That makes it legal, but it can only be driven to a UK testing station for single vehicle approval. There, it is checked for conformity to UK laws, namely that the kilometre speedo has been switched to miles per hour, and sundry items like a rear foglight and UK headlights added. Only then can it be issued with a registration document and a number plate.

Next stop is a preparation firm.
where the real fun starts. The car is stripped to a bare shell. Items such as the roadgoing suspension and carpets are junked. However, Gp N regulations state that all the interior trim has to be retained, right down to the sun visors and carpets.

Then comes the roll cage. A number of specialist firms produce a homologated roll cage for the Evo VI, which is welded in for extra safety. The cage also enhances the structural rigidity of the shell by minimising body flex.

The car builder's art comes into play properly at this point. The first job is to install the wiring looms and fuel lines, before the major parts go back in. The engine is fitted first, although the turbo must be fitted with a 3.2-millimetre restrictor to comply with international Gp N regulations. Then in go the transmission and drivetrain. The standard differentials can be replaced, provided the new ones have been homologated by the FIA, motorsport's governing body.

The next item to be fitted is the competition suspension, which has to be tough enough to withstand the rigours of a ruffled Welsh forest. The exhaust system is replaced by a competition version, and the motor's vital electronic ECU "brain" is also updated to cope with the demands of rallying. Equally crucial are the new, dinner-plate-sized brakes, which stop you with retina-detaching alacrity.

Inside, full competition seats and harnesses are a must. Likewise, you need a plumbed-in fire extinguisher, and the co-driver's best friend, a Corduba trip computer.

From start to finish, the whole process can take as little as three weeks. Bournemouth-based preparation firm K-Sport, which supplied the cars for our test, quotes the cost of the conversion at £25,500 plus VAT. Of course, you also have to buy a new Evo VI road car, which can cost anything between £21,000 and £25,000 depending on which deal you get. Make no mistake: rallying is an expensive business. But the result is mind-blowing.

The Evo is a car that challenges you. Bad drivers seem all right, good drivers even better, and very good drivers out of this world. It's predictable, safe, and very solid.

It's no coincidence Mitsubishi has swept up the last four Gp N crowns with Gustavo Gallegos and four drivers' world titles with Tommi Makinen. The Finn is renowned for many things, but mechanical sympathy is not one of them. When it's time to hand back the keys, I feel only a twinge of regret. Yes, it's a thrill, but the Evo sucks you in faster than a turbocharged vacuum-cleaner. You want to brake later, corner harder. The car makes you feel invincible, but it's a fragile illusion. It can bite.
No time like the present

The youngest driver ever to start a Grand Prix reckons that it’s never too early to make your mark, and says Button could succeed, regardless of his tender years.

Just last week I was thinking that 20 years ago I did my first Formula 2 race. I can’t believe it’s that long ago.

Now there is another young driver who is tipped as the next big thing: Jenson Button.

When I did Formula 1 I was so young. In fact, at 19, I was and still am the youngest driver to start a Grand Prix when I drove at Montreal in 1980. That was the same year Jenson Button was born.

Since I quit racing in the late ‘80s I have taken very little interest in the sport and have heard absolutely nothing about Button. But I know what he will need to make it.

I understand he knows the sport well through having raced karts. That is good. My father raced in the late ‘50s and it meant that I grew up in the sport. Racing was a continuation of something I knew.

What I learnt is that F1 is such a fickle business. Button might not get that sort of opportunity with a team like Williams more than once.

I turned down the works Ensign drive in ‘80 because I had a good money contract on the table in F2. That was a mistake. I was offered it when Clay Regazzoni went into the wall at Long Beach but was talked into staying in F2.

The timing of coming into F1 is tough, but if Button’s got the talent, he’ll do it. - end of story. I wasn’t good enough for F1 and that’s why I didn’t make it. I wasn’t a complete professional because I wasn’t that interested. I was a bit of a lad, refused to take the crap, and enjoyed smoking and drinking - I had the skill but I wasn’t complete.

In the end, you take your own road.

Making it in racing is like making it in music. You have to stick at it, and if you are good enough, you’ll get there. You need the talent and the belief. If Jenson has the spirit, like a musician, he’ll do it. He’s got to do it himself. It must be in his character and you don’t want too many people around you telling you what to do.

The most important thing you have to do is get plenty of miles under your belt, and racing is the best way to do that. You have to get in while you have the chance. Even if you come a cropper, it’s worth doing it because you can never tell how it will work out.

In my generation we had drivers like Chico Serra, Alain Prost and Keke Rosberg. Prost went to McLaren and struggled a little bit, but he did okay and made it stick. Chico stumbled into F1 too, but it never happened for him. He was quicker than Keke in Formula 3, but it was Keke who went on to be world champion.

The wrong way to go in is the way it happened to me. One-off outings are a mistake. You must make sure you get testing miles under your belt before you race which never happened to me. I was stupid because I was just standing in for other drivers when they got hurt.

McLaren and struggled a little bit, but he did okay and made it stick. Chico stumbled into F1 too, but it never happened for him. He was quicker than Keke in Formula 3, but it was Keke who went on to be world champion.

The wrong way to go in is the way it happened to me. One-off outings are a mistake. You must make sure you get testing miles under your belt before you race which never happened to me. I was stupid because I was just standing in for other drivers when they got hurt.

My accident at Thruxton in ‘81 had a profound effect on me. It changed my perspective. I had a big chip on my shoulder, I was arrogant - an obnoxious git. But then I hit the wall and it changed my life completely. I no longer cared about becoming world champion, I just wanted to race for the love of it. I started to look at other things and began studying, which I had never done before, and I did things like learning to fly.

It meant that I have enjoyed such an amazing life because I have done so many different things away from motorsport. I’ve driven dumper trucks, I’ve played in a band, I’ve taught in schools. I’ve just taken the last six months off to travel around the world and visit my friends. I’ve been doing a bit of bar work too. I’ve got no regrets about my life. I had a fantastic 10 years racing cars and still love the sport, even if I don’t follow it any more. It’s like loving a woman. If you love her but you know it is time to move on, you have got to let her go. That way you will always love her.
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